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Introduction

Goldwin Smith has been studied from a variety of perspectives,

but he has yet to be examÍned in the context of his own life-long

interest: historY. Smith was, after all, an historian by profession

This thesis attempts to contribute to a more accurate understanding of

his thought by a systematic treatment of some of his historicalv/riEings.

In doíng so, it is hoped Èhat light will be shed on the príncíPles

that shaped his outlook not only upon history but also upon lífe.

Fortunately, Smith has left historians a wide variety of publíshed

and unpublished sources upon which to base such an investigatíon. Of

these sources his historical works are one of the most revealíng.

Smithts history has been widely criticízed, dismissed as unimport-

anÈ, and passed over by historians who, in attempting t,o grasp his

ideas, looked instead to hís political journalÍsm. Yet his hístorical

writÍngs clearly reflect hís outlook more accurately and completely

than any of his other many works. The reasons for this are obvious.

In the fírst place, Smíth considered hírnself an historian and though

he did not produce what rnighr, by modern standards, be call-ed a pro-

fessional oracademic work, he read and r,¡rote history all of his lífe

and devoted most of his major works to hístorical subjects. Indeed,

some of his best writing appeared in the form of hístorícal review

essays in the Neur York Natíon from 1869 to 1884 and for ten years after
11890.- As wel1, ín his countless essays and articles on non-hístorical

topics he relied heavily on hístorícal examples and allusions to reín-

force hís arguments. Moreover, he taught history in both England and

',:.
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Ameríca and he attributed great imporÈance to the study of the past.

At Oxford he claimed that history lras an indispensable tool in.educa-

ting the future leaders of society,2while at Cornell he went as far as

to argue thatrra knowledge of the hÍstory of humanity is essential to a

right view of any question effecting man." 3

More importantly, Smithrs whole philosophícal outlook rested upon

the basic tenets of Christianity and he was convinced that history had

helped to prove the truth of those principles and had demonst.raËed that

their evolution and the expansion of their influence in society over

the ages was the key to human progress. r He believed that the signifi-

cance of thís Chrístian ideal could not be overstated, particularly in

an era of rapid and profound change when a confused, ínsecure population
/

needed some proven princÍple to guide it. ( Smith, therefore, devoted

his career to promoting this ideal and his historical writings played

a central role in carrying hís message to societf. ) fn them, he attempt-

ed to establish the validity of hís Christian ideal and then to teach

his audiences how to work tor¿ards its achievement . ( r" used hístory as

"à repository of moral lessons"4out of r¿hich could be drawn specific

examples applicable to particular present-day problems, and their

possible solutíon. Thus in Smíthrs hístorical works vre see not only

his basic prínciples as they take shape, but also theír development

from basic precepts into specífic views and opínions relating to

Victorían socíety. )tr'ew, íf any, of his other works reveal this re-
I

lationshíp with such clarity and provide such a valuable tool for re-

assessing hís intellectual outlook.
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II

Such a reassessment of GoldwÍn Smith and his ídeas is ímportant

because, although most historians of Canada are familíar r,tith his

name and one or two of his more famous works, Smith has not been a

popular subject for investigatÍon. The reasons for hís unpopularity

among our hístorians are obvioutr(n" \^ras a relentless and incisÍve
\

crítíc of Canadían society in a time of great naËíonal uncertainty

and he became the single most influential advocate of contínental

union vríth the United States. )As Carl Berger has noted, "Canada's
l

historians have all- been nationalists of various huesr" preoccupíed

with our development as a natíon and the emergence and character of

our nationality.5 On the vrhole, they have tended to emphasize our

common heritage, experiences, and aspiratíons - those things which

have gíven us unity and strength - and they have generally avoided

any prolonged and thorough discussion of the many sources of division,

disunity, and conflíct ín our past.6 
"rra"rs 

with these ínterests can

scarcely be blarned for neglectíng a man who claímed that Canada would

never become an independent nation and that her destiny was to become

part of the United States.T Moreover, until recent years, Canadian

historíans have shor,¿n little interest in thinkers and wríters such as

SmÍth, concerning themselves instead with drawíng and fillíng in the

basíc political outlínes of Canadafs past and with ínvestigatíng the

lives of the major fígures involved. Unlíke John A. Macdonald or Louís

Riel, Smith had no dírect or tangible impact on the primary events that

make up these outlínes and therefore his place in our hístory books is

negligíble. His presence ís lírnited, for the most part, to bríef

passing comnents or footnotes spread through the pages of works about

other people, places, and events.
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yet despit.e this general neglect, Smich has not been completely

ignored by Canadian hist.oríans, and, although his nemory has been

kept alive by one unpublished PhD thesis, one full length biography,

anð a mere handful of artícles, it seems thåt, hís importance in our
a. . ::::

pasË has been established. It is generally agreed that Smith exerted

'\. r F.H. Under- :

ì
a profound and positíve influence on journalism in Canada

hí11- claímed that ít v¡ould be diffícult to "read for long in Canadian

journalism from the 1870rs to the early 1900rs without realizíng how

much higher a standard of writing the Bystander províded than most of

his Canadian contemporaríes."8 His broad intellecEual background and

wide range of ínterests vras unequalled in Canada, such that Malcolm

Ross asserted that "no other ten men together did half as much to

challenge and dísplace the backwoods colonial mentality of the early
o

years"'of Canadian natíonhood. Elisabeth l.Iallace, author of the only

major published biography of Smith agreed, calling Smith a rrmaster

journalist in the great age of modern journalÍsm"lowhose influence as

a writer was felt in England and the U.S.A. as well as in Canada. She

further maintained that "Ëhe encouragement he gave Canadían letters

and the standard he set Canadían journalism can scarcely be over-

estimated. "11

\ In addítíon to this general líterary and journalistíc ínfluence,

Goldr¿in Srnith made a more specific contribution to Canadian intellectual

lÍfe by inspiríng and fuelling a constant debate on the nature of the

Canadian natíon and iLs future. ) Frank Underhill argued that Smith's

incisive commentaríes challenged Canadíans, in Smith's day and in his
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oqrn, to think more clearly and intelligently about "the fundamental

questiontr confronting any student of Canadiarr aff.airs - "the problem

of. out Canadian nationality, of the conditions that have determined

íts development in the past, of the possíbilities which lie before it
,.1 ?

ín the future.ttt' According to Malcolm Ross, the tttroublesomett questions

he asked about Canada have not been "really and fínally ansv/ered.r'13

In I97L, Carl Berger echoed these sentiments, claimíng not only that

Smith's Can ada and the Canadian Question was "one of the most effectíve

and challenging criÈiques of Canada ever penn.dr"l4but also that his

ídeas are trsupremely important in Canadian natíonalist thought because

he asked the question which all Canadiân nationalísts have since tried

to ansrnrer: v¡hat positive values does the count,ry embody and represent.

that justifies her exist"rr..?"15 Elisabeth Wallace thoughr that SmÍthrs

"perception v¡as unrivalled" when it came to discussíng the relationship

bet¡¿een Canada, England, and the United States and Èhe conrmon tradítions,

interests, and problems that they shared. His numerous writings on

this subject offered Canadíans a wider, less insular view of their

nation and íts place in the rorld.16 tr^lallace was so thoroughly con-

vinced of the importance of Smithrs conÈribution to Canadian politics

that she devoted five chapters to the díscussion of his Canadian career

and his theories on Canada.

Many historians tend to lose Ínterest in Smith after discussíng

hís Canadian political writings; yet these constitute only a relatively

minor aspect of his lífefs work. He was, after all, a Victorian

intellecÈual whose experiences and ideas reflect to some extent the
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character. of a comPlex and confusing age. Most historians who have

conmented on Smíth have in some \,¡ay acknowledged this. F.H. Under-

hill noted Smith's preoccupation with typically Victorian issues and

hÍs involvement with the important political movements of the ug".17

CarL Betger offered similar observatiorr",l8y.t neither he nor Underhill

r¡/ere interested in pursuing this Victorian intellectual aspect of Smithr s

câÍeet¡ concentrating instead on his Canadian polítícal thought.

Elisabeth Inlallace, Malcolm Ross, and Wayne Roberts, however, understood
./

the irnportance of Smith's relationship to his ug". (Wallace called her

Goldwin Smith: Víctorian Liberal and argued that

his significance derived from the fact that he was rran.intelligent

liberal and on many subjects a representative Victorian" who "speculated

with unflagging interest on the problems of his d"y." Alrhough his

idèas were often unpopular, "they reflected characteristic strains in

nineteenth-century liberal thought, and in particular the Victorian

concern about questíons raised by Èhe tr^/o great forces of democracy

biography of Smíth,

and imperialism."19 Her book r,ras an attempt to investígate the nature

of srnithfs particular brand of victorian liberalism and, in so doing,

to demonstrate some of the subtleties and complexities of the politÍcal

and intellectual life of the tíme.

Malcolm Ross shared l^lallacers interest in Smithts place wíthin the

nineteenth-century world of the íntel1ect. He asserted that if Smith

v¡as ttnot quite an eminent then he was certainly a representatíve

contradictions evident i-n his own

insíght into the problems of the

Victoríanr" and thaÈ the conflicts and

thought, offered the historian useful

)
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Víctorian rird.20 tr^Iriting more recenËly, trnlayne Roberts supported this

basic contention. Dismissing the strictly political interpretatlon of

Smith's importance, he rnaíntaíned that Srníthrs special contribution had

been in allowing "us to be more sensítive to several intellectual

developments of hÍs timert and in helping us recognize the complexities

of some of the major sÈrands of thought prior to the First l^lorld W^I.ZL

The study of a man such as Goldwin Smíth clearly has a great deal

to offer hístoríans, partícularly those who are interested in unravel-

líng the tangled threads of Victorian intellectual life. After all, to

understand Smithrs ideas is to learn something of the concerns and pre-

occupations of a unique and important age. In Smíth we have a well-

educated, politically and soeíally actÍve míddle class Victorían

intellectual r¡ho felt the major issues and ideas of the day as keenly

as if each and every one affected him directly, and who has left us a

well-r¿ritten and comprehensive record of what he thought about each.

Yet before vre can appreciate or assess Smithts place in Victorian

socíety hre must be confident that our knov¡ledge of the man and his

ideas is sound. Unfortunat,ely, given what, has been r.,rritten to date

about Srníth, it f-s apparent that our understandíng of him is both

inaccurate and incomplete. F.H. Underhíll and CarI Berger sar,¡ Smith

as prímarily a political thinker preoccupíed for the most part with the

accomplishment of practical polítical gaíns such as continental union.

The works of others (l,lallace, Ross, and Roberts) have clearly demonstra-

ted the weakness of an approach whích fails to see Srnithrs thoughts on

Canada as a product of larger concerns characteristic of the Victorían

age.
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[tallace's book, due to its length, detail, and approach, ís the

most complete survey of Smithrs ideas . (n ir, she demonstrated that
\

there was more to Smíth than polítics, claiming that he was t'even more

inËerested in religious issues" than in political ones and that hís

religious and moral attitudes "imbuedrr his approach to cerËaín polití-

ca1 issues. As well, she suggested that religion played a crucial

rol-e in the solutions Smíth proposed for the political and social

problems of his time.'2) 
"or"ou"t, 

she acknowledged the ímportance of
/

Smlthrs extensíve social actlvitíes and ideas and.hovr they deníed the

possibilíty of an accurate account of the man based strictly on trad.i-

tional political categories.23 Nevertheless, despÍte the fact that

she produced a remarkably comprehensive overview of what Smith thought

about countless íssues, events, and ídeas and that she suggested

important connections betv¡een the various themes in hís work, her

interpretation is inadequate. She was convÍnced that, as a ttbusy

publicist," and devoted journalíst, Smíth had neÍther the tíme nor

the desíre "to present an íntegrated polítical ctu"d,."24 Having

taken thís stand, I^Iallace Ì¡ras not really interested ín investigating

the philosophical links she, herself, írnplíed. Polítics, she suggested,

were only one aspect of a wíde-ranging world view that took in all the

' crucial issues of the age; yet her attempts to show how and r^rhere the

political or any of the many other aspects of hís thought fít into the

whole, r¡rere severely limited íf not non-existent. Thus, despíte her

assertions about the fundamental importance of Surithrs religíous

( attitudes, she stil1 argued that his "conceptio., of(fiUeralism)may be i\\t¡



illustrated by his vier¿s on free trade and democracy"'25witho,rt 9

atËenpting to show how his religious beliefs míght have shaped

those víeu7s '

Malcolm Ross atternpted to investigate some of these unexplored

connectíons in hís article on Smith, arguing that "we have always

paíd ínsuffícient attention to Ehe strange and revealing Ínterplay

of his ISmith's] polítical, historÍcal and religious attítudes."26

I^Iorking from this assertíon, Ross not only demonstrated the great

signifícance of Smitht s religious attitudes but also the quasí-reli-

gious character of his notion of Anglo-Saxon unity' and how these

rwo factors shaped and influenced the development of nisþiberalism.{ 
)\

UnforËunately these ínsights dÍd not go far enough. Ross stressed

Smithts political attitudes, claiming that as his religious beliefs

became ttmore heterodoxrttas hÍs ttchristian sense of the meaníng and

purpose of historytt was díluted, this ne\^/, narrov¡ faith, Anglo-Saxonry'

took over and his I'political attitudes became more unstable, more

p.t.r.r""."28 Yet Anglo-Saxon unity vras a lifelong preoccupation of

Smith, artículated clearly and decisively early in his career. More-

over, his Christian faÍth had thríved along with this idea throughout

hís career and had remained fírm to the end of his 1ife,29..r.r, though

he had moved far away from established relígion and theology. Because

he saw one rfaítht as a replacement for the other, Ross failed to

investígate the basis of Smithrs particular brand of Anglo-Saxonry

(a wíde1y used term with a variety of meanings and interpretatÍons in

the nineteenth-century context) and thus did not díscover that it was

based on and deríved its meaning from the very Christian faith that it

\¡¡as supposed to have replaced.
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To date, only l^Iayne Roberts has successfully penetrated the

phílosophícal base of Smith's thought. In an article aptly entitled

"Goldwints Mythr" hu set out "to define Srnith as a socíal rather

than an economíc thínker, to place ProLestant evangelism and non-

conformity, rather thanlliberaljeconomics at the core of this tnougnc.';')'t "/

He saw Smithts career and wrítings asttan unrequited search for a

moral basis of community 1n a world where precapitalist props of

hierarchy and cohesíon had been obliterated."30 It is only in this

context, he maÍntaíned, that we could fully and accurately understand

Goldwin Smithts views, on Canada or any other subject. According to

Roberts, all Smithts concerns and preoccupatÍons r¡ere derived from and

informed by his Christíanity. By stressíng the religious basís of

Smithrs thought Roberts provided a startíng poínt for a more complet,e

reassessment of Snith.

Thís thesis is an attempt to contríbute to that reassessment by

investigating Smithrs outlook as ít ís expressed ín hís hístorical

wrÍtings. Little attention has been paíd to these works even though

Smith, in his ovm day, enjoyed "a tremendous reputationrr as an

historían and'rwould have had no difficulty at all in filling several

scrapbooks wiËh statement.s proclairning the excellence of hís historian-
t1

ship.rt"'r The unfavourable judgements of his contemporary critics, men

such as Charles H. Andrews, Lord Acton, and Edward P. Cheyney, have

prevailed, however, and have led modern observers to neglect Srnith,

the hístorian. Andrews, historian of colonial America, deplored his
rrpartisanship, his fiery vocabulary, his habit of judgíng historícal
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índíviduals and institutions as if they r¡rere present day individuals

and institutions, his moralístic intrusions, his inability' Ín

short, Ëo separate the past from the preserrt."32 Lord Acton held a

sirnílar opínion of Smithts work, labeIlÍng him a panegyrist' an

advocate and an accuser ttwhose fondness for sweeping and positive

assertions land] the glaring illusLrations of his striking and often

lofty rhetoric are not favourable to the display of exactness in the

investigation of the facEs."33 Edward P. Cheyney added that hís works

rnrere generally "based on an excess of prejudice and an insuffícíency

of original and laborious t"".t."h."34

Tvrentieth century analysts of Smith have tended to agree with these

critical assessments of Smith's work. Writing shortly after Smithrs

death for Ehe Dictionary of National Biography, Sidney Lee asserted

that Smíth had "devoted most of his energÍes to polemicsil and that

the I'detachment of mínd which is essent.ial to great hístory or
:

philosophy r¡/as denied him." His history v¡as ttlittle more than first

rate pamphleteering." He showed rrno aptítude" for origínal research

and 'rhe failed to make any addítion to hístorical knor¡ledge."35 Frank

Underhill shared this view, maintaining that because of his failure

to research his subjects he had "left behínd him no great work r¡hich

recreated or reínterprets for us a past period of history."36 Herman

Ausubel claimed that Smith was too "immersed in hÍs or¿n times and too

little immersed in the ages whose history he sought to recountr' to

produce a work of enduring value. Moreover, he "could not judge

indivíduals in the light of theír o\"n times \nrithout recourse to
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motaLizations '
,r38 Even Elisabeth trnlallace, who was generally

sympathetic to Smith and hís work, admitted that his defects as an

hístorian r¡¡ere too ttobvíoustt to be ígnored.

To the sum of human knowledge he added
little. He had no taste for painstaking
research ínto primary sources and little
capacíty for objectivíty. A víolent
partísan, he carried into the past, as
Dícey once observe, the animosítíes of
the present. He dealt freely in defence
and condemnation, depending on whether
he approved of those whose history he
was writing . History, politics, and
literature alike, Goldwin Srnith subjected
to a moral test . Every topic he
discussed he treated from a modern Liberal
point of vÍew, using the present to ínter-
pret the past, in a manner sÈartling to
more orthodox students of history.rn

The flaws in Smithrs hisËorical work are, índeed, obvious and

it would be foolhardy to dispute the validíty of the critícisms

level1ed against hirn ín an attempt to rehabilítate hím as an

I

imporÈant hisÈ-orian. Yet it is these very flaws that make SmiËh's

historical r¿orks so important to the intellectual historian. Because

they are partisan, opinionated, and preoccupied with the present at

the expense of the past, they províde obvious sources of insight into

Smíthrs thought and theír neglect in the past by historians helps

explain our inadequate undersËanding of the man.
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In a very basíc sense Goldwin Srnith is Í-nseparable from hís

historical wrítings and, in order to understand hirn and his place in

Víctorian society' ít is important to understand his víew of history.

On Ëhe surface this may seem a simple task - a mere summary of the many

thousands of pages he wrote - but ít requires more than sÈraight nar-

rative. It requires an interpretatlon and an analysis of the internal

coherence of the beliefs and values which underlie the body of hÍs

historical work. Smlth's ideas must be examined in and of themselves

before \,/e can díscuss their place ín a wider social context. Such a

first step may seem less sophistícated and less relevant than the second

because it seldom generates any s\,reeping new assertions abouE society.

I^lít.hout it, however, the social history of ideas could not be vrritten.

Thís thesis atLempts where necessary to compare Sníth'to his contemporaries,

but ít is mainly a study of the intellectual life and hÍstorical corpus of

one man, of hor¿ he responded to and assessed the events of the past, the

experi.ences of his ovm tíme, and the promise of the future in an age of

transition.

The structure of this thesís 1s quite straightforward. The

openíng chapter ís bíographical and deals wfth the experiences and ídeas

that appear to have shaped Snrithrs outlook, particularly duríng his years

at Oxford. Chapters two, three, and four are primarily devoted t.o Smíth's

theory of history and his ínterpretatlons of English, Amerícan, and Canadian

historícal development. Smithfs hlstorical worts r¡/ere certainly not

lÍmited to these three fields but because he tended to be preoccupied vrith

the history and development of Anglo-Saxon civilizatíon in England and in
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her colonies, these seemed the most appropriate national hístories with

which Eo begln a reassessment of smith. It seemed important, nevertheless,

also to include a bríef díscussion of Smith's view of lrish history because,

Ireland, wlth all its problems, presented a signiflcant challenge to smithts

belíef in the greatness of the Anglo-Saxon accomplishment' Thfs section

1s íncluded as an appendix following the conclusion'
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CHAPTER I
Goldwin Srnith aÈ Oxford

The VicEorian age has often been characterized as an age of

transítion, in whích men, probably for the fírst time, "thought of

theír ov¡n time as an era of change from the past to the future.'r

This conception has been derived from the conìments of various

Víctorian writers who, like Goldwín Snith, witnessed the great trans-

formatíon of British society in the nineteenth century, and, as a

result became preoceupied r¿ith change, its purpose, iËs process, and

1

its effects.- Change had been forced on British society by the

technological and economíc effects of the Industrial Revolutíon and

by Ehe political, social, and intellectual influences unleashed by the

revolutions in France and America. Yet while these movements pr:omised

great improvements for British socíet,y, their immedíate result.s were

t
economic hardship, social unrest, and war.' Consequently, ín the

early decades of the níneteenth century, the attiËude of the vast

majority of the British population toward change vras one of fear

anxiety, and dismay.3

By the late 1820's, however, a new outlook began to emerge. The

government passed substantial religious reforms in 1828 and L829, and,

in 1830 it began to consíd.t *å5o. political change. Its ínítiatíves

were reinforced by the agitation of both Èhe lower and middle classes

whose leaders had recognized that Èhe best means by which to control

olitícal por"r.4 At the same time, in

the intellectual sphere the ídea of change was beíng presented in a

decidedly posítive light by writers líke Thomas Carlyle and John Stuart

15
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Ml11, who rejected the convenLional ideological pessimism of the day

ín ¡avottt of an optimistic notion of progress. Based on a belief in

the perfecEability of man, the idea of progress had been at the

ídeoLogícal centre of the French Revolution and had suffered as a

result of the excesses of the Terror and of Napoleon. Nevertheless,

it re¡aíned ímportant adherents in Brítain and after 1820' they set

out to convince their fellow countrymen thaE change \"ras essential to

the Ímprovement of man and society, and that it should be understood

and promoted rather than feared.5

Throughout Lhe thirtÍes and forties, progress acquired more and

more adherents. They often differed greatly in background, experience

and outlook and thus, they of f ered a wide variety of vier,Ts on how the

reform of British society should be accomplíshed. Some reformers

advocated limited polÍtica1 and social change, a mere expansion of

the ruling oligarchy; others called for the end of olígarchical

goverr'r-ment and greater democracy. Similarly, views on the role of the

Anglícan Church ranged from a desire for outríght and írnmediate

dÍsestablishment to a variety of Broad Church compromise schemes. As

well , bo,th free t.rade and protectíon claimed support among these

.6progressives. Moreover, they r¿ere divíded philosophically on the

very naLure of progress itself. Metaphysical idealíbts emphasized

the role of mant s spiritual character ín understandÍng and ímproving

the world, and they tended to víew progress as the result of the con-

tinual, conscious, free, and, at times, difficult exertíon of manrs

natural povrer for self-improvement. This view vlas opposed by the

positivists who stressed the importance of using scíentific principles

derived from observations and experiences outslde of man Èo analyze
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human socíety. I'or the proponents of this school , progress l¡/as an

íîevítabLe process - the march of mind - through whích, regardless

of indivídual human effort, society continually advanced. Most

ín'ellectuals stood somewhere between these tvro extremes, often

combíníng elements of both in theír varÍous interpretations of change.T

yet despite these fundamental dífferences in outlook, the

advocates of reform were united in the belief that progress vtas a

o

reaLíty;'that socÍety was better off than it had been a hundred years

earlier and that things would be better still a hundred years hence.

FurËhermore they l¡rere convínced that the key to this progressive

development was the expansion of human knowledge, intellect, and

o
character.' This conviction directed them toward a con¡non advocacy

/.of(tiberal )inquiry and of an expanded and improved educational 
)

system. ( fn""" ídeas lrere not new but rather dated back to the

Renaissance and trthe Baconían argument from advancing knowledge, each

age possessíng and profiting from a constantly íncreasing body of

positive truth."tO) To this, the eighteenth century ratíonalists

had added the contention that as man learned to control hís environ-

ment, the quality of 1ífe would be improved and the Brítish utilítaríans

had taken this one step further by clairning that education rouíU pro-

víde unlimíted possíbilities for improving "the moral and intellectual

condition of mankind."1l

In the turrnoil of the Victorian age, however, these theoríes took
//',I on a new meaning and immediacy for( liberal'úntellectuals. The \("

Ínstitutlons and assumptions of the old order were breaking down and

had, ín theír view, to be replaced by new ones, more suited to the

emerging industrÍal society. Creating a ne\^r society, however, \¡ras a
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complex t.ask which, accordíng to these reformers, required open,

inËel1igent research' debate, and discussion taking ínto account the

varíous classes, groups, and interests in British socíety and all the

latest philosophical, socÍal, and scientific theories. As we1l,

they believed that during this period of transition, enlightened

leadership v/as. essential in all spheres to guide and direct a confused

nation forward in a calm and orderly fashion. At the same time, the

nation's populatíon would have to be educated to understand and. to

contribute to Èhe emergíng socíety in r¿hich they were destined to play

an ever-increasíng role.
//.
/ fn tne eyes of(1íberalJintellectuals, Britainrs leading education-

a1 Ínstitutions, partícularly the universíties at Oxford and Cambridge,

seemed the obvÍous places to begin this process of research, discussion,

and education.j In the 1830's and 1840rs, however, Oxford and Carnbridge

were ill-equípped to fulfil1 these reformist goa1s, because duríng

these years they were sti1l "part of the church, and consequently had

religious functions: the training of the clergy of the Church of

England and Ëhe education of the nationrs socia,L elite ín Christían

discipline and *or.1Íty."12 The boards of both universities had ,

successfully resisted all efforÈs by secular and utilitarian reformers

to reduce the churchfs influence and to introduce nevr subjects and

theories relating to modern industrial "o"i.ty.13 Thus, while economic,

polÍtical and socíal change were dramatícally altering the rest of

British society, the two leading universities remained isolated and

conservatíve, preoccupíed wíth a narro\¡/ curricuh¡m of theology, classics,

and mathematícs. Other important subject.s received líttle or no att.entíon

at Oxford and Cambrídge.
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History as a subject for serious study was
not recognized at either university until
the last half of the century (the average
attendence in 1850 at the modern history
course at Oxford was eight). There was
even less interest, in the few courses
that \,rere offered in the natural and social
sciences. The study of art r,Ias not intro-
duced until 1870... and that of modern
literature still later.rO

The professoriate v/as at best considered ttuselesstt and ttthe most

vulnerable point in the university "y"te*."15 In many instances'

professorships \"Iere consídered "sinecures, venerable relics of

mediaevalism"l6and the Eutors within the colleges had largely taken

over Lhe functions of ínstruction and teachrrrg.lT Moreover, the

system of fellowships did little to promote talent or intellect since

"few of the fellowshlps r^/ere open to genuine competiÈion" beíng

rrrestricted by their endowments to candidates from partícular local-

ities, preparatory schools, or kínshíp of the founders. Of the 542

fellowships at Oxford, only 22 were open to all candidates."lS As

we1l, fellowships v/ere subject ro religious restrÍctions and requíre-

ments which further limited the range of appl-icants. More significant

still v¡as the fact that only Anglicans qrere permíÈted to take degrees

at Oxford and CambrÍdge, while Oxford also excluded dissenters from

even taki.rg .orrt""".19 Consequently, a large section of the population

was deníed access to the two leading uníversíties, both of which r¿ere

generously endowed by the national government.20

r"
{ Liberal ìíntellectuals believed that these weaknesses rendered the\l

universitíes incapable of directíng and ínfluencing the reform of

British society, and therefore they concluded that Oxford and Cambridge

would have to be changed. During the 1830ts, however, the cause of

university reform met with ltttle success. In 1834, the Whíg government
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íntroduced a bill that was intended to open Oxford and CambrÍdge to

díssenters. It passed the Commons but was thrown out by the Lords.2l

Meanwhile at Oxford, an anti-reform movement was beginning to take

shape around a group of High Church theologians and academics who were

devoted to protecting traditional institutÍons and assumptions against

the recent attacks of reforming politicians . (rn" Tractarian or Oxford\.

Movement, as it came to be known, emerged ín 1833 with John Keblefs

famous sermon ontrNati-onal Apostasyrfr and one of its prÍmary goals was

to put an end to the "intolerable Ínterference ty .(riu.ral\secular \\l
state in the proper concerns of the .hrrrch."22 In the intense and

widespread reform agitatíon of the 1830ts, the Tractarians came to be

seen by conservatives and tradÍtionalist elements in BrÍtaín as the

"dedícated defenders of a persecuted church."23 Their oppositíon to

reform and Èo ratíonalistic interpretations of Church doctrine won

them many allíes among the country clergy24rho"" strength in convocatÍon

was suffícíent to prevent noË only major government intervention {n

( tt" universÍties but also the advancement of indivíduaf(fiueraf'; 
)

academícs.

Yet even at the height of Tractarian influence, university reform

was not without its advocates. At oxford, a small but active group of

academics led by Thomas Arnold2sattempted to counteract the Ínfluence

of the Tractarians and Ëo promote crítícal inquiry, refusing to accept

'rauthority as a judge in íntellectual matters.rr rn the socÍal and

intellectual turmoíl of the time, however, their activíties only served

to reinforce High church conservatism at oxford. Recognízíng this,

they chose to pursue their ídeals elsewhere ,26^nd, ít was not until the

1840rs that a neür group of uníversíty reformers began to emerge to
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present a víable alternative Èo Tractarianism. Several factors con-
/-

tríbured to this resurgence of academic(lÍberalist. ) U, 1841, the )

Oxford MovemenE r,ras in a sÈate of crisis. In that year John Henry

Nernrman, in Tract XC, "offered an interpretation of the Thirty-Nine

Artícles - already very flexible - that seemed to most readers to

lo'rer all rhe barriers between the Anglican and Roman Catholic Churches.

The response at Oxford and throughout the country $ras very negative and

Newman was forced to leave the university. Four years later, W.G. Ward,

another leading light of the movement, Itas deprived of his degree and

suspended from teaching for declaring that "when he had subscribed the

Artícles he had not gíven up a síngle Roman doctríne."2B Distressed

Anglicans increasingly turned away from the Movement, rejecting the
I

extreme course it appeared to be taking. 
l 

t" 1845, three of TractarÍan-

ism's most prominent figures, Newman, Inlard, and Frederíck Oakley joíned

the Catholic Church. 
'J fnese seccessíons marked the end of the Movement

as such and greatly reduced High Church influence over university,

eccl-esiastical, and national aff.ai;tt.29

,r27

( at tt^.tarÍanism was declining, (ti¡eratizing-)influences both
l"

inside and outside the universities r¿ere producing a growing number

of reform-mínded young men r.rho began t.o enter Oxford and CambrÍdge in

the fortiu".30/ Many of them r,rere products of Rugby where Thomas Arnold,
/

Tractarianísmrs leading opponent, had ínplernented hísifiteraf ,views ot ')

religíon, culture and education. Irnbued wíth his Ídeas and hís earnest-

ness, they were deÈerrnined to make the universítíes serrve the interests

of the whole nation rather than just those of the Anglican Ch.rr"h.3l

Arnoldts presence at, Oxford as Regius Professor of Modern History frorn

I84O-42 served to reinforce thÍs ideal among his disciples and his
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moving lectures undoubtedly convinced other students to take the

reform side in the debate over the role of the uni-versities. More-

oyêl t while the ref ormist I^Ihig government of Lord John Russell was

defeated in 1841 and replaced by a conservative ministry under Robert

peel, the cause of national reform was in no vtay abandoned. Indeed,

peel's own,political record demonstrated a sympathy for change and

a determination to restructure Brítish society. As early as 1834-35,

he had revealed his intention to develop "a ne\^r, *or"ftiU.ral tconserva-
/

aa
tism,""and after gainíng poürer in 1841 he made good this intention by

presÍding over reforms in the area of mines, factories, public health,

education, banking, railways, and trade and commerce. It was Pee1,

in fact., who finally succeeded in having the protectionist Corn Laws

c¡ /
repealed in 1846."( thrl", despÍte the continued existence of substant-

ía1 elements opposed to change, by 1841 reformism as a ideal and as

policy found powerful support in the universíties and in governmenÈ, ì

II
t.

,r rnrs rr-sr-ns tíde ofl líberalism ,in BrÍtain was a crucial factor in'";
',. I

Goldwin Smíthrs intellectual development.Ìr,f-H.e entered Oxford in 1841
1 .J,
i¡ì

when the whole university was caught up,,in the Tractarían controversy
l'(
iand virtually everyone took sides -either with Newman or Arnold.r. Those

r¿ho did not \,/ere thought by some to carerrfor nothing but Greek v"rb"."34

..,' Smith ,ûras,not one of- these f ew disinterested 'indivíduals beeausê; âs â

result of his family background and early experiences--he had developed
l

an outlook similar, in many v¡ays, to that of Dr. Arnold and his pupíIs

,l Born in 1823 into a v¡ell-established and prosperous middle-class

family in Reading, England, Go}dwi'n- Smith was the son of D-r. Richard

Suríth, a medical doctor, and his first wife Elizabeth. Dr. Smith not

: .:iì ,.ì,
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only maintained a successful medical practice until 1848, but also

found time to take part in the development of railways in Britain.\,

He helped to promote the Great Western Railway and later became a

director of both the Great l^lestern and Metropolitan Railways.'l-liorr.,,

Goldwin -Ëhen, grew up in a home where the professional, industrial,

and commercial middle-classes \¡rere 'seen as crucial contributors'to.

Britain's national development, much as Arnotrd ""* th.*.36 -More-

important-, the religious inf luences -in"- Smith-l-s-.-1.i-f'e were dec j-dedly

ftiberal 
')and Broad Chrrrch.3T His mother, Elizabeth Breton, was of

Huguenot descent, and alËhough she died when he r^/as only a.åBnr"

knowledge of her familyrs background may well have contributed to

his suspicion of Hígh Church AnglicanÍsm and its tendency to minimize

I

the significance of the Reformation Moreover, as a young boy, Smith

had become famíliar with the Latitudinarian religJ-ous views of Henry

Milman who resided ín the neíghbouring parish of St. Mary's and who

Smíth later portrayed as a man who openly confronted orthodoxy from

his pulpit. The Smith family clearly approved of Milman's sermons

for they sometimes att.ended his servíces rather than the more orthodox

ones offered by their ovm vicar.39 O" well, the religious ínfluence
-,i'

of his family continued beyond childhood. In 1839, Srnithrs father

remarried and although he and hís stepmother, Katherine Dukínfield,

\,rere not close, he often stayed with her brother, the Reverend Henry

Robert Dukínfield, when in London. Dukinfíeld, who was then vicar of

St. Martinrs-in-the-Fie1ds,40rr" becoming a devoted reformer of the

Anglican Church.\i H" worked with Bishop Blornfield, of London, whom

Smith characterized as rra statesman prelate ¡^¡ho strove to adapt the

Church to the tÍmes and to renew her hold upon the nation not by
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îeví:ging her claims to priestly authority but by placing her in the

van of social imProvemerrt. "41

These various experiences and influences seem to have convinced

Smíth at a relatively early age, that the struggle Lo achieve the

ídeaI set by Christ's lÍfe was a social as well as -a spiritual 
""";'\

that men would be required to reshape society and to improve it as

they ímproved themselves indj-vidualfy. ,,,1'io"íal change, therefore, vras

essential to human progress and to the evolution of a bett.er society

and, although it v/as not always progressíve, change could not be

resisted indefinÍte1y. This outlook, unshaken by fíve years at
L'

unreformed,' conservatÍve Eton,'-naturally directed Smith towards the

Arnoldians at Oxford who shared a simílar view of socíety.43 S*íth'"

itiUeratlUeliefs evolved quickly in this extremely polarized intellect-

ual environment because he came under the influence of a concentrated,

unif ied, and determinea(ti-Ueral)torce .""':" ::i:: 1'/

Àdmittedly,.i"Oxford in the early 1840f s was still deeply conserva-

tive, and Magdalen, the college to which Smith transferred shortly after

matriculating aE Christ Church, was noted, even among the unreformed

colleges, for 1ts extreme "backw"rdrru""."44 Yet Srnith found strong
/
/ liberal)adherents among the tutors, the students, and even the profes-

, sors at Oxford. Richard Congrevert;,vhose ttinfluence upon his students I

was said to have been singularly bracing, morally as well as íntel1ect-

ì: Congreve later became a famous Comteanua1ly, ched him in classics

posiEivist but during his
:

typical pupil of Arnold,

arian in his theological

years at Oxford, he was noted

,r45,' coa
II

sinrply as tta

and latítudin-hígh-minded, intensely

opínion. rr4o To smith,

earnest,

he u¡as tta strong iberalír

a-nd Evangelical of Arnold's school."47 Another of Smith's progressive
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coaches \,ras,,rrthe excellent Montague/Bernardrt' who later helped to
j

^.rablish The Guardian, a distinguishedlliberal ìnewsp"O"t.48 One

of hís closest friends at Magdalen was John Conington who had, from

the start, been singled out by the conservative elements at. Oxford as

\
a "dangerous innovator."\, A young man with a deeply reli-gious nature

and evangelical tendencies, he, too, had come up from Rugby and was

imbued with Arnold's determínation to reform the educational "y"t"*.49
.,/As well, from 1840 to 1842 Dr. Arnold was himself presenE at Oxford
f1

as Regius Professor of Modern History, and according to Smithr'¡,his

influence among the students \^/as such t.hat tthis name \,IaS a horror and

,f ltn

a terror tooli¡t. dominant High Church party."\. Their dismay was no

doubt intensified by the fact that his lectures were very well

atLended. Smith personally found them bot.h interesting and entertain-

.50lng.

'r"" 
The influence of indíviduals such as these contributed a great

deal to the evolution of Smithrs outlook which quickly became "pronounced-

ly 1íbera1."51 Yet in his first four years at oxford he vras not really

actj-ve po1Ítica1ly. It was only after he graduated B.A. in 1845, with

an impressive record of accomplishments behÍnd himr52that he became

more dÍrectly involved ín university politics.

III

.' Goldv¡in Smithts active commitment to liberalism ,began after 1845

r¿ith the movement for university reform. The collapse of the Tractarian

Movement that year and the resulting decline ín conservative influence

at Oxford, renewed the confldence of the liberal group there and re-

vived hopes for t.fo*.53 At the same time, a signífi-cant personal

setback reaffirmed Smichts ov¡n convÍction that. the system had Eo be
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changeð,. Following his graduation in 1845, Smfth v/ent on to pursue

an M.A. and entered a competÍtion for a fellowship at Queen's, but

r¡trâst ín hís oürn r^Iords, ttdefeated...by a combination of Anti-reformers
qL

and Ritualists."-' Though the accuracy of his version of the com-

petítion may be open to dispute, the fact. that he interpreted it as
qq

an attack on his liberal views--confirms the argument that this set-

back "guaranteed that he would be a university t.fot*.t."56 National

events, as r^rell, seemed to coincide to produce a favourable environ-

ment for action, In L846, Peel's government repealed the Corn Laws,

long considered a symbol of the po\^/er of the landed aristocracy and

gentry. ThÍs Í/as seen as a great victory for(tiUeralism)and although
c'7

Peel's government fel1 just af ter repeal r./as accomplishedr-it was

replaced by a fairly capable l^lhíg adminístratíon which promised to

car:.y forward the previous government's reform initiativ"".tU .lç ':t(

Afraid that these events íncreased the threat of outside

inEerventíon in the university, the Hebdornadal Board at Oxford

appointed a committee in March, 1B4B to hear proposals for change.

The limited recommgndations of this body, however, satisfied neither

High churchmen, ¡¡ho remained devoted to the old system, nor (liberals
59who demanded more extensive reform. Convinced that government. inter-

vention was the only realistic alÈernatíve, Smith, Benjamin Jo\.ret-Ë,

-and 'trrlilliam Gharles' Lake., rdrote the Prime Minister Lord John Russell

requesting that a royal commission of inquiry into the administration

of the university be set up imrnediately. Smith personally applÍed

additional pressure by publíshing his víews on the issue in a series

of letters to The Times under the name Oxoniensis.60 ü¡íth the powerful

support of nonconformists, the reformers finally prodded the government

j
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ínto action.-;" -Gommiss.iorÞs-IÀ/ere appointed at both Oxford and Cambridge

trl
ín August -1850;-vith A-?- -Stan1ey--and SmÍth serving ås/secretaries to

the oxford commissiorr.6ztt"r 
i''r¡ ''i 

11"'

J" Both commissions \^/ere presented with a wide varieLy of views

on the role of the universíty in society. At Oxford, the t\^ro extreme

positions were represented by Henry Halford Vaughan and the Reverend

E.B. Pusey."1 In 1839, Vaughants career at Oxford had been blocked by

the Tractarians who were suspicious of hÍs religíous views. The

experience convinced him "that the university should be a secular

ínstitution dominated by its profe""or"."63 He argued that "the

function of the professors should be intellectual, not moral; their

task should be learníng not teachi.rg." They "should pursue knowledge

for its ov¡n sake, and not for any political or moral ob¡ect."64 This

view was opposed by Pusey who, as a leadÍng figure in the Tractarian

movement, r^ras determíned to mainÈain Oxford as an institution of the

Anglican Church. He belÍeved "the university r¡/as a guardian of the

Church, and it had to defend the idea of dogmatic truth against the

destructive claims of human ru""orr."65 Thus, he claimed, both enrol-

lment and curriculum had to be restricted. 0n1y Anglicans should be

accepted ínto the universit.y and, once there, they should receive

instructíon the primary object of which would be to strengthen their

"moral and religious fibr.."66 Oxford, according to Pusey, had to

remain a teaching rather than a research institution and for this

purpose the college-based tutorial system was better suited than a

professorial framework, though professors had a place in both.67
v

- In--185O-, most university reformór"' urlUr""ed neíther of these

extremes. Men 1íke Mark Pattison, Benjamin Jowett and Goldwin Smith
.Y ,...-

' ,..'l/
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agreed that the professoriate had to be expanded and strengthened and

the currícu1um broadened to include nev/ fields of study. As wel1,

they accepted the need for research and the pursuit of new knowledge

wíthín Ehe uníversity context. Moreover, they opposed religious

restrictions on entrance, fellowships and offices and they wanted

6xford opened to dissenters who made up a large proportlon of the

nation's population. Nevertheless, they agreed wíth Puseyrs basic

contention that teaching had to remain the primary function of the

university. unlike vaughan, who wanted oxford to becorne a national

centre of secular research and learning, these reformers wanted to

create a teaching institution ,which, while it encouraged and promoted

research, would be concerned primarily with producÍng an enlightened

group of graduates. Educated in the best traditional and modern

ideas and theories, these men woul-d not become researchers or scholars

but would go out into the country as administrators, poli-t.icians, clergy-

men' teachers, and cÍvi1 servants where they would use their knowledge

Èo improve society and to educate the publfc to take their places in

the emerging social o.d"r.68

rn 1852, the oxford commission issued its report which "approved

the relaxation of religious tests, the abrogation of restrictive medíeval

statutes, the free opening of fellowships to merit, and the creation of

a teaching professor"t.."69 The government followed the advíce of

the commission and in 1854 and 1856 it passed laws to implement these

recommend"d t"fot*".70 In effect, these measures substantíally reduced

clerical control of higher education, but they were not as far-reaching

as many reformers had hoped. Nonconformists, though admiÈted to lower

degrees, lrere still prevented from obtaining higher degrees, college
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headships and fellowships, and professorships. I^Ihile the number of

fellowshíps was greatly increased and most were ttopened to meritrtl

¡t1 wo-thirds of the fellorrrships...sti1l
stipulated that their holders must take
holy orders, and all except one of the
headships of the colleges, as well as
most of the senior professional chairs,
continued to be limited to clergymen.
Celibacy remained a qualificatÍon for
holding college fellowship".7l

Nevertheless, Smith, for one, believed that the commission did "as
i.1-.t '- ' ,i',.

much as r¡ras'practicable at the time, the state of opinion and opposing

forces being what they v/ere,]'],åna that it "practically transferred the

university from clerical to academic hands," insuring that further

reform would be forthco*ing.72

.,.' Smithrs patient and optimístic attitude towards reform was quite

indicative of the general confidence of liberal academícs and thinkers

at the time. Their demands had in part been recognized and acted upon

and they were beginning to establlsh a conspícuous presence and high

, academic prolile within the uníver.sity communlty despíte the perpetuation

of strong conservative elements Ehere. Moreover, the mood of the country
1"' :{.r'

was favourable to liberal ideals.\ tt" Chartist seare of lB4B73proved

to be the last major social protest of the era and the 1850rs opened

v/ith all the prosperity and hope expressed by the Great Exhíbition of
ta...r.

1851.74 .,.'rot s*ìtn, too, the late 1840's and 1850's were ful1 of promise.

He was elected Stowell Fellow in Civil Law at University College in

1846 and in 1847 he won the Chancellor's príze for hís Englísh essay

on "The Political and Social Benefits of the Reformation ín England.rl

That same year, he was called to the bar having had his name entered

at Lincolnts Inn earlier in the 1840's.75 He was already developing

t'a great reputation in Oxford as a prophet and a devotee of progre"""76
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aîd by 1850 he was establishing hÍmself as a respected journalist

and thinker. He began writing for the Peelite Morning Chro_nicle in

1g50 and five years later he joined the staff of the newly formed

SaturdaY Revíew contributÍ ng regular articles generally on literary
:

themes." In 18Sg tre was asked to serve on another commission, this one

devoted to ínvestigating the system of popular education. 6*íth--was-

responsible -f.or..-w.r-íË íng Ëhe' -s-ee-tion--of-*the- Commiss.í.oa'l.s--repor-Ë
a

relating -to--ehar-itable- endowrnenEs . Mor:eover, throughout this period

hís legal work, commission business, journalistic pursuits, and his

personal friendships drew him to London where he became aequainted with

many of the leading political and intellectual figures of nineteenth

century Britain.r. Through Edward Coleridge, his Eton master, he was

introduced to the leadíng Peelítes and through various other contacts

he met Thomas Carlyle, Lord Tennyson, Henry Hallam, T.H. Huxley, Lord

Macaulay, John Tyndall, Louis Blanc and Giuseppe l{azzínÍ, to mention

77only a te$r.

,j'Perhaps the most important confirmation of Smith's confidence

in the ultímate triurnph of the(líberal;cause came in 1858 when he was 
)r

appoinEed Regius Professor of Modern History at Oxford, by Lord Derby.itt
\

Though "wholly unsolicited" the posit.ion "was the height of I his l desireil

not only because it províded him with a personal opportunity to

contribute to the development of the strsng professoriate he and many

of his fellow reformers desired, but also because iE marked an important

step in the general tran'sformation of hígher education. Smith I"las one

of a group of younger, more radical academics which vras not satisfied

with reform merely as a means of avoiding "drastic parliamentary
70

interventíon."" Although they did not in any l/ay reject gradual

78
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refoTÍr as a means to achieve their aims, their goals were part of a

much wíder vision of fhe role of universíties in socíety. Following

fhe princíples of Dr. Arnold and other educational reformers, these

academics vrere committed to restructuring the whole of soclety "through

a secular(literalism)deriving its leadership from Lhe universities."S0

The emergence of appropriate leadership depended upon the advancement

of progressive academics who would defend and promote social inquiry,

thereby keeping the universities at,the forefront of the nationrs life

and who wouldr through enlightened teaching and instruction, encourage

the developmenÈ of an íntelligent class of young men imbued wíth this

liberal outlook and dedicated to its practÍcal irnplementation in all

sectors of British society

-,r" The study of hístory seemed particularly well-suited to the

accomplishment of these goals. 0n a philosophical 1evel, history

could be used, as Macaulay, Arnold, and others had used it, to prove

the validity ofiliberal,rreformist príncíples; to demonstrate that

these principles r^rere responsible for BritaÍnrs evolution into a

powerful and prosperous nation. At the same time, history could

furnish practícal examples and instances of progressive policies and

leadership, and therefore, iË was seen by reformers ttas an appropriâte

vocaEional training for future politicians and administrrtorsr"Sl

r¿ho would be called upon to undertake t'the great work of government."B2

IV

¡ Smith reiognÍzed the great significance of his appointment because

he shared the reformist belíef in the importance of hístorical studies

in educating the future leaders of British society. Thus hís Inaugural

Lecture v/as a plea to maintain and to develop the new school of history
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(then beíng attacked by Oxford conservatives as a utilitarian liberal ì

pLot to undermine the traditional forms and roles of higher education)

and an attempt to win al1ies for the cause of(liberal)education in
a\

geîeraL' ''"

He argued that the new schools created by the university \"Iere,

to a ce1Laín extent, part of the plan to make education "a more direct

traíning for life" and that the task of the new School of Law and Modern

HisËory, in particular, \^/aS to educate the sons of England's ruling

class, the guntry.82 According to Smith, in England, unlike most

of continental Europe, the landovrning gentry retained both the large

estates and the political ascendancy they had gained in feudal times.

Because of their r¿ealth and local influence they were able to insure

the survival of local self-government and thus to prevent the pro-

longed tríurnph of eíther absolutism or the democratic despotism of

parliaments dominated by one class of socíety. He held that in the

Middle Ages the gentry held their poI¡Ier by virtue of their military

might. However Smith argued, in order to retain their politícal

ascendancy in rnodern times they would have to demonstrate ttsuperiority

of intelligence" and prove that "theír government Iwas] a government of

reason in the interest of the whole p.oplu."B4 The university's

ttmissionrtt Ëherefore, until such time as another domínant group or

class emerged, ü/as to develop "the political character and the intel-

lÍgence of the English gentry." This would, he maintaíned, "for a long

time to come, lbe ]a main object. of our system and a principal test of

its success."B5 Smith was convinced that the end result of trainÍng

the gentry "to do Èheír duty to the people" would be a t'resÍdent" and

"we11-educated" gentry that would "be able and willing to act as the
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socíaL and moral educators of Lhose below them. ,,86

To fulfill this purpose Smith proposed a general course of 
ì

studíes in which the School of Law and Modern History l^¡as to play a

úlcíaL ro1e. Although he acknowledged that the classics were "still

the besË instruments of education," and "a wonderful and precious

manual of humanity," he felt that the complexiÈies and problems of

the modern world could only bettstudied in modern l^tritersrrsince the

ancíents could not possibly have been awar. of th.*.87 History, he

asserted, could provide the required analysis of modern developments.

Because it had not yet beentttraversed by principlesttand \^7as therefore

not a phílosophy or a science, however, history drew much of its

treducational valuett from the related areas Jurisprudence and Polítícal
QO

Economy."' In Smithts view, an understanding of the rules of utility

and justice and production and distribution vrere essential to the

future statesmen of a commercial and constitutionally-governed nation

and history provided ample evidence of their functioni.,g.B9

Moreover, simple narrative history offered students equally :

crucial examples of the ethÍcal and moral side of men, thus helping

to develop in thern the affections and sympathies necessary to enlight-

ened lead.r"hip.90 Srnith also regarded a knowledge of modern languages

and natural sciences as a positive component of education and a helpful

instrument in the study of history.9l Of necessity, however, British

history had to be "the staple" of the students'historical reading.

This, of course, did not pose a great problem since Brítainfsttgreatnesstt

and "the long unbroken continuity of its national life" made British

history "the best of all possible historícal studies ,"gZnd provided

the professor with suffícient material to "teach the rich to do their
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dutY '

Smith conceded that the charge of utilitarianism cou1d, with

some justification, be leveled at his conceptíon of educatÍon and of

the study of history and he acknowledged that I'Utilitarianism in

education is a bad thing."94 The alternative however' $Ias consider-

ably worse:

...the great. places of national education
may avoíd Utílitarianism ti1l government
ís in the hands of ambitious ignorance'
tí1I the Bench of Justice is filled with
pettifoggers, ti11 coarse cupidity and
empÍricism stand beside the sick bed, till
all the great levers of opínion are in
low, uneducated hands.n,

._'Despite its dire predictions, Smith's Inaugural Lecture was

essentially optimistlc ín tone, reflectíng his confident belief that

the upper classes had accepted, or at least were learníng to accept'

al) reform and the conception of education and society ít implied. ,

Events soon proved, however, that this optimism was largely unfounded

In 1859, Charles Darwin's OrigÍn of Species was published That same

year A.R. Wallace's evolutíonary study reached the reading public, and

once again free ínquiry faced religi-ous orthodoxy in a battle r.rhich

'tdemonstrated that the opponànts of university reform v¡ould also oppose,

and would use traditíonal privílege to suppress' scientific advance

when its conclusions did not concur with dogma ."96, The famous debate

betr¿een Bishop Samuel Wilberforce and T.H. Huxley symbolized the

increasingly polarized struggle. A clerical alliance took shape and

began actively to inhibit the progress of liberal;academics, reform,

and ínquiry at oxford.97 In response, several,liberal academics

V

f't iu.t
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published Essays and Reviews, ''a deliberate provocation to the clerical

pat.ytt which demanded "theíliberation)of scholarship from the domi-nion

':,,

of High Church interpretations of the fathers ' , 
and the Evangelical

oa

insistence on the literal interpretation of scripture.'',-

. 
.,] The renewed attack ot'(tibtttl rstudies and the realization that

further reform was by no means secured forced the younger and more

radicaL academics like smith to reconsider their acceptance of the

limited reforms of 1854-56. Faced with the inherent contradíctions

of ttthe Broad Church compromiset' which allowed nonconformÍsts to enter

the university but not to attain íts highest honours, and determined

that the clerical counter-attack should not succeed, the academic

lliberals\began to campaign in earnest for far more radical reforms'

They rej ected the compromise of 1854-56 and demanded complete abolition

of religious tests and ali other clerical restrictions on university

education. The battle which ensued "both necessitated an appeal to

national politics, and reinforced an alígnment wíth noncomformist

radicalism: for nine years it linked the universities, LiberalTpolítics,
oo

Nonconformity and the intellectual world of London."'í

,.iro'The íntensity and length of this controversy and the bonds which

it solidified worked to tadícalize the politieal beliefs of academics

like SmiLh. The outbreak of the American civil I'Iar ín 1861 and the

, British government's attitude tor¡7ard the conflict ínsured that the

, proc."s of radicalization would continue' When the war broke out'

most university(liberals,')after some inítial hesitatíon, supported

' : .1 ^e^Â r1"o 'lomnnr lst the aristocraËic andi what they consídered the democratic North agair

I 
"1".r"ho1ding 

South- The government, meanwhile, concerned about England's

dependence on southern cotton and the North's blockade of England'
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sympathized with the South. The liberals,,however' sa\4/ somethíng more

behind the governmentrs policy. To them it r+Tas clearly an attemPt to

undermíne a democratic experiment and reaffirm the validity of aristo-

cratic governmentl99¿, in Smithts view, it was based on nothing more

than 'rthe balanced selfíshness of the landovrners and the commercial

capitalisa"."101 He saw ín it no underlying concern for the welfare

of England or for general principles of justice and honout.I02

The academicfliUeralslthus alienated themselves from the allies

they had knov¡n when they were rronly mildly left of cenËre.rr For Smith,

"who was to become their leader," this meant discarding Whig and Peelite

connections which too often supported government policy in favour of the

radical politics of the Manchester S"hoo1.103 This new alliance brought

him into contact with Richard Cobden and John Bright and his energy and

dedication to the cause not only won him their personal friendship and

respect but also ttbrought vividly to the public mind a new image of

the university *"rr."104 The new alliance also involved connections

with the working class, or at least cerLain sections of that class

sympathetic to the Northern cause. After a \¡/arm reception at a public

meetíng in 1863 at the Manchester Union and Emancipation Socíety, \"Ihere

the audíence r^ras overwhelmingly working class, Smith came to see labour

as morally upright and intelligent and better able to see the real

issues at stake in the conflict - democracy and slavery - regardless of

where their own economic interests lay. Like many other pro-federalist

Englishmen, he probably overestimated the enthusiasm of workers for the

Northern cause,18åa in any event this favourable impression of labour

revived his faith in progress and sËrengthened his belief that democracy'

rather than arist.ocracy, could províde the means by which to insure
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i ¿¡s continuation of that Process. " {li-s' visiE

^1JI

I

to America in 1864 only i
r

', reinforced these democratic tendencies Smith saw what he considered

a Íerîa7.kably healthy society, given the war effort, and one that was

both economícally proSperous and intellectually'rribr".rt.106

This process of radicalization \{as promoted and reinforced by

other developments which Smith and his fellow liberals)sa\^7 as further

índications of a conservative revival in England. Throughout 1866,

leadíng conservatÍves, including Thomas Carlyle, Lord Alfred Tennyson,

and John Ruskin, rallied to the support of Governor Eyre of Jamica who

had been implicated ín the brutal suppression of a natÍve revolt in

that colony in October 1865 and who, as a result, \¡Ias being investÍgated

by a government commission of inqurtr.lOt Theír defence of Eyre was

persuasive and they found allies among those people who believed trthat

men of whatever breed should be kept ín their places and ruled fírmly

- through natural deference where possible, by force if necessary."l0B

Símilar sentiments \rere clearly behind the resistance to political

reform in Britain in the 1860's. Led by Robert Lowe, the opponents of

greaÈer democratízation scored a major victory in June, 1866 when a

moderaEe reform bill was rejected by Parliament despite widespread

public support for furth"t t.fott.109 As well, the agitatl-on for the

abolition of religious tests at Oxford and Cambridge contínued to meet

wÍth strong oppositiorrlågd the conclusíon of the American Cívi1 trùar

did not alter substantially, the generally negative attitude of the

upper classes towards the new world d.*o"t""y.111

In response to thís perceived resuïgence of conservatismr,, Smith

enthusiastically joined the reform campaign of 1866-7. He spoke at

the Oxford Reforrn league in 1866 and in 1867 he contributed an essay
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of the American Comrnonwealthtt to Essays on Reform,
6.ç1 

trThe ExPeríence

a series of articles writÈen by leading academicllib.rals in support
112

of political reform in Britain."' As wel1, in July, 1866 the Jamaica

Commíttee was formed to campaign for the prosecution of Governor Eyre

for che murder of the Jamaica rebel leader George Gordon. Smithr*along-

r+ith-J,S.'Milli T.H. Huxley, Herbert Speneerand others' played a large

role in this organization, and in 1867, he delivered a series of

historical lectures, later published as Three English Stat.esmen' to

raise money to support -i-Ë.1,13 Moreover, he kept up his involvement in
1., i':':: :.'i

the religious tests controversy by wrifing and speaking in favour of

the cause of secular education. At the same time, he wrote many

articles and letters in attempt to reduce the post-Civil War tension

between Britain and America. 114ì,.

, Yet despite the amount of time and effort Smith devoted Èo champion-

ing these and other liberalrcâusês during the 1860's, he did not neglect

his duties as historian and professor. He wrote historical essays on

a wide variety of topics during this period and produced some ínterest-

íng historical criLicism in addition to a lengthy sketch on Irísh History

and Irish Character published in 1861. Moreover he fulfilled his

professional dutíes with dístinction and he seemed to have a brilliant

career ahead of híor.115 Unfortunately, he was forced to resign his

chair in 1866 to care for his sick father, who took his ovm life the

following year. Though it greatly disrupted Smithrs life and undoubted-

ly left permanent emotional scars, this tragedy left Smith free to

pursue his other interests, particularly his hístorical orr.".116 His

commítment to the cause of reform in Britain remained firm but the

intransigence of the upper classes in the face of change convinced him
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that progress, though helped along by passage of the second Reform Act

ín L867, v/ould be a much slower process than he had hoped. Personally

dísíllusíoned but confídent nevertheless that his friends and colleagues

were more than capable of promoting theí1ibera1 rcause, he decíded to

return to America to pursue h'is interest, originally aroused i-n 1864,

in that republicts history. Hís decision coincided with a visit to

England by Andrew Lrhite, presi-dent of the newly formed Cornell

UniversÍty in Ithaca, New York. tr^lhite offered him an appointment at

Cornell and Smith gratefully accepted. He left England in the fal1 of

1868 at the age of forty-filru.117 Many observers must have feit that

Smith, by moving lo America, had rejected Britain and all it stood for.

Yet Smith remained deeply and permanently attached to the traditions,

ideals, and values he had learned in mid-nineteenth century Britain and

they shaped and inforrned virtually everything he hTrote and said for the

rest of his long life.
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CHAPTER II

The Greatness of England

Goldwin Smithts interest in the study of history and his views on

the Èheory, purPose, and content of history \^rere very much the product

of the self-consciously historical age in whích he lived. In the

early years of the nineteenth century Whig thinkers were anxious to

promote the major political reforms that they felt would reflect the

social and economic changes broughE about by the age of revolutÍon. In

search of arguments in favour of reform, some of them turned to the

hístorical record to prove that the key to Britainfs greatness rested

in the continual development of her ancient constitution to accomodate

modern changes. In order to promote this v-iew certain Whig supporters

began to \"Irite a version of Englísh hístory that stressed the evolution

of constitutíonal government over the ages. One of the first and by

far the mosÈ famous contributor to this I^Ihig interpretation of EnglÍsh

hístory r,¡as Thomas Babington Macaulay. To a large extent, his \.rorks

established the basic framework for much of the liberal, reformist, and

radÍcal history wrítten duríng the níneteenËh century.

Concerned with Ímmediate polítical issues, Macaulayrs work was

largely political. His hístorical outlook was that of a modern Lrlhig.

As a member of parliament at the time of the first reform bi1l, he

saw and supported the growth of political liberty and enlightened

government and he looked into history to find both its orígins and its
1justification.- He found both ín England's ancient constitution which

"took its rise in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, with Magna Carta

and the summoning of the burgesses and knights of the shíre to Parliament.rl

46
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Though 
ttimperfectrt at the outseÈ ttíts essential character was clear:

nonarchy was limited, the sovereign was below the 1aw; kings could

not tax, or }egislate without Parliament."2 According to Macaulay,

arbíErary governnent under the Tudors was one of a few ttaberrations

which never became a sett,led, accepted part of the constit.ution."

Therefore in the seventeenth century ttthere vras a free constitution for

parliament to defend and by defending to add to and improve.rr It was

from this consËítuLion and the precedenÈ of its ongoing development

that England's modern liberties and reforms derived.3

Macaulayrs great populariÈy as a writer and an historian soon

made this view of Englandrs past a very ínfluentiul o..4 and íts

ínfluence r,.ras exÈended and entrenched by social, economic, and political

events after 1B4B which brought stability, prosperity, and optimism

about the future to English society.5 Other Victorian historÍans

accepLed thís general interpretatíon of England's past though they

often disagreed with many of Macaulay's specific opinions of indíviduals

and evenËs. J.I,l . Burrow has recently argued that, apart from Macaulay,

llilliam Stubbs and E.A. Freeman both produced important works between

1B4B and 1878 which could be seen as contributions to the l^Ihig view of

history. He ¿1so suggesÈed that Samuel R. Gardiner, J.R. Green, and

W.E.H. Lecky made similar contrÍbutíons during the same period. The

outlooks and works of these men varied greatly but, to a certain extent,

they all shared the belief that Englandrs greatness rested in her

ancient free constitution and its progressive development through the

6:ages.

Yet despite its popularity and influence, the trrlhig view of history

llas not without iËs opponents and crítics ín Victorian England. Con-

servatives generally disagreed wíth its unfavourable portrayal of the



noîa'.chy and the aristocracy in the constitutional battles of

centuríes; more ímportantly, they tended to question and even

ject the whole notion of progress through change and reform.

Lattet críticism was echoed by another group of historians who

48
past

to re-

This

díd

not dispute the assertion thaÈ progress had indeed taken place but

whose conceptíon of progress differed greatly from that of prominent

I,trhig historÍans like Macaulay. Macaulay was inf luenced by the

ratÍonalist ídeas of the eighteenth centuryTand tended to view pro-

gress as the triumph of the human mind (especially the intellectual

and scientific component of it) over the environment. He applauded

the accomplishments of "applied science" which had contrlbuted so much

to the advanced state of English society ín the nineteenth century and

he looked forv¡ard confidently to its future achieve*errt".B Hls confi-

dence in manrs intellect r¡ras shared by the Positivists who believed

that society passed through successive stages of intellectual develop-

ment, each sËage hígher than the one r¿hich preceded it, on iÈs way to

the positive or scientific stage. For these thinkers, the process vras

intellectual and scientific, based on the continuous advancement of

human knowledge. Later, such views lrere further reinforced by the

Ëheories of Charles Darwin, publíshed in the second half of the century,

which suggested that an inevitable process of natural, biological

evolution \¡ras responsible both for mants exisÈence and for the com-

plex development of hís brain.

An alternat.íve to thís intellectua1, scientific vfew was formulated

early in the nineteenth century by Thomas Arnold and the Liberal Angllcan

historians. These historians rejected the rationalísm of Henry Hallam,

James Mil1, George Grot,e, and Macaulay for whom progress r¡ras an un-
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questíoned assumption, t'an unbroken course of inevitable material

ímprovement," and intellectual develop*ent.9 trtrrote Julius Hare,

lgord baseless and delusive is the vulgar notion of the march of mind

as necessaríly exhibiting a steady regular advance within the same

nation in all things."10 For the Liberal Anglicans ínevitable pro-

gress rdas unacceptable because it dÍd away with theír "absolute

presuppositionr" God's Providu.,"".11 As their title ímplied, the

nen of this school--Thomas Arnold, Connop Thírwall, Dean Milman, Julius

Hare, and A.P. Sranley among others--were deeply relígious and, although

they like most other nineteenth cenÈury historians stressed the impor-

tance of the growth of the nationts "mencal life" in interpreting t.he

development of society, for them, all progress, mental or otherwise

depended "entirely on Christirnity."12 They claimed that Christian

ceachings inspired "man's efforts for good" by providing hím with'tan

understanding of God's purpose, so far as Ít is visíbler" a goal, in

other words, to which he must strive, and the faith to endure the

stïuggle toward.s it.13 The goa1, as they saw it, "the culmination of

the education of the human racer" \das Ehe spiritual unity of mankind

"with Christ as íts head." Genuine progress for the Liberal Anglícans

was "therefore synonomous r¡ith the development of true religion, that

is to say, wiÈh Christianity."l4

Such t.heoretical disputes did not, however, prevent many trrlhig

and Liberal Anglican historians from agreeing on the purpose, as

opposed to the theory, of history. Like their colleagues and contem-

poraries in other intellectual fields, many of them were preoccupied

v¡ith educating the English population and shaping publíc opinion.

Carlyle, Macaulay, Green, John Seeley, Lord Acton, J.A. Froude, Thorold
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Rogers, and Leslie Stephen r,¿ere all historlans; they were also,

according to the definition offered by T.W. Heyck, Victorian "men

of letters" t¿ho believed that it was their functi-on to provide moral

leadership and guidance to a population displaced and troubled by

polirical, social, economic, and mental 
"h"ng..15 They recognized

that in the aftermath of the Industríal Revolutíon, the literate

public was being confronted with an overwhelmi-ng and baffling array

of conflicting views on the most fundamental issues. Political

problems such as parliamentary reform, international trade, working

class radíca1ism, and imperial poricy added to t.he general confusion

of a population faced with íncreasingly complex developments in

industrial and scientific technology. At the same tÍme in the in-

tellectual sphere "nevr or rapidly developi.ng subjects like geology,

political economy, bíblical criticism, anthropology and sociology"

left rnost Englishmen puzzled while new philosophical and scientifíc

theories and concepts such as posit,ivism and evolution r^rith their

questioning of accepted Christian belief aroused grave uncertaíntj-es

concerning the very nature of man and his plaee in the ror1d.16

These "upheavals in their mental and material frames of reference

generated in Englishmen a powerful need for guídance and suppott."17

This need had once been fulfilled by the church but during the

Víctorian era men began to depend, to a much greater extent, onttsecular

sourcest' for the direction and reassurance essential to their peace of

mind in a volatile environ*..rt.18 Increasingly men of letters--novelists,

social critics, poets, philosophers, scientisÈs, economists, as well as

historians--hrere expected to provide the necessary moral leadership,

"to help the audience through the troubles of economic, social, and
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religíous change' "19 rn this context it was understandable, índeed

even natural, that many hísEorians should have come to see themselves

t^5 preachers and sages' with an essentially didactic function,"

explaíning and interpreting t.he materíal and mental changes of the

20
ðay to an anxious Public.

Determined to help shape natlonal opinion, they not only rntrote

with greaÈ moral commitment--a belief that they were asserting "sacred

and mighty principles" and strivíng to achieve "vast "rrd""?lbrrt they

also wroEe in a manner that would be understood by

audíence which, though increasingly literate' rnlas

educated. Many of these hístorians no doubt ¡,¡ould

Walter Bagehotrs assertion that writers should

an ever-I^Iideníng

generally not highly

have agreed wíth

speak to the many so that they will listen
- that they wÍll like to listen - that they
will understand. It is of no use addressíng
them with the forms of scíence, or the rlgour
of accuracy, or the tedlum of exhaustive dis-
cussion. The multitude are impatient of
system, desirous of brevíty, puzzLed by
Lorma1-ítv. r,

Victorian vrrÍters, he argued, should not concern themselves with long,

detailed, scholarly works which attempted to analyze "a11 difficulties"

but rather should attempt to offer "the lessons of a wider experíenc "."23
As far as Matthew Arnold hras concerned:

The great men of culture are those who have had a
passíon for díffusing, for making prevail...the
best knowledge, the besE ídeas of theír time; who
have laboured to divest knowledge of all that was
harsh, uncouth, difficult, abstract, professional,
exclusive; to humanize it, to make it efficient
outside the clique of the cultivated and learned,
yet stí11 remainíng the best knowledge and thought
of the time.r.
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fhis desire to make knowledge more accessible to the many often pro-

duced wríters who were generalists and popularizers, who were con-

cerned more with the "assimilation and interpretation" of knowledge

than with "research - Èhe deliberate discovery of new knowludg.."25

The determínation to reach and to instruct the public \¡ras apparent

ín the T¡/ork of many Victorian historians. Maeaulay popularized a version

of English history ¡¿hich he believed would help to shape the future.26

Seeley used history to teach the future rulers of society how to be

27. .-
statesmen,-whíle Leslie Stephen wrote all his work, including his

history, with the intention of "making clear what others had thought

or observed first."28 Lord Acton maintained that historical study was

"the basis of all real insights into the present" and "a school of

virtue and a guide to Líf.e."29 There \,/ere those who rejected this view

of the purpose of hístory yet until the late nineteenth century it

retained great influence and helped to shape the outlooks of many young

intellectuals.

IÏ

Goldwin Smithrs vie¡¿s on the theory and purpose of history were

clearly influenced by the examples set by both the Whigs and the Liberal

Anglicans. Theoretícally his work ov/ed most to the latter.30 Not only

had Smith heard Milman's sermons as a boy and Arnoldfs lectures as a

student at Oxford but he had also developed friendships wíth several

of Arnold's pupils at universfty, one of r¿hom was A.P.)Stanley, who

later served with Srnith as secretary of the Oxford reform commission

in the early 1B5Ots.31 These experiences left a lastíng impressíon on

Smith's view of hlstory and progress. Srnithts approach to history was

essentially that of a Christían idealist. He believed that God had
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cÍeal"eð man and had implanted ín him,an aspiring and moral nature

r¿hích provided him with the ability, the knowledge, and the desire

to irnprove himself and his vrorld mora1Ly, intellectually, and

nateríalLy. He was sustained in his aspiratíons by the promise of

inrnorrality, also the gift of God. Smith clairned further that God

had given ChrisL to the world to stand as an ideal which all mankind

would sLrive to achieve. His high moral character and his humanitarian

teachíngs, especially benevolence. and the brotherhood of man, inspíred

men with the knowledge of how to elevate human character which, for

Smith, r¡/as the only conceivable purpose for man's e*i"turr"".32

The movement to!ùards moral perfection, however, required great

effort. smith therefore concluded thatrreffort is the law, íf law it

is to be called, of History. History j-s a series of struggles to elevate

the character of humanity in all its aspects, religíous, inte11ectua1,

social, politíc"l..."33 Human progress then was "a progress of effort,,,

based on manfs determination to expand his knowledge and understanding

of God'" p,rtpo"u.34 Because effort depended on human r¿i1l and hístorical

círcumstances, both of which \¡rere complex and unpredictable, smíth

maintained that the 'rawakening of moral life" \^ras not. always continuous

or regular and that relapses could and did occur. Nevertheless he

thought it obvious that I'the history of the race" had exhibited tra

course of mora1, íntellectual, and material progresstt such that a general

I'doctrine" might be propos"d.35 Smith argued with some convictíon that

the knor¿ledge and wealth of our race increaqe and
accumulate from age to age, and that their lncrease
and accumulation re-act powerfully on the moral
state of man. It is less obvíous but it seems not
less certain, that our views of morality itself
expand, and that our moral code is ímprovedr êsr
by the extensl-on human intercourse, our moral
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relations are multiplied, and as, by the
advancement of science and jurisprudence,
they become better understood.rU

The elevation of human character - indívídua1 and collective -

which was the natural result of chis historical process, would, in

Smíth's view, ultimately lead man to form a Eruly moral community of

all mankind whích, in the most fundamental sense, would be based on the

recognition of the ideas "of a uníversal Father, a brotherhood of man-

kínd, of humanity itself."37 It wou1d, he claimed, teach men

to believe in a society embracing all races, a
common effort and a common hope, international
relatíons modified by those beliefs, the inde-
feasible sanctity of human 1ife, mercy, humility,
charity, the spirítual equalíty of the sexes,
purity, the value of virtues other than military,
the spiritual worth and digníty of the weak things
of this world. r,

Moreover, this community would uphold and defend qualities crucíal to

Erue Christian character, but which the narrowly "austere, priestly or

purítanic" versions of Christianity e*"l.rdud.39 Great intellectual

achíevements, both scÍentifíc and artístíc, had and would continue to

have their source ín the "Christian virtue" of self-devotion while

"Christíaníty, by fírst proclaimlng the equality and brotherhood of

men, became the parent of just and enduring liberty" and íts most able

and devoted guardian for all time.4O As well, in its true form,

Christíanity had promoted and would conLinue to promot,e productívity

and prosperity without encouraging wastef,rl l.r*,rry.41

Smith argued Èhat mants movement tornTard thís grand design could

best be accomplíshed in an environment of long term sùability and order

in ¡¿hich the past as far as possible could "slide quietly into the

frrtrrre."42 He was convinced that, at its best, progïess was "continuous

and calm" and that from the careful and methodical testing of various
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forms and princÍples for society I'with the mental efforts and the

sacîifíces they involve, humanity gain(ed) what no sudden illurnínation

could give it, large spiritual experience, and a deep sense of the

value of ttrrth."43 For Smith this calm and stable, yet flexíble and

fluid, environment had to be a society which upheld the rule of law,

fulfilled the material needs of its people, guaranteed "the utmost

possible freedom of self-development" and encouraged the pursult of

knowledge urrd trrrth.44

The moral education of society lras the dominant theme in Smith's

philosophy of history and, like many of his colleagues, he was anxious

to contribute as much as he could to that educatíon. Thus he shaped his

historical writings to reach and to instruct the widest possible audience.

Smith shared Macaulay's conviction that past events ürere not significant

in and of themselves but rather because they rníght lead "us to form just

calculations wiËh respect to the fut,rre."45 He believed that the pur-

pose of history \¡las to provide lessons that would ínstruct the public on

both philosophical issues such as the nature of true morality and practi-

cal issues such as the need for political reform. He maintained, moreover,

that in order to be useful historical studies had to be based on clearly

drar^m morals, simple lessons, and a popular style whích appeâled to

ordinary people. An historian líke Stubbs, though a master in his own

right whose works \¡rere an invaluable source for other hísÈorians, had

done little to make the lessons of hístory accessible to a curious prrbli".46

Smith, on the ot.her hand, set out to be a general ízer of hÍ"tory.47 Only

one of hís book-length works requÍred more than one volume to complete

while the others seldom exceeded more than 250 pages. Most of his work

was published ln the form of revíew essays 1n the major Britísh and North
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Arnerican periodicals of the day. His language \^/as "clear, Í-ncisive,

fresh, and vigorous" and his imaginatÍ-ve styre brought "the figures

of rhe past back to life in his pu.gu"."48 As well he did not simply

narrate the events of history but attempted to interpret them for hÍs

readers, to discuss their causes and their significa."..49

The content of Smithrs historical works \¡¡as also influenced by

his desire to speak to the general public. Smith made no attempt to

discover new documentary sources or Èo offer an innovative and original

inËerpretation of history. Instead he based his work on a wide reading

of secondary sources and he stayed well within the boundarÍes of

traditional political history reflecting, to a large extent, the lrrhig

view of history. Like mosÈ Victorian liberals Smith was imbued with a

sense of the greatness of his nation. That greatness, he believed,

derived from Englandrs unique historical development which provided

an unusually stable, enlightened environment in which moral character

and moral community could steadily improve. Smith was certainly not

alone in assuming that these peculÍar circumstances had praced mid-

victorian England aE the forefront of human progress and had given her

the special mission of leading the rest of the r¿orld towards free and

balanced government, socíal stabilÍty, material prosperity and moral

Íntellectual, scientifíc, and religious enlightenment.50 He believed

that because of her unÍque position, England's politícal history was of
special interest to all those who were concerned with promoting progress

throughout the wor1d.
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III

Goldwin Srnith's approach Eo English history changed litt1e in

the fífty or more yeârs that he vrrote on the subj ect and for this

reason it is possi-ble to examine the body of his work as a whole

rather than in sections. The most complete expression of his approach

is contained in his two volume work entitled The United Kingdom: A

Polit ical Historv and it will be the primary focus of thís discussion,

though several other of hís essays, reviews, and artíc1es will be used

to supplement it. The United Kíngdom was Smith's longest single work

and, published in 1899 when he was nearly eighty, i-t can be seen as an

attempt to keep alive the Ídeals, values, and tradítions which he

believed ¡,rere t.he source not only of England 's greatness but also of

the movement for worldwide progress. rn t.he lB90's, the growth of

imperi-alism, especially in the English-speaking world, seemed to threaten

everything Ín which he believed. Smith must have felt that the Chrisrian

notions of justice, brotherhood, and benevolence vlere becomÍng lost ín

the rhetoric of the white man's burden and the Darwinian struggle for

existence in which only the strongest aníma1, man, or nation survived.

Smith, hinself , attríbuted a "limited aim" t.o the book claiming

that he only wantedttto give the ordinary reader...a clear, connected,

and succi.nct vier¡ of the political history of the United Kingdom as it

appears in Èhe light of recent research and díscu""iorr."51 He stated

that his friends had "urged" him to write it so, unlike one or two of

his other works, it cannot be said to have been inspired by ány particular
\?event or íssue.'- Nevertheless, one cannot help feeling that, once

convinced to undertake the task, he produced a work that, at baserwas an
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eLoqtent 
attempt to reassure his readers that justíce, benevolencet

anð brotherhood would prevail in the end despite historical seEbacks

líke the one through which they were all living'

i The ConstituEion Emerges

In the opening chapter of

that

The United Kingdom: A Political History

Smith argued

England has taken the lead in solving the problem
of constítutional government; of government' that
is, with authority, but limited by 1aw, controlled
by opinion, and respectíng personal right and
freedom. This she has done for the world and
herein lies the world's chief interest in her
history. r,

He therefore made the political events which 1ed to the emergence of

constitutional government the primary theme in the work. He believed

that the most ímportant element in England's constitutional development

was political progress tor,¡ards the formation of a national government

r¡hich understood and reflected the needs of the whole natíon and acted

in its best interests. He argued that. the roots of this process could

be found in the political conscíousness engendered by the early

governing institutions of the Germanic tribes that settled England in

the fifth century. According to Smith they tended towards "self-govern-

menttt based on ttlocal institutionstt and an inclination towards ttfree-

hold orn¡nership of 1and."54 The power of their kings was limíted and

subject to the consent of an assembly of civil and ecclesíastical

leaders, whíle all "public land belonged to the nation not the king."55

The character of thÍs early community \^tas substantially improved by the

advent of Christíanity ín 597, which in Smith's opinion did much to

counteract the "warl1ke" qualiÈies so predomínant in primitj-ve tÍ*es.56

The English church, however, vtas national though it mainEained an
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offspringrs allegiance to mother Rome. In fact, Smith argued, at this

point the English church bore "nearly the same relation to the state

whích it bore after the Reformation."5T

Yet whÍ1e Smith applauded t.he progressive tendencies of this early

system, he also understood its weaknesses especíally in an age of

ínvasion and conquest. Despíte the limits placed on the po$/ers of the

kíng the stabílity of the community was still dependent to large

extent on his strength and ability. Alfred (871-901) and his line (to

979) were effective rulers and Harold (1066) might have been, had not

the instability and weaknesses brought on by the Danish ínvasions and

the subsequent rule of Edward the Confessor (1043-1066) 'rtempted a

mighty robber" in the Norman prince l^iilliam (1066-1087):B In consider-

ing WillÍam's place in English history, Smith stated that hisrtenterprise

had a double ctraracter; it was a crusade as well as a conqrre"t."59 The

Norman monarchy establíshed itself as an autocracy in which the king

ov¡ned all the public land and distributed it through a system of

mi1ítary tenure to the Norman arístocracy--"a class dedicated to "r*s."60
Moreover, while the trnational basistt of land tenure \ras being replaced

by a territorial, milítary system, the national church was being

assailed by the Hildebrandic papacy which, accordíng to Smíth, íntended

t.o setttthe church free from secular influencettto make it more Roman,

and eventually to place ít well above the staÈe in power and status.61

It was out of these developments that the basic forms of feudalism appeared

to Smith to have arísen.

SmÍth rejected the view that the Norman conquest vras t'a blessing in

disguise" claiming that political development, and natíonal unity could

have been promoted as much by Harold and his 
"lr""u""or".62 

Yet Smith had
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to accept the conquest as an historical fact and although he criticized

the Norman social- order he admítted the monarchy, the aristocracy,

and Ehe church established by l^lílliam vtere to play irnportant, if no¡

selfless, roles in the constitutional development of England. In the

absence of thriving, independent tow'ns and cities, and with peasants

and labourers stil1 "tied to the soil-r" ít was these institutions "by

their interaction and collísion, at fírst almost blindr" that formed

"the rudimentary constitution" of ur,g1"nd.63 Of these, "the three

píeces on the political board,"6árrtirrg the middle ages Smíth generally

viewed the monarchy as having been the primary source of political

progress. In the movement from feudal to national institutions and

government ir was, in Smithts view, often necessary to curtail the

ambitious pretenslons of the church and the nobilíty, whose foreign

and personal allegiances posed a threat to national development.

The monarchy generally fulfílled this role. Henry II (1154-1189) 
'

Edward f (1272-1307), and Henry IV (1399-1413) rnade the most notable

contributíons to the nation accordÍng to Smith. Henry II was able to

make "a national monarchy supreme over the baronagett and to restore order

after the baronial "anarchy" of Stephen'" ,"igrr.65 He improved England's

system of public just.ice making ít "an oasís...ín a Europe of dark and

arbitrary tribunalsr" and under him "the spirit of the law" and "the

science of jurisprudence" began to replace the rule of tribal and feudal

".r"to*.66 
In Smíth's víew, this was an integral part of Henryts attempt

to remove control of government and admínistration from the whims of

varíous feudal lords and to place it in the hands of an organized,

coherent, and centralized body headed by the national monarch and hÍs

council. Smith saw this same movement from feudal to national ttmachinerytt
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ín Henryrs financial and commercial policies. 67

According to Smith, however, these progressive developments \"/ere

híndered by the "irrepressíb1e and internecinerr conflict between Ehe

emergíng nation-state and the church, the power of which had been

"creeping onr¿ards to the subversion of royal authority and national

índependence."68 The cause of church supremacy and privilege found

íts English champíon in Thomas Becket who Smith claimed was motivated

not by a moral desire to raise the Chrístian character of English

society buL by a determination to promote papal 0or"..69 Smith

rnaintained that "the government could deal with him only in one of

tr,ro vrays, by throwing itself at his feet or by taking him by the throat."70

Henry chose the latter and though Smith díd not support his exteme

behaviour, he believed that he had duríng the conflict, put the ínterests

of the natíon first.71

Nearly a century later, duríng the reign of Edward I even greater

steps r¡rere taken by the monarchy to secure national development. Edward

made "parliamentary government national, constitutional, and permanent."72

Snith claimed that he was able to do this because he vras a strong king

but at the same time vras "liberal enough to desire partnershíp with his

p"opl.."73 He was the true founder of parliamentary government and the

parlíament he called was "essenEially perfect, the archetype of all

parliaments to come, consístÍng of the three estates of the realm; the

lords temporal and spíritual. . . , the commons represented by two kníghts

elected by each county and two burghers elected by each borough; and

the body of the clergy represented by their elected pro"tors."74 The

House of Commons, whose members were elected by local assemblies r¿hich

formed the foundation of the whole system, rrmet to grant supplies, to
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give advíce to the kíng, to inform him about the state and wants of

their districts."75 The 1egíslative por.rer of parliamenc was limited.

1¡e kíng and his chosen advisors, who met in hj-s council, directed

poLicy and leglslation but parliament had great influence through its

powers of taxatio.r.76

Beyond the definitive establishment of parliamentary institutions,

Edward I made other important contributions to the development of

balanced constitutional and national government, according to S¡nÍth.

He altered feudal land tenure and curbed the 1ocal po\¡;er of the lords.

He made the church "an estate of the realm, liable to national burdens,"

andttnot a dominion apartr" for although he was religÍous, Edward would

not tolerate papal or ecclesiastícal encroachments on the secul"r 0o""r.77

As well, Edward I helped to move England to "a higher stage of civil-

ization" by givÍng her "life under f ixed lar^r, " by giving the f oundati-ons

of common law "a lasting formr" and by improvíng the judiciary and

separating it more completely from the other branches of govern*.rrt.78

In Smithts view, Henry IVrs contribution to the development of

constitutional government vras not as significant as that of Edward I

but it was stíl1 an important one. He, "the offspring of a popular

house and a popular revolution, vras of all the kings in the míddle ages

the most constitutional, and of the powers of the medieval parliament

his reign is Èhe high-water *ark."79 He accepted and respected the

Commons, even tolerating its inquiries ínto his personal household, 1n

recognítion of the great strength of the elective principle. Moreover,

in an age of foreign and internal hostilíties, great divisions in the

church, olígarchical faction and conspiracy, Henry, according to Snith,

"certainly represented order, national unity, and civilizatiorr."S0
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DespiEe the progressive character of these kíngs, however, there

were times, in Smithts view, when weak or corrupt misrule on the part

of the monarchy made the church and the nobility the rrprovisional

chanpíons and guardians of liberty."81 William II (1087-1100) for

example r,rastta monster of tyranny and lustt'v¡ho t'filled his coffers with

the fruit of his lawless exacLions, and his dungeons with the victims

of his ínjustice."B2 Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury under l,lilliarn,

attempted to curb the king's evil nature and to restore moral order to

the decadent court and society that surrounded hirn. For his efforts,

this virtuous and benevolent man \"/as terroxízed and persecuted by

I^lí1liam.83 The despotic rule of King John (1199-1216) r"¡as in Smith's

view rooted in his intense conflict \,riEh Innocent III over the relative

po\¡/ers of church and state. At the conclusion-of his war with Rome he

made no peace vrith hís subjects for having circumvented the traditional

forms of government and finance. As a result, there developed "â greaE

political movement in whích the strength of the Angevin monarchy, with

its army of mercenaries, and the decline of the feudal rnilitia, compel-

led the nobílity to enlist the people" in "defense of liberty and right,"

as guaranteed by "the laws of Edward the Confessor" and "t.he Charter of

Henry I. "84 Civil vrar ensued and John was soon forced to treat with

the barons at Runnymede where he accepted the Great Charter, the first

great document of Englísh liberty of r.¡hich all the others, to Smith were,

"complements or reassertion"."85 In his view the most significant aspects

of the Charter were the enshrinement of the principle of redress of

ltrongs and the securíng of personal liberty and "unbought jusEice."86

Because the benefits of the Charter, moreover, filtered dov¡n to the

freeman and the villain Smith concluded that Ít had a "broad national
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chaîactert' and that in upholding it "the barons, once foreign

conquerers and oppressors, could now act as leaders of the whole

people" and could rightfully force the kingts acceptance of the pact.87

Smith believed that these efforts on the part of the church and

the nobility r^/ere import,ant. and progressíve but he maintained that they

r^/ere exceptions to the general rule. I^Ihen, at the end of the middle

ages, the feudal system had deteriorated into anarchy, it was the

monarchy, once again, that saved the nation. According to Smith, the

I^lars of the Roses which began during the reígn of Henry VI (L422-6I)

and which carried on until 1485, were little more than an extreme and

prolonged form of the aristocratic anarchy that had repeatedly erupted

during the mÍddle ages whenever strong leadership v/as lacking. Moreover

he argued that these r¡/ars

wÍth all their havoc--material, moral, social,
and political--were the natural sequel of the
hundred-yearst war. The restless, turbulent,
bloodthírsty, and rapacious temper formed in
raiding over France showed itself, when there
r4ras no longer an outlet for it abroad, in
civil broil at home, and from "spanning for
French crov¡nst' the nobles took to ttspanning
for each otherrs estates and heads.tt*

The reigns of Henry VI

(1483), and Richard III

(L422-L46L) , Edward IV (1461-1483), Edward V

(1483-1485) were dominated by the ugly episodes

of this fractricidal feud in whích no principle but that of factional

self-Ínterest v¡as ever at stake. B9

ii Despotic Interlude

In Srnith's view, Henry Tudor (1485-1509) the víctor of Bosr¿orth

Field, did a great service to England simply by ending the civil war;

but thís hTas not his only accomplishment. He inítiated polícies whích

restricted church privilege at a time when Ehe corruption and apaËhy
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of the ecclesíastical hierarchy was becoming increasingly apparent. He

aLso established a pacific foreign policy for England and encouraged

Erade and commerce. Moreover, Smith argued that by taking the trouble

to pack the Commons, Henry recognized the importance of parliament ín

LegiLímízing his authority, and though he seldom met iE, his absolutist

tendencies ü/ere restricted by parlíamentary control of taxation, supported

by the very "spirit of the natiorr."90 These achíevemenEs l¡Iere added to

by Henry VIII (1509-1547) who Smith thought very little of as a man but

whose limitless ambitíon led to the assertion, once and for all, of the

complete supremacy of state over church and to the unleashíng of the

forces of the Reformation in England" Henry's need for a male heir

forced him to confront the pope who refused to free him from his first

wife. In order to obtain his divorce and to avenge papal insolence he

made himself head of the English church and granted himself a divorce,

constantly usÍng a subservíent parliament to legitimize his usurpation.

Smith maintained that Henry VIII was by no means a ProtesEant and

that he opposed theological and doctrinal innovation. In fact, he did

lítt1e more than transfer the popers authority to himself; yet his

actj-ons vrere not wíthout support in the natíon as a whole. Many

Englishmen had always viewed the papacy as a foreígn povrer and the open

corruption and worldliness of the Renaissance church only added to the

unpopularity of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. As well, although they

\dere not widespread, símpler views of the Christian religion were

beginning to take shape and to gain adherents in England ín opposition

to Roman CatholicÍsm. Ultimately, Smith argued, a great deal of good

9L

would come out of Henry's quarrel with Rome because by breaking wíth the

papacy, "by destroying the monasteries, by wrecking shrines, by abolish-
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íng píLgtimages," by provlding an English translation of the Bible,

s¡ð, bl "humbling" the clergy, he had opened "the flood-gate...through

v¡hich the tide of protestantism v¡as sure to po,rr."92

After Henryrs death the break with Rome was solidifÍed by the

development of a reformed religion. Under the thoughtful guidance of

Cranmer, Latimer, and Rídley, protestantism was given t'free coursett

and the last remnants of popery and Catholic ceremony \¡/ere s\,Iept a\,¡ay

during the reÍgn of Edr¿ard VI (1547-1553).93 With the advice of German

theologians, Cranmer formulated an English and protestant 1íturgy which

was imposed on the nation and, by the end of Edward's brief reign, the

Reformation r^/as f irmly established in England. Even the Catholic

revival under hís half-sister Mary (1553-1558) did not disrupt the

growth of protestant religion and, according to Srnith, her persecution

of reformers only served to make Catholicism more ,rnpop.rl.t.94 Yet the

English nation r^/as still not secure. Catholics ínside and outside

England díd not recognize Elizabeth I (1558-1603) as the ríghtful

heir and thus relígious rebellion at home and ínvasion by a foreign

Catholic por^/er posed very real threats. According to Smith, it r^ras

thís insecurity that permitted Elízabeth to maíntain the personal and

near dictatorial power established by her father and grandfaËh"t.95

In Smithfs view, it was fortunate for England that Elízabeth did

not wÍeld thís great poü/er alone sínce she was a "false,ttttperfídioustt

and "seIfish" woman whose policies were marked by inconsístency'

hesitation, and r""kn."".96 It was, argued Smith, the actions of her

councillors that provided the source of England's strength during these

diffícu1t years. They settled the religíous questíon by incorporating

certain crucial components of protestant docÈrine ínto the transfer of
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eccLesiastical power from pope to the English monarchy. Elizabeth's

councillors also forced the queen to accept, the leadership of the

protestant cause in Europe and to support the Scottish, Dutch, and

Huguenot insurgents against theír rulers. As well, these men restored

a badly damaged economy and gave English commerce ttnew lifer" and,

¿s a result of their labours, by the seventeenth century, England had

overcome the threats of civíl unrest and foreign invasion and had

established herself as an independent national ent ity.97

iii The Rebirth of Llberty

For Smíth, this v/as an important step in the po1ítica1 advancerent

of England but once it had been accomplished he believed that further

progress required a broadening of the narrow base of government upon

r¿hich Tudor despotism had rested, to reflect the new ideas and ínterests

produced by the religious and proprietary revolutions of the sixteenth

century. The dissolution of the monasteries had created a new landed

gentry which held iËs lands independently of the crown and which had a

strong sense of rural independence and a hearty dislike of ar1stocracy

and hierarchy. At the same time the evolution of protestant theology

had advanced as a result of the open Bible and the importation of

radical protestant ideas from the continent and a group knov¡n as puritans

had formed its or,¡n direct and simpre christian faith on thís basis.

These groups had draum greater moral force and enthusiasm from the

struggle wíth Spain and Catholicism and when that conflict ended, they

turned their enthusiasm towards domestic politics. Assembled in a House

of Commons devoid of Catholics, the gentry and Èhe Puritans rrere deter-

mined to assert the right of the lower house "in spite of rebukes from

the throne, to deal with the highest questÍons of state.,,9B They
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demanded rnajor changes in the church, attacked autocracy and privilege

LtL general, and successfully asserted their "exclusive right of

initiaging money bills," depriving the conservatÍve, court-oríented

House of Lords of a potential source of strength to sustain its

dwíndling inf luence over govetrrturrt.99

Ar the same Èime "the monarchy still regarded itself as of right

autocratic," and the first two Stuart kings were determined to rule the

country as their Tudor predecessors had without reference to the demands

of the Co* or,".100 Had they been more in tune with the needs and wishes

of their changing society, their polícy míght have had a chance for

success but they opposed any substantial changes that would have taken

into account the vier¡/s and ídeals of the new classes represented ín the

Commons. As well, they atternpted to prevent these groups from promoting

change themselves by withholding political po\^rer from them. Smith

argued that thís stance made the monarchy an obstacle to further

political progress and that the Commons by challenging the crown and

advocating an expansion of the basis of government became the primary

promoter of progre"" .101

Srnith claimed that James I (L603-I625) v¡as a "kind-hearted, good-

tempered" and well-educated man but that he was also a strong believer

in heredítary monarchy and a staunch supporter of the Anglican hÍ.ttt"hy.102

As such it was almost inevitable that he would collide with a House of

Commons filled wÍth independent gentry and Puritans, on any issues

involving parliamentary rights or religion. When called by James to

grant funds, the Commons demanded redress of gríevances before dís-

cussing supplies. They attacked some of the crownrs feudal rights, they

challenged Jamesr right to impose arbítrary taxat.íon and his attempts to
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govern r,/ithout parliament, and they denounced his maintenance of corrupt

rnonopolies and tainted courts and his attacks on the independence of

the judiciary and the press. As we11, Èhe Commons bitterly opposed

James' foreign policy which drew England closer to Catholic Spain and

attempted to seal the alliance with a royal marriage while Lhe protestant

síde in the Thirty Years Inlar was desperately in need of support from

England. Jamest reply to the membersr criticisms r{as a reminder t'that

theír liberties and privileges were the gifts of his ancestors and

hirnself" and thaÈ they should stop rneddling ín the Cror^mrs affairs.

The Commons maintained that their liberties and prívileges "were their

birthright" since Lancastrian times and thus, according to Smith, the

foundations vrere laid for an ongoing battle.103

Smith believed that the I'mortal duel" still might have been delayed,

however, had Jamest successor been tta king like Edward I, so formed by

nature that his heart would beat with Ëhat of his people and his aims

and policfes would be theirs.'r104 Unfortunately, Charles I (I625-L64g)

was also out of:touch with the political and religious views of the

emerging English nation. According to Srníth, he alienated Protestant

sentíment by pursuing a foreign policy which oscillated "between the

support of Protestant freedom, [against Spaín and in favour of the

Huguenots and the Elector Palatinel for which the nation yearned, and

the support of Catholic absolutísm to which his own heart yearned."105

Later he came into direct conflict with the Puritans and other protestant

groups by promoting "high church and absolut.ists dí-vinesl' like Montague

and Mainwaring and by attempting to enforce a stríct, high church

interpretation of the Thirty-Níne Articles. These ecclesiastÍcs under

the direction of Laud, the Archbishop of Canterbury, r¿ere determíned not
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ofily to establish "the complete ascendancy of the prerogatíve" in

eccLesíasticaL
affairs but also to suppress Puritanism throughout

106
¿he countrY'

In the political sphere, Charles and the Commons collíded from

the outset. Charles' foreign policy errors forced him to seek funds

from parLiamenË but he "quarrelled with parliament" and had to turn

,to írregular ways of raising money."107 Finding that more funds were

required, however, he called parliament again and attempted to coerce

a Commons already angered by Charles' perceived abuses of its rights

and his tendencies toward arbitrary government. The memberst response

r{as a reassertion of the príority of redr'ess of grievances over the

granting of supplies. Theír grievances lrere set dov¡n in the Petition

of Right which, in Smith's view, r./as rrsecond only to the Great Charter"

among "fhe muniments of liberty and...the pledges for the supremacy of

parliamen¿."108 In addition the Commons ínsisted upon it,s right to

discuss and to protest Charles' relígious policies. Charles retaliated

by ordering an adjournment, arresting nine members, and embarking on a

long-term course of government by prerogative, independent of parliament.

Laud t s attempts "to extend religious uniformity. . . to Scotland , "

however, ended in a disast.rous rebellion in that country and Charles,

unable to subdue the Scots alone, reluctantly recalled parlitt"rrt.l09

Conscíous of Charles' weak position and angered by eighteen years

of government by prerogatíve the Commons, led by John Pym, Hampden,

Vane, Falkland, and Cromwell, iromedíately swept away the instruments

of arbitrary rule and began to extend its influence ínto the financial'

legislative, and executive branches of government. Charles, however,

conLinued to intrigue agaínst parlíament and rebellÍon broke out in
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fte¡atd threatening to undermíne these advances. In order to reaffirm

them the Cor¡rnons appealed directly to the people for support setting

dov¡n in the Grand Remonstrance tta11 the abuses, mísdeeds, and

usurpations of Charlest governmentrtt stressing Èhe good work of

parliarnent and calling for "more complete safeguards" for the contin-

uation of parliamentary government. It r¿as during the debate on the

Remonstrance that the decisive lines of conflict r^¡ere drav¡n and Charlest

attempt to arrest five members sparked the Corrnonsr revolutionary demand

for complete control of the executÍ-ve power and command of the milltary.

When Charles refused, civil !/ar ensued. l10

Srnith maintaíned Èhat the war divided England religiously, politi-

caLly, socíaIly, and economically. The aristocratic and half-feudal

north and west support,ed Charles along with the nobility, the wealthy

gentry, and the Anglican clergy. The areas of commerce and industry,

the great cities and tor"¡ns, and most of the south and east of England

follorved parliament.lll The pressures and events of the conflíct

eventually placed Cromwell and his Ner¡ Model Arrny at the head of the

parliamentary cause and, after Èhe defeat of the royalists, at the head

of the nation. The king was executed and the monarchy and the House of

Lords were done away with. Parliament became the supreme governor and

defender of the naEíon making England the "first national republic,"

and pointing "the way for the exodus of European society from the

hereditary 
"y"t"r."112 Smíth claimed, however, that the people r4rere

still monarchists to a large extent, and v¡ere not prepared for a rapid

leap ínËo the future by experimenting with republican government,

especíally when that government was not a representative assembly "but

the revolutionary organ of a domínant partyr" and was constantly plagued
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by civí1 and sectarian unre"t'113

Cromwell (1653-1658)' on the other hand, though an enemy of royal

tyranny, belíeved in constitutional monarchy and understood the necessity

of restoring order and authority and of broadening the basis of national

government. The remnant of the Long Parliament could not accomplish

these tasks and so he dismis""d it.114 In its place he offered hirnself

anð a series of assemblies and councils which would advise and assist

him in governing the nation. According to Smit.h, however, these bodies

proved uncooperative and therefore posed a threat to the security of the

revolution. Consequently Cromwell was forced to rule without parliament

but, ín Smithrs víew his accomplishments r^Iere still of great significance.

He implemented a religious policy which, though it established Puritanism

as the national religion, extended a great measure of tolerance to all

protestants who were obedient and patríotic citízens, and in this

Cromwell showed himself a greater friend of religíous freedom than his

parliaments" He tríed to reform England's legal system in favour of

ttthe peoplertt he strenuously ttfosteredtt commerce, and undertook a ttmoral

and grand" foreign policy which attempted "to unite Protestant Chris-

tendomrr in order to protect Europe from the ambitÍous and intolerant
115po!/ers .Catholic

Smíth argued thaË, despite its military base, "the Protectorrs

government \^ras taking root, as a government...\^ras sure to do when iÈ

gave the people peace at home, grandeur abroad, free trade, an open

course for industry and practical Ímprovement." Unfortunately, Cromwell's

attempts to create a truly national government were cut short by his

sudden death in t658.116 Deprived of forceful leadership the country

quíckly fell into chaos which eventually brought about the restoration
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oÍ the Stuarts. I^lith their return, the institutions of the Protectorate

faded away - the army dispersed peacefully and Puritanism as such dis-

^pp"ut"d.Ll7 
Yet, in Smith's viev/, the greatest achievement of the

revolutíon was not lost. The limits of monarchial power had been

cleatLy defined in the struggle and even the Stuarts, who attemPted to

etadicate all the gains of the revolution, found that they could not

successfully challenge this principle.

iv Challenge, Survival and Expansion

For Smith the Restoration represented a great reverse in England's

progressÍve development. Charles II (1660-1685) and his brother James

(later James II) were both raised in the French court under the influence

of rising absolutism. They despised everything the revolution represented

and, with the sympathy of much of the country, still recoiling from the

far-reaching changes of the 1640's and 1650rs, they attempted to

establish a ne\^¡ system of government. Aíded by cooperatlve parlÍaments,

Charles reclaimed certain crucial po\^/ers, extended treason laws, and

curtailed liberty of opinion. The Anglican ecclesiastical establíshment

and its ritualistic relígion vrere revived and the 1-662 Act of UniformÍty

drew a line between state and free churches and paved the way for

persecution of nonconfor*i"t".118

Persecution exÈended ínto the political realm as we1l. The politi-

cal element of the Puritan opposition to Charles I had been re-shaped

and carried on by a group which came to be knovm as hlhigs. They favoured

constitutional liberty, toleration, and parliamentary supremacy ín

oppositíon to the Tories who defended prerogative, church privilege and

monarchi.cal supremacy. Supported by a "hideously profaned" judiciary

Charles persecuted influential Whigs, including Lords Russell and Essex
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aîd 
^Lgerîon 

Sidney, and he suspended the charters of various lrrhíg

citíes like London, permitting their rernodelllng in his ovm interest. 119

The nation, for the most part, did not resist these policies but it did

object to the crown's sympathy with Roman Catholicism. In Charlest

teign the common hatred and fear of papist religion had exploded into

the "murderous paníc" of the Popish Plot with its cruel and senseless

persecution of Cathol-ics who were largely 1oyal citizens of England.120

James II (1685-1688) was also sympathetic to the religion in which

he had been raised. Smith believed that had he limited hís schemes to

establishing absolute monarchy he might have succeeded but he also

wanted to restore Catholicism which the nation despíte its conservative

mood could not accept. James used the guise of general toleration for

all non-Anglicans to lay the groundwork for eventual Catholíc supremacy.

He v¡aived laws restricting the participation of CatholÍcs and noncon-

formists in government and adminístration. According to Smith, however,

the nonconformists saw James for what he \d'as-rra most bigoted sontt of

an "avo\¿edly intolerant" church-and they joined the Anglicans in

opposition to James. The Anglican clergy, led by the seven bíshops'

crítícízed and resisted James'Romanizing policies and found that the

nation supported their r"tíor".121 James, having losÈ rnost of hl-s allieS,

atternpted to rally support by assembling a subservient parliament

through ttcorruption, fraud, and violence.tt His t'open aggressions on

electoral rights" did not produce the parliament he needed and further

alienated the nation which was almost "unanimously hostile to his

designs . " tr^lhen James' son \^ras born í-t destroyed all hope that 'rhís

system r¿ould come to an end with his lifert' and drove the nation to

desperate *u"",rru".122 A group of arístocrats invited willíam of orange
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ro íntervene on behalf of the English people and he accepted their

invitation to oust James as part of his determined plan to prevent

further French aggrandizement and to maintain the independence of

Europe. His success \¡Ias secured by Lack of cooperation between James

and Louis XIV and by the defection of Marlborough and Princess Anne

from James' "íd..123
The Glorious Revolution lras, according to Smíth, not a revolution

at aII but "a change of dynasty" required by Jamest attempts to alter

the established forms of government, "to lurn a limited rnonarchy into

a despotism, and...to impose an alien religíon on the nation.'tI24 Those

r¿ho framed the revolutÍonary settlement. spoke of the constitution, "the

oríginal contract between king and peopJ-e," and the fundamental lar¿s.of

the nation, which, they claímed, r^rere above Èhe crovm and which James had

attempted to subvert.L25 Under William and Mary (I6B}-L702) these

princíples vlere reaffirmed in the Declaration of Right which settled

once and for all "the long struggle for supremacy between king and

parlÍ-ament.tr The enshrinement of parliamentary supremacy, however, \^ras

in Smithts view no guarantee of polítical progress. In order to exercise

its powers, the House of commons began, in trIilliamrs reign, Èo organize

itself on a party and cabinet basis. This system \"ras useful when sub-

stantive divisions of prínciple existed such as between the supporters

of the Stuarts and the men u¡ho drove James II out of England, but when

such divisive issues faded ar4ray or vrere resolved party became nothíng

more than faction held together by corruptíon, and promoting the trpublic

L26goodtt became secondary to party

According to Smith, under evils of thís system vrere not

could be maintained and could

tactics.

William the

completely apparent since a hrhig mínistry
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ímplernent many l{hig policies even when the Commons \^'as dominated by

coîsetvatíve forces such as the country squiret.L2T By 1711, however,

the party system was becoming dominant. Havíng dismissed her l^lhÍg

mínisrry in 1710 Anne (I702-L4) called upon the Tories to govern. In

order to pursue their policies they were forced to svramp the House of

Lords whÍch was sti1l dominated by llhigs who rejected the shameful

treaty of Utrecht which ended the war r"rith France. Having overwhelmed

the upper house, the Tories were free to irnplement reactionary policies

in all fields and the supremacy of the majority party in the Commons

- 728
was complete."' Tn I7L4 por¡/er rùas ret.urned to the l^Ihigs who supported

the revolutionary claimant to the throne, George I (L774-I727) against

the descqndants of James II. Because the Hanoverian claÍm was not

completely secure, however, the Lrhigs r¡ere called upon to protect the

ner¡/ government and therefore they "became the party of authority and

repression." They supported the standing army, Í-nÍtiated a strÍngent

Riot Act, and extended the lífe of parliaments to seven years from three;

and whí1e the Tories courted democracy they began to perfect the system

of party paËronage, pocket boroughs, places, and pensions that insured

their dominance in the Co**orr".129

Throughout the eighÈeenth century, accordíng to srnith, narrow and

corrupt party interests ruled the House of commons and consequently

little was done to improve and reform the government in the national

irrt..."t.130 In this context the cause of ongoing political devel-opment

depended upon the efforts of progressive ministries and prime minisËers,

who, ín Smith's view, were the only people who showed any inclination

to put the naEionts interests before their ornm. Robert l{alpole, "the

first prime miníster properly so-calledr" contríbuted a great deal to
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the development of the party system under George I. According to

Smí¿h, "h" grasped poI^Ier unscrupulously and monopolized it jealously,

but when it was in his hands he used it well.r' By shrewd manipula-

tion of. the Commons he was able to implement sound economic policies

which gave the nation "the material elements of happiness."13l llilliarn

pitt the younger, who was raised to po$rer in 1783 by "an unconstit.ution-

aL intríguertt\^Ias alsotta skillful manager of the House of Couunons,tt

and a shrewd politician. Yet even though he cherished politícal power,

Smith believed that he always had a purpose above that of promoting

himself or his party. He "set out a Liberalr" a disciple of Adarn Smith,

and a supporter of parliamentary reform. Following Smithrs free trade

doctrine he revised the customs, duties, and excises and signed a

commercíal treaty with France. He also liberalized the 1Íbel law, a

great triumph for freedom of opinion, and his sympathy for the anti-

slave-trade cause set an import.ant example. Unfortunately, ín Goldwin

Smithts opi.nion, hís repeated attempt.s to reform the polítical system

failed in the face of opposition from the vested interests he challenged

in hís propo""l".132

Yet Smith maintained that this system r4ras far too dependent on

individual ability, character, and will to reflect, consistenËly and

fairly, the needs of all England. Mínisters of high calibre r¿ere not

always available and, as Smith never tíred of reminding his readers in

reference to Pitt, even the most able and devoted reformers could

reject the cause of reform in the mídst of their careers. In Pittrs

case, the French Revolution had

Polícy. In 1793 he r^/ent over to

suspending Habeas Corpus" and repressing

the occasion for a reversal of

of reaction with a vengeance,

freedom of action and opinion

provided

the síde
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Íiíth a series of far-reaching acts. 133 Because such betrayals were

always a possibility, Smith maintaíned that the polícies and goals

of príme Ministers and mínistries had to be balanced and checked by a

House of Commons that represented the whole nation rather than the one

hundred and fifty-four persons who, prior to 1832, could control a

Commons majority. Unfortunately, however, the excesses of the French

Revolution had whipped the English hierarchy into such a reactionary

ftenzy that any efforts at reform, political or otherwise, met with

powerful and united opposition within both parliament and socíety as

l-34
a vthole.

It was not until the late 1820's, according to Smith, that the

government began to recogníze that the face of English society had been

irrevocably changed and that the laws and the system of government would

have to begin to reflect those changes. Many influential people in the

government and in parliament \,/ere genuinely dedicated to the cause of

politícal reform but, ín Smith's view, the impetus for change came

largely from outside of parliament. It was the conslant agitation of

the new classes that had emerged as a result of the Industrial Revolu-

tion to gain political po\¡rer that sealed the fate of the oligarchical

system of government. Between them, these new classes of manufacturers

and workers, had both economíc and numerical strength yet they were

excluded from political decision-making. Joined by these and other

groups who had grievances against Ëhe government, the reformers in

parliament r^rere finally able in 1832 to pass the First Reform 8i11.135

According to Smith, this acL, by reinforcing the supremacy of the House

of Commons and by making the electoral process and the constituency

system more reasonable and equl-table, made the government more, though
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not completely, representative of the new interests in socíety. This,

he atgued, laid the groundwork for further expansions of the repre-

senËative base of the national government as the country grew and evolved

aîð as new classes and groups emerged to take their place in the

políÈical "y"a"*.136

IV

Thus, the EnglÍsh nation had produced a balanced framework for

government which combíned order and liberty and which had a built-in

rnechanism for peaceful reform. This in itself r^/as a momentous achíeve-

nent but, according to Smith, it was not England's only contribution

Eo the progress of society. She had also made great advances ín the

economic and intellectual spheres. Smith believed that the historical

sources of England's economíc development could be found in the

expansion of trade and commerce and the growth of tornms and citíes during

the middle ages. It r^ras among the commercial classes who inhabited the

towns that a vibrant, mobile, and innovative economy fÍrst began to evolve

and to challenge the traditíonal, IocaLízed, agrarian feudal economy wíth

its limited production and its fixed structures and regulatíons which,

though they promised a certain amount of stability, offered little

opportuníty for change, improvement, and expansion. The first signs of

this process could be seen ín the late twelfth century and Èhroughout
1?.7the thirteenthT''but the most sígnificant gains were made under Henry

VII who brought order and prosperity to the land, who encouraged industry
l

and trade, and who actively sought the support of the commercial classes.

The efforts of these classes were aided by the continuing decline

138

of the feudal syst.em after 1485 which not only promoted the general growth
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of trade and commerce but also transferred substantial landed wealth

fo Ëhe new anti-hierarchlcal gentry who were in the forefront of

economic and political change during the sixteenth and seventeenth

cen¡uries. Their rise to por¡/er, particularly in the south, slgnalled

Lhe end of the feudal economy as well as the end of monarchical

. 139
despotism.--- The changes brought about by this "proprietary

revolution" \,¡ere extended and confirmed during the seventeenth and

eíghteenth centuries by the development of international trade, 
,a

national system of fínance and a rational and consistent administrative

framework for customs and d,rtie".140 llith this ongoing economÍc change,

however, landed wealth, tied as it \^¡as to protective trade policíes and

to the discouragement of industrial growth, had become entrenched,

complacent, and less than progr"""i.r".141 By the nineteenth century

this complacency was beÍ-ng challenged by the emergence of a new economic

por^7er which took its place beside the agricultural and corunercial

interests. SmiËh maintained that the manufacËuring class which had

developed industries through the use of remarkable technological

innovations and improvements, the productive povrers of r^rhich were

irnmense and which employed large numbers of workers, Ì¡/ere the new

leaders of economic progress. Their industries held new promise for

prosperíty not just for England but for the world and they strove to

achieve that promise by advocating a policy of international free

trade which they and Smith believed would sustain, expand, and someday

perfecË the industrial system of production. It was, in part, these

economic concerns that led the middle class Ínto the political arena

where they helped to force the substantíal reform of the "y"t"*.142
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Accordíng to Snith, England had also made an important contríbútion

to the recogniLion of what he considered manrs fundamental rights,

particularly the right to freedom of conscience and opinio.,.143 He sar¿

the origins of the gradual emancipation of conscience from authority

in the medieval system of justice whích afforded considerable lega1

prorection to the indíviduafla4¡,rt he claimed that the first major

steps toward freedom came as a result of the decline of feudalism

and the Catholic church. Both of these systems were based on authori-

tarian hierarchies which \¡/ere at best paternalistic and at vrorst despotic

and which

concePtíon

0nce

began to

began to

ferment

required complete conformlty to their political and religious
t4sot society.

tainted by corruption and misrule, however,

losing theÍr holds on the minds

these hierarchies

deteriorate, of men. People

intellectualquestion traditj-ona1 medieval ideals and the

that resulted from their criticÍsms developed into the Renais-

sance. By opening the door for new knowledge and new learning and by

challenging feudal and Catholic authority, Smith argued that the

RenaÍssance paved the way for the Reformation which insured that the

Catholic hierarchy would no longer wield universal por^rer over men and

which, in the long run, also helped to limít the authoritarian porrers

of the 
"a.a".146 

yet while he noted that the protestant hierarchy,

which replaced the catholic one in England, tended towards greater

toleratíon of dissent, he acknowledged that protestantÍsm, like Catholic-

ism demanded strict conformity to its view of religÍon, politics, and

socÍety. Moreover, the Reformatíon in England had united the coercive

poI¡/ers of church and state giving each a vested lnterest in the enforce-

ment of conformit,y, both polítical and religious, and in the defense and
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Ðç'eflsíon of their joint authority over the whole of English society.

,Sríth argued that the persecution of dissent on this basis, though at

tírnes understandabler \¡tas always \¡/rong and did nothing to enhance

national unity or political stabi tity.I47

In Smithts view, the tfallacy'of church establishment did a great

ðeaL of damage to the nation generally and especially to the cause of

freedom of opinion. The Anglícan establishment not only encouraged the

religious prejudices of the people and used them to terrorize and perse-

cute a largely loya1 Catholic population but it also used parliament to

attack protestant nonconfot*ity.148 As well, ít almost invariably threw

its whole-hearted support behínd the defence of esÈablished politíca1

authority, in all of its forms, against the aspirations of the general

population for change. That some progress v¡as slowly being made toward

freedom of conscience \¡/as demonstraÈed by the attempts of Cromwell and

Inlillíam III to broaden the scope of the English church to include most

protestants rather than to divíde the protesËant faith into the privileged,

state-supported church and the barely tolerated nonconfor*i"a".149 It

was not until the late LB2O's that the original promise of these policÍes

and ideals \^ras reaLízed by the emancipation of the Catholics and the

removal of some of the major disadvantages and restrictions placed on

. 150noncontormists.

These advances r¡ere reinforced by a general decline in the poli-

tical authority of the state, the natural result. of the emergence of a

parliamentary system of government composed of groups holdíng conflicting

views of society. Moreover, greater politícal freedom was further assured

by the clearer defínitÍon both of the law - especíally as it relat.ed to

treason and libel - and of the individual's lega1 ríghts. ltrhile Srnith
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atgúed Èhat the Anglican church still retained too much influence and

authoríty, particularly ín the sphere of hígher educatÍon, he felt that

the protection of individual ríghts \,/as fairly well advanced in England

and that the belief in freedom of conscience r^ras fírm1y entrenched in

rhe mínds of most Englishmer,.l5l

Each and every one of these accomplishments was important in and

of ítself and yet for Smith their signifícance r^/ent even further than

thís. He saw these developments as indicators of moral progress. He

was convinced that constítutional government v/as not an end in ítself,

but ttmerely transi-tionalrtt one important step in a much greater process

- mants progress towards elevating human character and forming a moral

communíty of mankind.r52 He argued. that vrhile progress consisted of

three elements - ttthe mora1, the inte11ectual, the productive or virtue,

science and índustrytt - the moral element was t'the cardinal elemen¡ of

the three." without it, knowledge and industry would be "aimless

wanderíng forces working at random good and evi1." Real progress there-

fore could only be measured by the formaÈion of good moral character

and this, he argued, was t'the true key to history.ttl53

Because Smith's view of morality r^/as fundamentally a ChrÍstian

one, his historícal view of the development of moral character was tied

very closely to his conception of the evolution of Christian religion.

He belíeved that Èhe early chrÍstian clergy and the catholic church

had been a po\¡/er of moral progress in the war-1ike and uncivi-Lj'zed

middle ages. They had first "transmitted" and taught basic Christian

prÍnciples to thle people and thelr hierarchical and ritualistic religion

satisfied the need of an uneducated society for strong moral guidance

and for mystical and superstitíous explanations of the world.154
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Furthermore, while some maintained ttmedieval Christiandom vtas a vast

reLapse of humanity, or at best a suspension of progressr" Smith argued

that the Christian character of the age had not only contributed to the

socía¡, economic, intellectual and polítical development of England but

tha¡ ir had restrained and moderated the fierce and war-like atmosphere

and personalities of an era dominated by fot"".155

Smith asserted, however, that by the end of the middle ages

Catholicism fe11 through the superstitions and
impostures which had gathered round it, and which
intellect, awakened by the Renaissance, spurned
ar¡¡ay; through papal tyranny and corruption;
through general ossification, so to speak, of a
system, which had once in all 1-ts organs minís-
tered to spiritual life.rrU

Having long ago "wandered far from the hillsides of Galilee,'f and lost

touch with Christ's "simple words of life and lover" the Catholic church

could no longer function as a moral force in Ëhe elevation of human

"hrrr"tu..157 l^Ihíle this religion and "the moralíty which it had sus-

tainedtrdeclined, however, no ner¡/ Christian force emerged to replace it

and thus a moral int.erregnrr* urr"rr"d.15B At the head of this age stood

Alexander VI, "the moral monster of the Papacyr" the Borgia tyrants'

and the unscrupulous political creed of Machiavelli. Englandrs

contributions to this moral lapse ríere many, especially duríng the years

of the l^lars of the Roses, but in Smith's view the most dísreputable

characters of this era \,rere Henry VIII, "wÍth his uxorícides and judicial

murdersr" Thomas Cromwell, "rn English pupil of Machiavellír" r¿ho served

Henry with "diabolical ski1l," and Elizabeth, "with her vicious court and

her ov¡n wickednes".t'159

Morality did not regain its hold on the líves of men until religious

faith was revived by the Reformatíon. In England, the fruíts of Henry
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Vfffts unbrídled ambition began to rÍpen \,ùith the development of a

reIíg]on based on the open Bíble and "independent of church teaching."160

A, great number of the English people' according to Smith, had made

substantía1 progress, politically, economically, intellectually,

and morally and no longer felt the need for superstition, mysticism,

and rigid clerical hierarchies. Purítanism, though "equivocal" and too

taken with the Old Testament, was in Smíth's view rational and tolerant

compared to Catholicism "though its toleration at first might have been

less a principle than the necessity of a strugglÍng minority, or a

consequence of its internal divisíorr"."161 More important, Smith argued,

It brought man, without íntervention of church
or priest, into direct communion rvith hís Maker.
Its spirit Tn/as índependent, high, and in the
battle with the Evil One, heroic. Its morality,
though narro\,r, austere, and somewhat sour, \¡/as
pure and strong.162

By turning men's minds back to the true teachings of Jesus as recorded

in the Bible and rejectíng the perverse and distorted versions offered

by a corrupt ecclesiastical establishment, the Puritans contributed to

the general elevation of human character. Thís hTas proven Ín part by

the politícal and economic progress made under theír leadership.

Even though this great moral uplifting was followed by a relapse

and a descent into the "stygian poo1" of the Restoration r¡/here everythÍng

r¿as ttthe reverse of great, lofty, or heroic,tt Smith maíntained that

Puritanísm did not disappear rrr^rithout working somethíng of íts character

into the abiding fibre of humanity.11163 Moreover it was replaced by

"political Nonconformity'r which among "the middle and lower middle classes"

maintained "Lhe tradition of a sound rnorality" and struggled "from age

to age by purely constitutional effort for Ehe removal of its disabilities,
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afld as an oppressed body fighting always on the side of ft".do*."164

üIhen general moral improvement commenced again, one hundred years

after the dÍsappearance of Puritanism,it was due, in Smithts view, noË

to the leadership of George III or his court, but to the influence of

Methodism and "of Èhe evangelical movement within the establishment

which Methodism set on foot; perhaps also t,o the alarm r¿hich the spread

of scepticísm had given the clergy, and to a recoil f,rom the irnpiety

and immorality of the voltairean school."165 The evangelicals and

Mechodists rejected the Anglican establíshment's hollow and lifeless

conception of religíon and morality and offered a truer and more

saËisfying view of Christian principles. In doing so, they helped to

strengthen the base upon which a genuinely universal Christianity

would ultimately be founded. This, Sruith argued, would make the example

of Christ clear to all men and av¡aken in them the desire to improve

their moral characËer. Even in his ovrn day, he saw this as the nexÈ

great step in mants long journey towards the formabion of a moral

community of all mankind.
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CHAPTER III

Englandrs Glory: America

For Goldwin Smith, England's greatness did not rest solely in her

achievement of ongoing natíonal progress. He believed that his nationrs

rea¡ greatness consisted in its abllity to transplant and to nurture

English ídeals, values, traditions, and institutions throughout the

world and to create new and progressive nations. In Smith's view the

UniËed States of America r¡/as the best example of the evolution of a nev¡

nation based on the English example and as such he was anxious to watch

its development believíng that it too would make an important contribu-

tion to the movement for world progress.

I

Smith clearly believed that England had contributed more than any

other nation to the overall progress of humanity by establishÍng the

basic principles of constitutíonal government whích had, over the ages,

facilitated the contínuous and calm accumulation of experience and

knowledge by men and the development of great.er human understanding

through the gradual recognition and implementation of basic Christian

truths. Smith called this process, by whích man's accumulated achieve-

ments vrere passed on from generation to generation, the ttsuccession of

the agesr" and he upheld it as one of the "two grand facts with which

the phílosophy of history deals."l In this process, he argued, certain

natíons and groups within natíons take the lead and guide other nations

toward Ehe realization of the Chrístían ideal. England, he maintaíned,

had played such a role as a result of a unique historical development

which set her apart from and gradually ahead of other nations. As long

as England or, more precísely, her rulers kept moving towards this goal
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aûð, remaíned aI^/are of the needs and desires of society, their leadership

of the natíon and of the cause of humaníty would remain fairly secure.

I,,fhen and if that sense of direction and understanding became blurred,

whether by the self-interest or the ignorance of the rulers, their

leadership would become corrupt, reactionary, or simply ineffective.

That leadership would then eÍther be replaced within the nation by a new

group of rulers or the nation as a whole would lose its leading positíon

to another, whose governors were better equípped to carry it towards its

fundamental goals.

Thus Smich argued, "the division of natíons" \^ras an essential factor

in mants historícal development and the second of the tttwo grand factstt

of historical theory.2 These divisions, he maintained, \,rere secured by

geographic, religious, climatic, and linguÍsti-c barriers and were "as

deeply rooted as they could be without destroyíng the unÍty of mankind."

They had, from the earliest times, caused problems and incited hatred

and hosEilities but wíthout them rnankind would be "one state with one

seË of customs, one literature, one code of laws,ttand if ít "became

corrupted" nothing "but a convulsion that would rend Èhe frame of society

and deeply injure the moral life which society ís designed to guard"

v¡ould save man. Moreover, we would risk losing ttthe very idea of

political improvement.'r Smíth maintained that I'nations redeem each

other. They preserve for each other principles, truths, hopes, aspira-

tions, which, comrnitted to the keepíng of one nation on1y, might, as

frailty and error are conditíons of man's being, become extinct forever."3

These were abstract, theoretícal principles whÍch SmÍth for¡nulated

and expressed in a lecture at Oxford in 1861 dealing with the philoso-

for Smith,phical foundatíons and structures of historical study. Yet,
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they were not without valuable practical applications. As proof of thís

he offered in the same lecture the examples of Romets corrupt dominatíon

of European civilization fírst under the Empire and then under the

Roman Catholic Church, arguing thaE the Germanic tribes and the Refor-

rnation ultimately saved society, though at a great cost in bloodshed

4
and bitterness.- Contained in the same series of lectures (though not

in the same lecture), Publíshed in 1861 as Lectures on Modern Historv

r¿as another more immediate example of the same principles, though its

sígnifícance \¡Ias not yet apparent, perhaps even to Smíth himself . In

his Inaugural Lecture Smith argued that England ' because of the "long

unbroken continuity of its national life," unequalled among nations'

was the best possible subject for historical study. He clairned that

throughout her history England had been preoccupied vrith the continuous

development of "a political constit.ution, combining Roman order vrith

Northern liberty, and harmonizing the freest possible development of

the individual mind and character with intense natíonal unity and un-

faillng reverence for the law." This task had required moral and in-

tellectual effort of the highest magnitude and had placed England ín

the forefront of human otogtu"".5

Smíth continued vrith Lhis argument in the fína1 lecture of the seríes'

entitled "On the Foundation of the American Coloniesr" in which he

maínÈained that it was Englandts advanced sËage of development and her

understanding of freedom that prepared her to become I'the mother of a

great nation."6 For Smith the establishment of the American Colonies

and theír subsequent development ínto an independent, progressive and

prosperous natl-on, was a momentous achievement and one for which English

liberty, 1aw, líteraËure, rellgíon, blood and language r^/as largely
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responsíb1e. Even while they v/ere breaking theír ties with England

and the o1d world, the American people $lere speaking in the same

,'y6ice" as "those who framed the PetiEion of Right and the Great

Chattet" defending theír rights as Englíshmen. Moreover, when they

set out Ëo construct their new nation after gaíning their independence,

they built upon the ideals of freedom and the fundamental equality of

men which their English ancestors of the seventeenth century had first,

if feebly, upheld. Their democratic republic, though not without serious

flaws, vras an unparalleled accomplishment and one in which all English-

speaking people could take pride.T

Despite Smithts obvious enthusíasm for America, it was clear that,

at the time of these lectures, the relationship between England and

America had not yet occurred to hi"m as a potential example of how the

divísions and dífferences among nations insured that the ideal of pro-

gress would be maj-ntained when one or more nations became corrupted.

He certainly acknowledged Ameríca's remarkable achievements and future

potential, but at the same time he remained convinced of England's role

as a great por^/er of progress in the world. It \,üas more than a little

ironic that the same year in which these lectures were published the

Amerícan Civil trIar broke out and brought the relatíonshíp between England

and America to the forefront of politícal discussion in England' sub-

stantially alLering Smith's views on the two naÈions.

II

Goldwín Srníthrs interest in American history and politícs obviously

predated the outbreak of hostilities between the North and South, but

these subjects derived their irnmediate and endurfng significance for

Smith directly from the war and its political repercussions in England.
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,From the outset the v¡ar affected England simply because the Northern

b,ockade cut off cotton supplies to English mills. As a result, mills

began to close dor^m and mi11 ovmers, with a few notable exceptions'

took up the cause of the South. They r^¡ere supPorted by many staunch

fÍee-trade]rs, for whom the North meant protectionism, and conservatives

who were anxious ttto belabour the American democracytt the principles of

which conflicted with their aristocratic world-view. The views of the

pro-South side were forcefully expressed by The Times, which consistently

implied that the roots of the conflict \.rere to be found in the nature of

Americats democratic experiment as embodied in Northern political

attitudes and not in the struggle to abolish sla.rery"B

In fact, during the early stages of the struggle "many Englishmen

thought it a war to preserve the union rather than destroy slavery, a

pardonable error, since during the first year and a half this r¿as the

posÍtíon adopted by Lincoln who did not proclaím the freedom of the slaves

until October , L862."9 The British government maíntaíned a policy of

official neutrality and many líberal academics, Smith included, had

ambivalent feelings towards the conf li.t.10 l^Ihile they hated sl-avery

and sympathized with the democratic ideals of the North, they did not

support its protectionist policies and resented "íts reluctance to pro-

scribe slavery." As we11, they retained "a traditional enthusiasm for

rninority rightsr" the defence of whích vras tled to the southern 
""rr"u.11

Smith, personally, was reluctant "to fan the flame of cíví1 war in

another nationr" and he was not at all convínced that reuníting the

slave and free states r^tas a practical or morally sound policy. He later

explained, however, that his t'first ground for hesitaLion \^Ias removed by

the efforts of the South to draw us I England] into t.he quarrel. The
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second r¡/as svrept a\,/ay by the progress of the war ' which lef t us practically

to choose between the victory of freedom and that of slavery."I2

Once Smith had rnade the choíce, however, there r,las no longer any

sign of hesitation on his part as he threw his complete support behind

the pro-North cause and allied himself with a distinguished group of

English liberals who had done the same. Among this group vlere men such

as Richard Cobden, John Bright, Leslie Stephen, James Bryce, John Stuart

Mill, and T.H. Green, all of whom were dedicated, like Smith, to sustained

and intelligent critj-cism of the South and its defenders, especially

The Tímes, and to the presentatíon of an accurate and fair picture of

the Northern cause for the benefit of the English p"opl".13 Of all of

these men, wíth the possible exception of T.H. Green who has been des-

cribed as "a convinced and almost reckless pro-Federal," Goldwin Smith

$/as perhaps the most bitter and vocal opponent of the Southern side.

This was due, in no small measure, to his profound foss of faith in the

Englísh rulíng class and propertied socíety generally. Before the out-

break of the war, Smithrs politícal connections had been Peelite and

I{hig and his political outlook, as demonstrated by his Inaugural Lecture,

had been fairly moderate, retaining a generous and optinistic attitude

toward the role of the wealthíer classes in the development of English

society. Their reaction to the Cívi1 l,lar, which was expressed in a

national polícy based on "the balanced selfíshness of the landovmers and

the commercial capítalists,rrl4 disgusted him so deeply Ëhat he identified

himself "wíth the resolute opponents of the South, whom he styled 'the

Manchester School.

For these men

, rr15

the conflict was beEween democracy and slave-holding

the war, gladlyaristocracy and Smíth, who shared their interpretation of
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joíned in their pro-North agiËatíon, writing and speaking publicly ín

support of the cause. His connections wíth Manchester men, especially

the few manufacturers from the north of England who htere sympathetic

to the Federalist side, and his complete rejecEion of the wealthier

classeswith their Southern, aristocratíc sympathies, substantially

aLtered his view of the workíng class. Smíth, along with other liberal

academics perceived organized labour's support of the North as evidence

of strong moral character and healthy political intelligence which

deserved to be reflected ín the government of the nation. Although

theír interpretation of the workers'attÍtudes tovrard them and the war

was inaccurate, it nevertheless resulted ín the emergence among liberal

thinkers of a more immediate and enduring commitment to democratíc re-

form in England. Goldr¿in Smith certainly shared this commitment 
'

arguing that democracy, of all politícal systems, could best secure the

progressive development of socíety at least for the forseeabl. f,rËrrr..16

This conviction was deepened by Smith's visit to the United States

in 1864. He \^/ent to America to, as he called it, "report on the real

state oÍ aff.aírs" and to sat.isfy his oI,Jrl curiosity about American

polítics and the conduct of the ,"t.I7 Smith \das not the only líberal

academic to visit the Uníted States durlng the war-Edward Dicey, Leslie

Stephen, Lord Houghton, and Henry Yates Thompson also made the journey

-but he went with the íntention of returning there for a more extended

visít once the v¡ar r¡/as over. Moreover, he was received more \47arm1y and

enthusiastícaIly than most foreí-gners and Inlas tteverywhere acclaimedtt

for hís artículate and staunch defence of the North.18 He met some of

the most ímportant and Ínfluential people in America, intellectuals,

political, and military leaders. When he first arrived he stayed in
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Boston with Charles Eliot Norton, who became his good friend. Later

he met Emerson, Thoreau, Longfellow, and the poet trlilliam Cullen

Bryant. Among his political and military acquaintances r,tere Senator

Sumner, Theodore Roosevelt, General Butler, Secretary of State Seward,

GeneraL Grant and President Lincoln. For three months Smith toured

America, lecturing on varíous themes related to the Civil l^lar and

relations between Ameríca and Engtand and travel-ling as far west as

Iowa and north to Canada. He noted favourably the pervasive belief in

equality, not "of intellect, wealth, or influence, but of status in the

community and the negation of privilêgêr" which for him was equality in

its truest form and the very foundation of democracy. America, with íts

religious freedom and popular educational system, could boast of a

remarkably intelligent population whose industriousness made for an

irnpressive l-evel of general prosperity in the uorth.19

By the time his tour of Amerlca was drawing to a close, Goldwin SmiÈh

had developed a ner47 conception of America's role in the world and of its

relationship to England. The speech he delivered to the Boston Frater-

níty in December 1864 was a vivid índication of how his vier¿s on Ameríca

had solidified as a result of Èhe war and of hor¿ he had come to see

America as an appropriate example of his theory of the division of nations.

In this lecture, entitled "England and America," Smith argued that the

"real hour" of Americars birth, whether its official hístories acknowledged

it or not, \,ras ttthe English Revolution of the seventeenth centuryr" which,

while iE failed in England, "at least, as an attempt to establish social

equality and liberty of conscíence,t' had succeeded in Ameríca where there

\^¡as no hereditary aristocÍacy, ecclesiastical híerarc_hy or feudal tradi-

tion to undermlne ít. In the new world "a free communíty was founded,
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though ín a humble and unsuspected form, which depended on the life of

no single chief, and lived on when Cromwell died." Here the Puritan

enígrants carried on the true Englísh traditions of freedom, self-

government, and Christian moraliËy, "beyond the reach of the Restoratiorr."20

In fact, argued Smíth, it was the very success of this "free com-

munityrrthat explained the reaction of England's ruling class for whon

Ameríca's democratic experiment, since it enshrined the principle of

freedom and equality, posed a very real threat. Thus in the Civil trrlar

which, for Smith was but one'rvast episode in the...irrepressible con-

flict between Aristocracy and Democracy," England's wealthy classes,

"the heirs of the CavalÍersrt' supported the aristocratic' semi-feudal

and slaveholding South against the free, democratíc states of the North,

defended by "the heirs of the Puritans."21 Smith felt that, given thís

situation, ít was clear that the progress of socíety, Englandrs Íncluded,

was tied to the fortunes of American democracy. Smith told Americans

that their trregeneration, when...achieved, will seE forvlard the

regenerati-on of the European nations. It. ís the function which all

nations, whích all men, in their v/aivering progress to\"rards perfection'

perform in turn for each other."22 It was, it seemed, America's

opportuníty to lead men forward in theír fitful though steady course

of advancement and Smith qras thoroughly convinced that the nation r¡ras

able and wíllÍng. At the same time, he was hopeful that the "brightnessil

of its shining example would "one day reillumine the feudal darkness of

._?3the Old trlorld."-

In this way Smith returned to England at the end of 1864 "confírmed

in his prevíous theoretical belief in the vitality and general excellence

of American political instÍtutions.r' He spoke frequently to English
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audíences about the character of the Arnerican nation attempting to mend

the tíft between the two countrles, and, when the Cívil Inlar finally

ended, he did everything in his por,rer to encourage the establishment

of friendly relatíons between them.24 The end of the war in no \^7ay

dimínished his interest in the United States; rather, his personal and

polítical experiences over the next t\^/o years only served to rekindle

and encourage it. As early as December 1865 he expressed to Eliot

Norton a desire to return to America to study and write t'some portion

of American history" should he outlive his father for whom he was

caring full-tirne.25 Moreover, his involvement in the agitation for

the second Reform Act and in the Jamaica controversy had reaffirmed his

disillusionment and disgust \,rith Englandrs rulers, though the qualified

success of these activities had, to a certain extent, allayed his fears

for Englandrs future which would soon be in the hands of a new reformed

parliament. These experiences, coupled with the death of his father in

1867, convinced hirn to return to America to study this natíon which had

so recently succeeded England as the leader of progressive society. A

meeting with Andrew White, who invited Smith to become an honourary,

non-resident professor at Cornell, the newly-formed university near

Ithaca, New York, formalized Smith's plans to leave England for an

unspeci-fied period of time. Though his concern and love for England

never dwindled, the break turned out to be a lasting orr".26

Goldr^rin Srníth was forty-five when he left England and whíle the

impact of a new land and, to a certain degree, strange envlronment

did not substantíally alter hís view of socíety, Ít certainly added

to his general background of knor,rledge and experíence. The three years

he spent in America \,rere largely taken up with the development of
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captivatíng countryside and, although the university r¡/as aË that

1ittle more than "a single block of buildings, much the reverse of
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by the

tíme

beautífulr" h" found the local academic community both fríend1y and

27
stimulating. Among his colleagues were Louis Agassiz, James Russell

Lowell, George Curtis, and Bayard Taylor, all of whom v¡ere non-resident

like himself. From the outset, Smith assisted in both the intellectual

and physical development of the young universíry, bringing over his

Large personal library and a collection of English fossils and later

providing English stonecutters and Oxford ivy for the ornamentation of

some ner4' buildings. Apart from his regular lectures, which were always

very popular, he also wrote and spoke on the function of a university

in society, emphasizing its dual role as a teachíng institution and as

an organ for the general advancement of learning and science through

_28research.

His obvious devotíon to the university was, at least in part, due

to his pledge to abstain from commenting on American pol1Èics, which,

as a foreigner, he thought he had no right to do. 0n1y once ín three

years did he think it justified to break that pledge and that was when,

in 1869, as a well-ínformed Englishman living in America, he felt

compelled to ansv/er Charles Sumnerrs attacks on England over the Alabama

claíms "which he considered an incitement to war."29 Smith found some

support for his defence of England but his stand \¡ras generally unpopular

due to the great tension in Anglo-American relations at this time, and

this undoubtedly contributed to hís growÍng feeling of being a foreígner

in a hostile country. Moreover, he disliked being cut off from politÍcal

journalism and he was disheartened by Ezra Cornellrs schemes for the
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universíty, parLicularly the admission of r^7omen. As wel1, the prospect

of a home with his relatives in Canada rnras a strong inducement to a man

who after tIÁ/o years at Cornell, ttyearned for a rather more domestic

..30
Líf e -"

Thus in 1871 Smith left Cornell and settled in Toronto. He never

gave up his connection r^rith Cornell, however, returning there from time

to time and gíving the university generous financial support (which

included hÍs $700,000 estate when he died).31 His interest in American

politics and history did not fade either, desplte his inabílity to 1íve

comfortably in the United States. During his years in Canada he wrote

a good deal of American history, publÍshing his maj or work The United

StateÊ in 1893. In this book, and in the articles, essays and sketches

that supplement it, Smith maintained his perception, developed at the

time of the Civil I^Iar, of America as the great. hope for human progress.

He alsq att.empted to explain how and why it, of all nations, r¡tas suÍted

for this critical task.

III

In discussing the relationship between England and Ameríca and

formulating hi's interpretatÍon of Amerícan history, Goldwin Smith

reaffirmed hís convíction, first set dovm in 1859-61 in his Lectures on

Modern History, that human progress consisted in societyts movement toward

the development of "a real communityrr based on the general acceptance

and entrenchment of the fundamental Christian principles of brotherhood

and benevolence. He maintained that the political mänifestation of such

a moral foundation would be a society rtin whÍch each member shall con-

t.rj.bute his gífts and faculties to the common store, and the common

government shatl be the work of ai-i- ."32 The movement tol¡/ard thís
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socLety had' he argued, been led by England where the princlples and

ínstítutions of constltutional government had first been established

¿nd successfully entrenched. Over a period of some eight hundred

year.s, the English nation had developed the 'rgreat foundations of

constitutional government, legislative assemblies, parliamentary

representation, personal liberty, self-taxation, the freedom of the

press' and allegiance to the law as a power above individual v/i11."

These r^7ere' according to Smith, the basic forms which enabled men to

improve themselves and their society, steadily and calmly, towards

the achievement of a moral communiay.33

In England, these principles had found their greatest advocates and

most determined promoters in the Puritan revolutionaries of the seven-

teenth century. Their simple, though narro\¡r, Christian theology was the

closest existing approximatíon of the ideal morality embodied in Christ's

teachings and their defence of it led them to challenge the power of

the monarchy, the arístocracy, and the Anglican church, and eventually

to crush them, establishing in their place the precedents for constitu-

tlonal monarchy and represenÈative government. Yet v¡hile their achieve-

ments set an enduring example for future generations of Englishmen, the

immediate results of their great moral effort v/ere, ín large measure,

s\"rept. away by the Restoration with its revival of hierarchy and privilege

which' even ín the nineËeenth century, continued to thwart the development

of truly representatíve and democratíc institutions in England.34

Though progress in England was caught up by the powerful influence

of the feudal past, however, progress generally was saved by the trans-

mission of the ideals of the English Revolutíon to the New l^Iorld, through

the Purítan colonists who founded the New England colonies ín Ameríca.
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These colonists, like the counterparts they left in England, were,

in Smíth's view, the most complete embodíment of English prínciples

and ideals, much truer, in fact, to English tradition than the

restoratíon monarchs, most Englísh aristocrats and many of the

political leaders of the eighteenth century England, who did so much

to prevent the reform essential to gradual, orderly progress. As a

result, America, uninhibited by the power of privilege and a feudal

past which did not reach across the Atlantic had surpassed England

in the development of a progressive society based on English principl"".35

America's leading role in advancing civilizatíon did not, however,

entítle it to presume to be the sole guardian and promoter of progress

sínce it, like any other nation, was imperfect and therefore susceptíble

to corrupEion. "Americanize the planetrtt Smith argued, "and you will

retard not quicken the march of civilization r¿hích, to propel it,

requires diversity and emulation."36 Moreover, he maíntaíned that

Àmerica could not afford to ignore Englandrs contríbution to progress'

simply because they had surpassed it. He admit.ted that Lhe powers of

reaction vrere ascendant in the English government, such that EnglÍsh

liberals turned to America for hope, but suggested t.hat all nations'

includíng America, had suffered setbacks in their development and that

this was no reason to dismiss the English nation as unimportant- The

American achievement, he stated, flowed directly frorn Englandrs system

of constitutional government and r¿hile the governments of the day might

have been untrue to those prínciples, "the heart of Englísh natíon"

was sti11 dedicated to their advancement, and therefore deserved the

respect of the American people as a crucial ally in the struggle to

promote the development of a progressive society through "the advancement
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of Eheír common civilization. ,r37

In this context, all of Snithrs historical work on the United

States can be seen as an attempt to forge a \,rorkable alliance between

Anerica and England by moderating the bitter and strained relations

Ehat had prevaÍled between the two nations since the American Revolution.

He believed that the fírst step in reconciling the two major branches

of the Anglo-Saxon race was the development in each nation of an accurate

and fair understanding of the other nationrs history. It was this

conviction that led hirn to produce tvro books and several lengthy

articles during the late 1880's and the early 1890's. Together, they

offered English audiences a generally positíve interpretation of

American history, based on the view that the two naÈions \^rere natural

al1ies which could profit from one another's examples.

i The Foundations of American Democracy

The crucial theme in Srnithts perception of American history was,

therefore, the essential ttEnglishnesstt or ttAnglo-Saxonesstt of the

American nati-on and he set out to demonstrate that its remarkable pro-

gress was firmly rooËed in that tradítion as embodied in the Puritan

colonists of New England and their descendants. At the same time he

attempted to prove thaE the quarrel between England and America, far

from being the source of American development, had not only been unneces-

sary but had also, in fact, been detrimental to the advancement of

American socíety. This view necessarily 1ed Smith to stress the

substantial posítive achievements of pre-revolutionary New England, an

emphasis which accurately reflected his preoccupation with the Puritan

revolutíon in England and his insistence on the ímportance of moralíty

and moral character in history. Fol1owíng the example set by níneteenth
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century American historians like John G. Palfrey, who believed that

the hard work and sound character of the Puritans were the sources of

America's modern greatnessr3flu "tr,red that the posítive influence of

rhe Puritan colonists v/as largely the result of their moral outlook.

They had lefr England not to search for gold or commercial wealth or

to fill a military ouËpost but to preserve their religíon from the

persecutions of the Stuarts. It was this sustaining Christian motive

which had enabled them to succeed where other colonists had failed in

establishing a permanent. colony in the face of great hardship and

.39sutrerl-ng.

The first colonísts were followed by others from among the persecuted

of England and soon a group of five communities had evolved all of which

shared a similar moral character, based on a fundamental and símple

Christian vj-sÍon. Smith maÍntained that even where theocracy existed,

as ín Massachusetts, religíon was deríved from "the Bible interpreted

by reason" and it owed "paramount allegiance not to authority but to

truth.tt Religious leaders were well-educated men whose ttascendancy

was moral and intellectual...not that of caste or thaumaturgy."40 As

wel1, a generally high leve1 of intelligence fn the communítíes reinforced

by the establishment of coûrnon schools insured the maintenance of this

enlightened and progressive leadership. This ratÍonal, independent,

and advanced moral vie¡¡ of socíety vrent "hand in hand'r with the politícal

tendencies of Englísh Puritanism towards republicanism, political liberty,

and self-government. Unlíke theír counterparts \^rho remaíned in England

the New England colonists were able to leave the monarchical and heredl-

tary system behind them and although, as Smith maintaj-ned, democracy

had not yet established itself, it "was not long ín raising íts head
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established in Massachusetts at

"4r Local self-government \,ras

and tov¡nship levelsthe county

entire colony hras governed by representative institutions

by democratic ballot. Connecticut ü/as even more commítted

to democracY

based on the

than Massachusetts and boasted a written constitution

belief that the authority of government rested on the

Throughout New England the principle of self-

lever of democracy,t' was deeply ingraÍ-ned and

consent of the people.

taxationr ttthe political

the "democratíc spirit" of the colonÍsts demanded written codes of laws

which, while upholdÍng "the great underlying principles of English

justícert'\nrere both more rational and more humane than those of the

mother country. These polltical tendencíes developed steadily in the

free envíronment of the New l^Iorld and the New England colonies led by

Massachusetts fast became ttindependent and almost sovereign communitiesrtt

that promised to contribute a great deal to the advancement of 
"o"i"ty.42

The only major flaw Smith identified in describing these colonies

was the existence of Puritan theocracy. As in the case of Cromwellrs

Puritan Commonwealth, Smíth found the establishment of theocracy, with

its unÍficatíon of church and state and its narrovr Ínterpretation of

morality, abhorrent and destructive of freedom of opinion and the

ldeal of Christian tolerarice upon which that freedom was based. He

ackno¡¿ledged that belief in theocracy \¡/as an ideological flaw common to

the age but he refused to defend the persecution of the Quakers or

the general tendency of theocratÍc governments "to deal with sins as

"ri*""."43 The flaw, however, r¡ras not a deeply rooted one, j-n Smithts

víew, because the political tendencies of the colonies were always

towards freedom whíle the moral and religious tendencies of a simple,
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intellígent theology \À/ere, in a stable and prosperous environment where

its adherents had no fear of attacks from authority, towards toleration

and the search for truth. Moreover, these general theoretical trends

were reinforced by the practical example of Rhode Island where "the

perfect doctrine of liberty of conscience, the sole guarantee for real

religion, the sole trustl^Iorthy guardian of the truthr" v/as both pro-

claímed and practised. In Èhis context theocracy could not but gradually

fade away and its disappearance did much to promote the general develop-

ment of a progressíve socíety in A*"ti"t.44

The emergence of the Middle States - Pennsylvania, New York, New

Jersey - certainly contributed to this rapid development by adding

additional English ínfluences to the colonial system. Though originally

colonized by Dutch and German settlers, these cournunitíes came under the

powerful influence of English protestant emigrants and evolved into

EnglÍsh-speaking coloníes whose governments followed the English model,

with a governor and representatj.ve assembly, and r^rhose religious outlook

lrras a símp1e one which allowed for "practícal toleration" of all good

citizens who belÍeved in God. I^Ihile the Míddle States díffered from the

New England colonies in many \¡rays, Smith claímed that they shared the

same basic vision of society. As English Puritans and Protestants of

various types, their ideals had been shaped by the historical experiences

of England which had taught them, as it had taught Cromwe1l, the necessity

of self-government and liberty as means by which to advance towards the

formatíon of a moral connnunity of *..r.45

Smitht s preoccupation r¿íth the significance of the English Revolutíon

of the seventeenth century entered very largely ínto hís favourable de-

piction of the northern colonÍes which, for him, represented the success
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of the cromwellian ideal that had, so tragically, falled in England.

Thís preoccupation also explaíned hÍs extremely one-sided and negative

víew of. the Southern colonies. For Smith, these communities as a whole

represented everything opposed to the principles of the English Revolu-

Lion. They had, he admitted, been settled by Englishmen, but Èhese

colonists had lacked the strong moral character of the puritans, and

Ëheir society reflected that fact. Government tended to be oligarchical,

controlled by a powerful group of men whor like English aristocrats, owned

Targe tracts of land worked by poor whites and slaves over whom they

reigned. The lack of towns, local politics, and a míddle class pre-

vented the emergence of nobler political tendencies and ínsured the

supremacy of the idle plant.t clt"".46 Smith was critical of any class

which vtas not self-sufficient since those who lived cornpletely off the

labour of others seldom contributed anything to the moral, political

or economíc development of society. He belfeved that such men, whether

capitalists or arj-stocrats, deserved the condemnation of all progressive

men. The Southern planters, he argued, deserved even greater condemnatíon

because, by basing a whole society on the unrev¡arded labour and complete

degradation and oppression of a section of the human race, they not only

undermined political progress but, more important, they subverted the

most basic of christian principles, the brotherhood of *.rr.47

ii A Dísastrous Schism

Smith viewed the leaders of Southern society in much the same way

as he viewed the greater part of the Engllsh aristocracy. They were,

on the whole' a reactionary force seekíng to perpetuate and to extend a

hierarchícal and privíleged social structure that belonged to a past

age. In doing so, they exerted a profoundly negative influence within
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Anglo-Saxon civilization. Fortunately, however, their combíned

influence \^tas modified by the strength of the progressive elements

in the English race. In England, as in the Northern colonies of

America, there !/ere many men who, following the example set by Cromwell,

challenged the dominance of privilege ín church and state and called

for political and social reforms whích would establish genuinely

representatíve self-government and guarantee baslc ríghts and liberties.

predictably, men such as these looked favourably uPon the American

experiment and saw the leaders of New England as lmportant allies in

their st.ruggle with reaction. Indeed, Smith argued, the English nation

had, with American help, soundly defeated the forces of French despotism

in the New l{orld and freed the North American continent so that the

work of building an advanced society there could be completed and

extended. Together, Smíth claimed, the English and Àmerican promoters

of progress promised to do great things for mankind.4S

This view of American society and its historical relatÍonship to

England explained Smithrs critical ínterpretation of the American

Revolution. Smíth abhorred all forrns of víolence and extremism, though

he admitted that circumstances, such as those which existed 1n England

at the tÍme of the Puritan Revolution, sometimes precluded moderaËion

and calmness, and that the vlctories vton ín the end \,Iere in certain

cases worth the sacrífices inflícted on society by revolution and war.

He maíntaíned, however, that the American Revolution was neither a

justifíable nor an ultimately rewarding example of the use of violent

politícal methods. He claimed that it IÀIas a civÍ1 vlar between two

branches of the same race whose Ínterests T¡Iere' at base, the ".*..49
It was not the result, he argued, of a tyrannical Englísh plot to subvert
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afLð to destroy the líberties of the American people, as George Bancroft

and the natlonalist historians of Ameríca claimed. It was, instead,

the consequence of the misguided and íll-informed policies of a

ji5tant government which based its actíons on the strength of the

fallacious feudal link between a mother country and its 
"olo''ít"'50

Like charles M. Andrews and George L. Beer, smith viewed the American

colonies as having become self-governíng and vir¡ually independent while

England's rulers remained attached to the idea of Empire, thereby laying

the groundwork for the "orrflict.51 The leaders of colonial resistance

geïe not, like llampden, ttcombatting an attempt to found on arbitrary

taxation a reactionary government" which would have destroyed cívil

liberties and "quenched the spíritual life of the nation.rt The English

government only sought a colonial contribution to Imperial defence and

apart from íts ilI-considered attempts to tax the colonies and its

ttunjusttt and trfoolishtt interference in colonial trade and manufactures'

the colonies enjoyed a degree of independence, security and freedom

unknown in the colonies of other .r"tiorr".52 In Smithrs víer¿, coloníal

grievances agaínst the Imperial government, though legítimate' \,Iere

hardly sufficient cause for a civil war, and he maintained that although

the colonists protested the policíes of the government Èhey were generally

attached to England and had little desire Lo break their link v¡íth her'

Moreover, in England there vrere, among the progressive elements of

government and society, devo¡ed advocates of colonial rights, who de-

nounced government polícies and defended the rights of the colonies

to develop as independent self-governíng communities attached to England

more by shared princíp1es and ideals than by a need for tutelage and

guídance. Their influence was clearly visible in the rapid repeal of
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nost of the aggravating taxes and economic intrusions of the Imperial

53
government '

According to Smith, these circumstances favoured some form of

peaceful settlement of the dispute between England and America.

Unfortunately, the chances of reconcíliation vrere destroyed when tta

paltry quarrel" v/as turned into a violent conflíct by the inflamed

rhetoric and passionate extremism of colonial agitators bent of inspir-

ing a revolution that would lead to the complete and total independence

of Ameríca from England. Men like Sa¡nuel Adams and Patrick Henry were

dead set agaínst reconciliation and used every conceivable Lactic, from

hypocritical professíons of loyalty to I'stageplay" theatrics to íncite

the poputatíon to violen"..54 The outrages and acts of violence committed

against England as a result of their activities \,/ere answered with

measures of repressíon whích ttwere passionate, índiscrlminate, and

insulting; bolts of blínd \4lrath launched across the Atlanticrrby "trans-

oceanic rulers" who by their very nature $/ere ílI-informed and ignorant

of the situatíon in America. These measures signalled the triumph of

the extreme partíes on boÈh sides and struck a blor¡ at.the progressive

forces in England whose calls for moderation were lost in the vtar cries

of the Tory parsons, bishops and squires and the other supporters of

55prerogac ].ve .

Such a triumph of passion over reason was, Smith claimed, invariably

detrimental Lo progress. The war effort itself v¡as far from admirable,

particularly for the Americans, since thelr vÍctory was due to the

mílitary j-nterventíon of reactionary France,59n¿ the consequences of

the conflict díd little to promote the overall advancement of American

society. In fact, Smíth went so far as to argue that Americats greatest
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achlevements had come before the "quarrel Inrith George III" and that the

rríurnph of England would have been preferable to the political develop-

flenfs which ul-timately resulted from thu ""t.57 
The major posltive

effects of war consisted in the freeing of Amerícan commerce and

manufacturing from English interference and the achievement of complete

po1ítical índependence, under a constitution based, ironlcally, on the

Englísh mode1. That these reforms could have been accomplished without

a bitfer and destructive conflict betr^reen fellow Englishmen seemed

obvious to Smith and he lamented the fact that the failure of the staÈes-

men of the tíme to recognize thís had made the two most progressive po\"Iers

in the world enemies. The Amerícan nation became Anglophobic and the

political vision of their leaders often became clouded by a paranoic

suspicíon of all things English. The new natíon repudíated its heroic

pasE by rejecting its connection with English history, which accordíng

to Smith belonged as much to America as it did to rnglarrd.58 The

revolution vras upheld and glorified as the source of Amerícan liberty

and self-government, and as such was used to Perpetuate the schÍsm in

the Anglo-Saxon race. This resentment and mistrust of England eventually

1ed to the renevral of military conflict between the two po\¡lers in the

"repulsíve" and completely profitless tr^lar of 18t2.59 Such antagonism

could hardly contribute to the positíve development of either nation

and consequently could do little to promote the cause of world progre-ss

so closely linked to the efforts of the Anglo-Saxon race. Moreover'

the American Revolution not only did little to promote the general

ádvancement of humanity but also, by ruining the finances of the French

monarchy, contri-buted to the French Revolution thereby setting the

course of European development back some fifty years by revíving the
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had been facÍng almost certain dissolutiorr.60

iii Slavery and Democracy

The international consequences of the war \{ere serious

as they divided and I^reakened the combined forces of progress
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world. In a sÈrictly American context, the after-effects of the war

were equally serious and did little to counteract the internat.ional

setbacks. Smith argued that fhe violent rupture with England had

created a political system in America which was ill-equipped to lead

society toward the formation of a moral community. That political

system, though based on the English model, incorporated features whích

undermined its essentially progressive character. The politíca1 structure

of the American nation \^/as rooted in the union of the northern and

southern colonies which began as a military necesslty and v/as at the

outset "little more than a league." It quickly gained a signifieance

far beyond the practi-cal purposes for its creatíon. To Americans and

to their naÈionalist historians, iE became "an object of general

worship" as an indísposable component of the great struggle wíth English

tyranny and the very basis of the American ,r.tiorr.61 For Smith, however,

the union \,ras an incongruous one between the slave-owning Southern states

and t'the indusErial, democratic, and progressive North.tr There were

tr^ro separate socieLies díffering both in spírit and structure and it

was obvious to Srnith that the moral, social, politícal structures of

the South \,Jere not only alien to the Northern system but also profoundly

^?Ínferior to it."' Any society based on slavery vras a thoroughly backward

and retrogressive one, in Smithts view, and the existence of slavery i-n

the midst of a modern advanced nation could not but have a seríous
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flegative effect on its development. The slave economy was not only

cruel and repressive in the extreme, particularly after the invention

of the cotton gin and the Louisiana purchase, but it \¡tas aggressive

and militant, proclaiming "Ítse1f the best and most beneficient birth

,163of tlme.

Its statesmen, the leaders of the Slave Power, pursued a policy

r¿hích sought to secure slaveryts place in Amerícan society and to ex-

tend its influence by directing "the foreign policy of the republic

to Southern aggrandisement." Smith claimed that the North acquiesced

to Southern supremacy, because important political, economíc, social

and religious interests there were tied to the maintenance of Southern

society. Slavery elected presidents and all candj-dates \,rere f orced to

court the Southern vote. It ttcov¡ed the House of Representatives and

the nation generally by threats of breakin, ,rn the union, the idol of

the American heart." Economically, the North was tied to slavery by

its share in the gains made by 1t and by the debt owed to its business-

men by the South, while general prosperity convinced the population to

keep peace at all costs. The churches, a1so, ttpreached submission to

the law" and kept the slavery issue out of their churches not wishing to

lose their Southern support"r".64

Accordíng to Snith, the only force working openly to abolish

slavery was the moral movement led by I^lílliam Lloyd Garrison. He and

his colleagues ran various anti-slavery journals and formed abolitionist

societies in an atfempt to awaken Northern morality from its "drugged"

state. In doing So these men endured constant harassmentr violent

attacks and general persecutíon íncluding restríctions on their freedom

of expression, from all quarters. Eventually, however, their cause began
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to find "its way to the hearts of simple people who did not hold

Southern securities and r^Iere not politícians.tr Their actions also

prornpted the increasingly arrogant and illegal interference of the

Slave Power in the constitutional rights of rhe natj-on' and revealed,

once and for all, the grave moral threat slavery represented for

.65
Amerrca.

Smith argued that Ëhe rnoral awakening of the American natíon had

been slow because the union of the slave with the free states had

produced a political system whích, for many years, functioned as a

defence agaínst abolition and emancipation. Smith claimed that the

g¡eat differences between North and South prompted the emergence of

two politíca1 parties to defend the special interests of each and that

soon after Èhe union, the radícal democratic bias of the system which

v/as rooted in the revolutionary struggle emerged and led to the supremacy

of the party that identified itself wíth that bias. The AntÍ-Federalists

and their successors, the Democrats, stood for radícal democracy which

upheld individual and state ríghts against the emergence of a strong

natíonal go,r"rrr*.rrt.66 In doing sor they were able not only to represent

the ínterests of the uneducated urban masses of the North but also to

protect the social and po1ítical institutions of the South including,

of course, slavery, from what they believed v¡ould be the inevitable

intrusions of the national government in their "o"i"ty.67 
This defence

of narrow and partícu1ar interests \,Ias, in itself, abhorrent to Smith

who thought that a good government had to promote the general welfare

of the whole natíon; but the central presence of the slavery issue

intensifled his condemnatíon of the Democrats and their political ideals.

He was by no means uncritical- of the other major political force which
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orígínated in the Federallst and Whig parties and later became the

Republican party, sínce it too had often ígnored the moral issue of

sLavery in order to preserve the union.

Yet Smith believed, along with the majority of nineteenth century

American historians, that thís group of men r¡Iere more enlightened,

represented a ¡¿ider constituency of the American people and more

accurately reflected the national interest by attempting to strengthen

the federal government and place it above narror^t state and individual

interests. Moreover, Smith's view of this party was influenced by

the fact that their dedícation to the national government and the

constitution ultimately led them to confront the Slave Power and its

partisans in b.tt]..68 For Smith, the battle was between the "iron

despotísm" and of the autocratic South and "the unforced efforts and

sacrifices" and ttthe spontaneous zeal-tt of the democratic and free

North. Though the war ¡¿as bloody and destructive, there l¡tas no doubt

in Smithrs mind which side represented the force of progress. He vÍewed

the defeaE of the Slave Power as a substantial achievement in the

revítalization of the moral foundations of A*"tÍ"".69

iv Party and the Presidency

AE the same time, however, he was concerned that vùith Ehe removal

of the slavery issue from the centre of the American political scene'

the parties would deteriorate into factions based on the defense of

their ovrn peculiar ínteresËs and arnbitions rather than t.he defense of

political prínciples. Their collisions and conflicts would, he claímed,

inhibit the process of national government by placing indívidual

Ínterest above that of the natj-on.70 The negative effecLs of party

could only be counteracted by strong national leadership and Smith vras
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pessimj-stic, at best, about the abilÍty of Amerlcan society and the

revolutionary política1 system to produce such leadership.

For Smith, who had been deeply influenced by the educational ideas

of Thomas Arnold and other Victorian reformers and libera1s, leadership

played an absolutely crucial role in the development of moral society.

He believed ín democracy and looked forward to the tíme when all men

would participate actively in the governing of society but like many of

his contemporarÍ-es - men such as James Bryce and John Stuart Mill - he

was convinced that general participation had Lo be achieved gradually

and that it had to be dependent on the education of all participants.

This educatíon was in Srnith's view a long-term historical process which

required the guidance and tutelage of the masses by the intellectual,

political, and moral leaders of society - in the words of Coleridge

and Arnold, the clerisy. Smith argued that these leaders had to be men

of sound moral character who possessed a clear and progressive vision of

where society ought to be goÍng and who had the courage and ability to

lead it there in an orderly but steady fashion, without. gíving in to the

temptations of inrnediate pov¡er, prestige, and popularíty. This, of

course, presupposed a determination to remain above party and particular

interests and to understand and promote the interests of all groups and

classes in society. Tl

Smith's ideal type set exacting standards of character and behavÍor

that few American leaders satisfíed. In the non-political sphere, Smith

presented llilliam Lloyd Garríson as an example of strong moral character

and vísion combined wíth the determination and ability to educate men

and alter society. He was, Smith claimed,tta pure moral forcerttwho

endured great hardship, harassment, and persecution in order to awaken
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Ehe conscience of the nation to the evil of slavery. Although he lacked

moderation, thís was a quality which would have been of little use

against the milltant Slave Por"r,72 His only equal in the political

sphere had been George l^Iashington, whose solid Chrístian character had

helped hirn to save the nation from military and polltical destruction

during and after the war with England. Though a politician, he had

remained above party and had attempted to keep Jefferson and Hamilton

in the same cablnet whí1e also setting the foundati-ons for a strong

national government. He had placed policy above popularíty and had

steered t.he nation clear of revolutionary lrance and toward reconcilia-

tíon with England. His belief in democracy vrTas lirnited; but his dedi-

cation to national development rras steadfast and genuirr.,73

0n1y one other presi-dent made a comparable contribution to the

nation and he, too, derived his powerful ínfluence from a national

crísis. Abraham Lincoln, though more of a party man and more committed

to democracy and popular opinion, had possessed a strong moral character.

His moderate but determined po1ítica1 leadership carried the American

nation through its most difficult hotrr.74

smíth also thought highly of Alexander Hamílton, although he re-

gretted his essentially ambitious character. He claímed that he held
t'the foremost place among Arnerj-can statesmentt for his dedÍcated advocacy

of t'nationalíty with order and strong government.rr He was above state

interests and willíngly "braved unpopularÍty in defence of righteousnessr"

in an attempt to moderate the excesses of the Revolution, including

unbridled, uneducated democracy and rampant Anglophobi^.75 Smith

considered himself a democrat and a Manchester Iíberal, but he maintained

that a strong natíonal government made up of the moral and intellectual
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Leaders of society would be imperative until the general moral character

of the nation reached a higher level.

The efforts of Hamílton and the other strong leaders did much to

raise the character of the nation and their Ínfluence proved enduring

but the revolutionary system of government, embodied an extreme democra-

tic bias in the form of an elective presidency which had tended for the

most part to work against the emergence of strong, decisive, and

enlightened government. Smith argued that the presidency had generally

been occupied by weak men who possessed no firm vísion of society and

thus were little more than pawns of special interests and parties, most

often those of the Slave Power. Madison was elected to fíght a war with

England, Monroe contributed to the revj-talization of slavery by accept-

ing the Missouri Compromise and Polk, "the arch-obscurityr" had pushed

the natíon into the Mexican war for the benefit of the Sorrth.76

Such men \^7ere common products of the electíve presidency, yet in

Smithrs view they were by no means its most dangerous. Much of the

damage done by these men vras erased by the defeat of the Sl-ave Power ín

the Civil I^Iar. According to Srníth, more seríous damage was done to the

cause of American progress by the entrenchment and glorifícation of

radical democratic tendencies by influential and powerful men, whose

actions ultimately turned the presedential elections into popularity

contests. These tendencies \^rere first embodied ín the polítical doctrine

of Thomas Jefferson. Jefferson t'had unabounded faith in the people and

never doubted the success of the Arnerican experiment in democracy.t'

He was acutely ar,rare of where society and the people were moving and

was shrewd enough to place himself ín the forefront of that movement.

He listened carefully to popular opinion and his faích in íts ríghteousness
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r,/as so strong that he protested all attempts to guide the people

believing that popular anarchy and chaos \^las Preferable to strong

77government." Jeffersonrs influence on the American people ldas pro-

found and his ideas about the nation, its political structure, and

its role in the world became deeply ingrained in American socíety.

Whíle he was ln power, the practical expression of these radical

princíples \¡ras modified by his good sense and intelligence and the

national government retained an lmportant, though more closely surveyed,

role in the stat".78

Llhen, however, the democratic notions implanted in the people by

Jefferson became ful1y developed, suspicion of government \,tas trans-

lated into a general mistrust of intelligence and distínction. The

eventual consequence of this development was the election of Andrew

Jackson, who r¡/as one of the people rather than just their friend as

Jefferson had been, and ûrhose jealous hatred of all po\Á/ers above that

of the people, embodíed in hímself, was tempered by neither íntelligence

nor common r".,"..79 Jackson hras "a barbarian to the core" and hÍs

ttfurious passionstr had no base in moral principle but were merely

the violent expressions of hís outraged egotism. Believing himself

ttthe only direct and genuine representative of the people,t'h" attacked

all authorities that challenged hís will including Congress and the

Supreme Court. He turned the Civil Servíce into a party machine and

sent the country into economic chaos by destroying the national bank.

He placed hirnself and hís conscience above the constitutíon and used

his power to incite the poor against the rich. SmiÈh viewed his legacy

BO
as one of political corruption, lawlessness, and class hatred.-- More-

over, hís example lived long after his rule and placed the available,
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Thispopular presidential hopeful above the able and intelligent one.

quest for "the unholy Grailr" reduced good, thoughtful, and even

brilliant men such as l^trebster and Clay to crude vote-seeking

B1
hypocracY.

Thus Smith made it clear to his readers that the American system'

like all others, r¡/as f lawed and that despiËe what Fourth of July

polemicists mÍght claim, American inscitutions r¡tere t'not a miraculous

leap into a political millennium." They \,/ere, however, certainly ".

great step in advance of the 01d l^lorld" and their moral foundations

were sufficiently fj,rm in Smith's view to suggest that progress would

continue even though parties and the elective presidency did not dis-

82appear."' It was as Ímportant as everr according to Smith, that

Englishmen understand the American example and that they view the

American people as partners in the long-term stluggle to achieve a

moral community of man.
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Canadian Questíon

Goldwin Smithrs interest in Canada, its history and its destiny

derived from the same Christian idealist principlesthat inspired his

in¡erest in England and the United States, but these principles are

much less obvj-ous in his Canadian works. This is due, in part' to the

fact that he wrote little Canadian historyland that his only major

historical work on Canada, Canada and the Canadian ouestion. r¡ras written

wíth the specific and limited intention of influencing the outcome of

the Canadian election of 1891 in favour of the Liberal Par¡y and

reciprocity, thereby promoting eventual commercial and political union

with the United States. Certain of SmiÈh's argument.s ín this work were

deterministic and offered a pessimistic vier¿ of the ability of Canadians

È,o shape their nationrs destiny. Taken alone or in the limited context

of hís writíngs on continental union' Canada and the Canadian Question

cloes create an image of Smith as an economic and geographic determiníst

and a self-confident and aggressive disciple of laissez-f aire Manchest.er

liberalism. Placed in the wider context of Smith's fundamental concern

for societyts progress tovlards moral communÍty, however, the book and

t.he idea of continental union can be seen as merely a means to this

greater end.

I

Canada has been kept in the cradle till thought has
awakened in her, and fear with thought. She has
learned to scan her future without learning to face
it. Yet, after all, she musË face it. She, too'
will have to play her due part in the progress of
humanity, as \^/e have played ours before het.,
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Smith's preoccupation with "the progress of humanity" formed the

basís of virtually everything he wrote on Canada. He believed that

Canada, like England and the United States' was part of the long-term

historical process by whích modern civilization had been produced and

whích, ultimately, would shape the world of the future. The Englísh

had "by long and hard effort...nade the will of kings subject to the

la\,/r" and it was the task of the new world to buildrrstrgng, stable,

enlightened and impartial" governments based on the "national r¿ill."3

The founding of the American coloníes had signalled the beginning

of this creative process because the 'rmigrations of the Puritans to

New England v¡ere the final exodus of humanity from feudalism in the

state and "authorlty" in the Church." Thís determined that democracy

would be "Ehe necessary lot" of Ehe new torld.4 In Smith's view,

democracy was unlikely to be the last stage of human development but

it r,ras the latest and highest phase of man's progress to\^Iards moral

community because it implied che essential brotherhood and equality of

all mankind. lt provided the most favourable environment for further

advancement tov,Tards thls basic Christian ideal and its ongoÍng ímprove-

ment \{as, therefore, crucial to the evolution of modern society.

Smith r.ras convínced that Canada Tdas part of this ne\"¡ order and

that as "an American democracy" her task, like that of her neíghbour'

vras rrto make the will of the people subject Ëo reason"' to help build

a form of government which required the intelligent participatÍon of

all members of society and ¡¿hlch concerned itself with the promotíon of

the interests of the whole communíty.' It was this conviction that

inspired and sustained Smith's interest in Canada and the many books'

essays, artÍ-cles, letters and speeches he \^rrote about Canadian íssues
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over some forty-eight years, can be seen as attempts to facilitate

Canadars fulfilmenL of the momentous role he had assigned her.

Throughout his career, Smith believed that Canadars ability to

contribuEe to the development of democratic socieËy was límited by the

influence of certain anti-progressive, anti-democratíc forces and his

writings were Íntended to remove t.hese obstacles. In the early 1860s,

when Smith first wrote about Canada, he believed that the most immediate

and obvious obstacle to Canadars fulfilment of her role as a progressj-ve

nation was the influence of the imperial link with England. In his

víew, a political connection between an old r"¡orld, feudal, and aristo-

cratic nation and a new world democracy could not help but limit the

advance of the democratíc community. He advocated colonial emancipation

as a means by which to remove thi-s negative connection.

In 1861, the Trent. Affair threatened to erupt into a \,t'ar between

Britain and the United Stat.es in defence of British North America and,

in t.he subsequent debate over provision for colonial defence, the whole

relationship between the mother country and her colonies was brought
6-into question. - For Smith, thís provided an excellent opportunity

to wíp the British public over to the idea of colonial emancipation

moving Canada, thereby, one step closer to the goals he had assigned

her. During 1862-3 he wrote a series of letters to the leadíng liberal

paper ín London, the Daily News. Published later in 1863 as The Empire,

these letters offered convincíng arguments in favour of emancípation

which took into account not only the interests of Britain but also
7those of Canada.

Smith argued that from Britain's point of vÍew, the value of the

imperial framework r,ras constantly diminishing. The benefits to be gained
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from colonial trade and emigration were far outweighed by the cost of

governing (even in a lirnited way) and defendíng a wide variety of far-

flung dependencíes. Moreover, the costs were inevitably thrust upon

the helpless British taxpayers whose hard-earned wages could have been

beEter spent on badly needed domestic reforms and improvements. As

vrell, the maÍntenance of the paternal relationship between the imperial

natíon and its colonies helped to rej"nforce the traditional paternal-

istic, hierarchical víew of British society which in Smithts opinion

was decidedly anti-progressí.r". B

Furthermore, Srnith claimed that the Empire \tas not only damaging

British society but was also undermining the colonies themselves by

restrícting their development ínto responsible nations. He argued

that the imperial framework l^las ttkeeping the colonies ín a perpetual

state of ínfancy, and preventing the gristle of theír frames from being

hardened into bone."9 l^Ihile British tutelage and guidance had once

been essential to the establishment. and early development of the basic

institutions of consti-tutional government ín the colonies, the current

influence of the Colonial Office, fat from being essentíal, was largely

detrimental to theír continuing evolution. Quoting a colonist who

claimed that the Colonial Office had always striven to keep as much

povrer as possible for the crovm and to yield as little as \,/as acceptable

to Èhe people, Smith asked whether any act of that office could "be

shornm to have been beneficial to the politÍcal character of the colonies

Even when the intentions of the office were good, the great distances

and differences between Brit,ain and her coloníes resulted in a general

lack of knowledge and understanding. As we1l, the influence of British

party politics on colonial administration \^/as never a stabiliring orr".10
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Even in the field of colonial defence, where the benefits to the

colonies seemed more obvious, Smith maintained that the colonies would

be better off on their own. Rather than learning to defend themselves

and to take ful1 responsibility for their ovm actions in international

affairs, the colonists depended upon Britain and h7ere, therefore, likely

to be less cautious and reasonable in theír relations with other countries.

This lack of self-restraj-nt, rooted in a strong sense of responsibility,

v/as a dangerous weakness particularly for Canada when, as a dependency of

Britain, she was an obvious target for American hostility and she was

not easily defended. According to Smith, the politícal education of any

nation depended, to a large extent, "or self-exertion, on self-contro1,

on self-applied experience, on the instinctive adaptation of institutions

to circumstances."ll Engllsh seEtlers, more than any others, were

particularly well-equípped to advance quickly in this course of political

educaEion since their "shrewd intelligence and sturdy self-reliance"

inspired them to govern themselves as much as possibL".L2

As far as Smith \,/as concerned the British North American colonies,

particularly Canada, v/ere clearly ready and able to govern themselves.

They already enjoyed a large measure of independence and self-government

such that they had not hesitated to challenge the authority of the

mother country in the areas of defence and trade, and it would not, he

argued, be a drastic sÈep to complete their independence. Together,

these colonies werettnaturally destined to make one nationr" and the

sooner their union was secured, the sooner they could begin their

progressive Ëask. Smith rejected as "humiliating" the claim that

Canada could not be índependent and retorted that even if she could

not make her due contribution t.o progress on her ovrn, it would be made
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as part of the democratic ne\¡/ world, rather than the aristocratic
'l a

British empire." He argued Èhat England and Canada differed

"radically...from each other i-n social structure. England ls an aristo-

cracy, while the whole frame of society, to which political institutions

must conform, is in Canada democratic." Their lnstitutions, SmíEh

claimed, $/ere "directly opposed...in religion, in politics, and in

trade." England has "a high electoral qualificatj-on and an aristocratic

parliamenË," while Canada had "manhood suffrage and democratic assemblies."

The Mother country had ernbraced a policy of free trade r¡hile Canada

constructed its commercial system on the basis of protectiot.14 More-

over, the Canadians had "renounced" the Established Church that Pítt had

attempted to buÍ1d and had "turned its endor^¡ment.s to the purposes of

the State.'r They had also firmly rejected the idea of creating an

hereditary aristocracy in Canada, opting to maintain the essential

equality of their communíty of independent freeholde,".15

Britain, therefore, r^7as not in a posítion to guide or to direct

Canada and her other North American colonies towards the fulfilment

of their democratic purpose. The United States' as the first great

democratic pohrer, was certainly better equipped to lead her northern

neighbour; yeÈ she too was plagued by the influence of internal anti-

progressive forces in the early 1860s whích diverted her from playing

her part ín democratic development. Moreover, Smith claimed that

democracy vlas rta great experiment, which might be more safely carríed

on by two nations than by one.t' Two nations could, he argued, by

ttemulaÈion, mutual warning and correction, mucual supplementation of

defectsr" help and improve one another and steadytteach other's steps"'16

The dívision of nations \^/as important to the progress of socíeÈy as Smith
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sa\,r it and although he sar¡r signs of ultimate continental union, he

remained convinced that an índependent Canadian nation was crucíal

to the advancement and evolution of democratic society in North AmerÍca:

That the Canadíans should be a separate nati-on from the
Amerícans seems a thing manifestly to be desired; not only,
for their ov¡n sake but for that of the Americans themselves,
who have sheqm only too plainly that they stand in need of
the lessons which nations, like men, derive from the society
of their eguals.r,

This great potential could not be realized, however, until the political

connection with England was ended and Canada r^/as able to take her proper

place in the new world.

II

The impact of Smith's emancipationist arguments in England and

British North America was impossible to judge. Yet it was clear that

his views were characteristic of a "prevalent attitude" in England and

the colonists were forced to consj-der how they would survive in the

absence of a strong imperial framewotk.lS As a result of these and

other considerations, four of Britainfs North American colonies joined

together in 1867 to form the dominion of Canada. In doing so they

seemed to move one step closer to total independence and the ultÍmate

fulfÍlrnent of their role in perfectíng democratic society. Encouraged

by this development and more disillusioned than ever with Ameríca and

its hostility to all things Englísh, Smith arrived in Toronto in 1871

convinced that Canadats overall contribution to progress could best be

made by the development of an independent, democratic Canadian nation.

The need for mutual defence and intercolonial trade had dravm the

colonies into confederation and they looked to the new federal govern-

ment to devise policíes that would insure Canada's independènce and
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security and promote the development of a prosperous national economy.

Under the leadership of John A. Macdonald, Ehe government set out to

accomplish these goals by bringing the vast area of the Northwest and

BriÈish Columbia into confederation, by connecting the various regions

wíth a netr,¡ork of railways which would facilitate both inter-provincial

trade and national security, and by attempting to gain better trading

Ëerms with Ëhe United States.19

These policíes, however, meË with lirnited success. Soon after

confederation, Nova Scotíans, believing that they had been coerced

into joining the union, began to agítate for repeal and their discontent

was only quieted when their leader, Joseph Howe, accepted lhe union with

the promise of a cabinet post and better terms for the province. In

1869, the Canadian government, had acquired Rupertrs land, but in their

zeal Eo incorporate it into the domínion, they neglected to consider

the needs and wishes of the local inhabi-tants who rose in rebellion

against Ehe government's plans for their home. In the insurrection that

ensued, serious religious, racial, and regional differences became

evident, giving rise to conflict and debate throughout the country.

Moreover, the bargain struck between the federal government and British

Columbia and the plan for building a transcontinental, national economy

were based on an ambitious railway-building scheme the cost of which

\"¡as over\^rhelming and which had forged unhealthy alliances bet\^/een big

business and the government. As we1l, the Treaty of l^Iashington, though

it soothed Anglo-American relations, dÍd not bring the reciprocity most

Canadians had hoped for and it demonstrated the weakness of Canada's

negotiating position in relatíon to the United Sc"te".20
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Always a critical observer of Canadían affairs, Smith was well-

aware of the difficulties facing the young country when he arrived

there in 1871. Soon after his arrival he became involved in the

nationalist movemenË which had begun to take shape the year after

.2Lconfederation.-* In 1868 a group of like-minded, idealistic young

men inspired by the achievement of confederation established the

Canada First movement j-n an attempt to promote the development of a

unique Canadian nationality. The members of this movement-men such

as George Denison, Charles Mair, I.Jí11iam Foster, Robert HaliburËon'

and Henry Morgan-though they dif f ered on many issues ' v/ere united in

theír desire to make Canada a strong nation neither inferior to nor

dependent upon England or the Unit.ed States. In their determination

to promote national unity, they criticÍzed a1l those factors which

divíded and l^reakened Canada. They called upon Canadians to place

fheir country above race, creed, and personal, party and regional

interests and they attacked political corruption and partisan journal-

i-sm as detrimental to the character of the new nution.22

The idealÍstic outlook of Canada First appealed to Smith for he,

too, was anxious to elevate the character of Canadian natÍonal life.

Although he never actually joÍned the movement "he warmly sympathized

with it, gave it financial assistance, and spoke and wrote much on its
.,2

behalf.""' He also conËributed a great deal of time and money to the

Canadian Monthly and National Review, a journal whích attempted Èo give

"a literary expression to Ehe spirit of nationalism signalized by

Confederationr" and ttt.o stem the process of Canadats intellectual

annexatíon to the United Stat.es."24 Independent in politícs and devoted

to freedom of speech, this journal represented an important departure
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from the party-dominated press of the day and Smith supported it whole-

heartedly until I874, when he became deeply involved in the production

of the Nation, the new journalistic organ of Canada First. Intended

Eo look at all public issues from "the national poÍ-nt of view," the

NaÈion trdevoted primary attention to the degenerarion of political

life," but it was also concerned with "the growing political influence

of the Catholic church" in natÍonal politics. Smith contributed regular

editorials, articles, and reviews to this journal in which "he dealt

faithfully with the various sins of the two old parties," and for v¡hich

he was "víolently attacked" by George Brovm and the other leaders of the

25party press.

Smith's writíngs in the nationalist journals of the day were in-

tended to promote the development of an independent, <lemocratic, and

progressÍve CanadÍan nation. In the 1870s, he saw many serious obstacles

standing in the way of this development and he aLtempted to remove them

by mobilizing public opinion againsE them. In his earlíest writings

on Canada, the Empíre letters of. L862-3, he had been preoecupied with

the negative influence of the imperial connection. In the 1870s he was

sti1l disturbed by the reproduction in the Brítish North America Act of

the whole British system of government even though many of the institu-

tíons were simply not appropriate for an essentially democratÍ" ,,."tiorr.26

Confederation, however, seemed to Smith an immediate precursor to total

independence from BriÈain and he therefore concerned himself increasingly

with issues that seemed to pose a more Ímmediate and serious threat to

Canadars democratic mission. In 1862, he had complained that the imperial

connection "artificially" preserved French Canada from being assimilated

into "modern civílizaÈ1on." I^Ihile claimíng respect for the French Canadian
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people, he argued that their institutions \^/ere backward and harmful

to the evolution of progressÍve 
"o"i"ty.27 By the 1870s he was con-

vinced that the anti-progressive forces in Quebec were growing. Quebec

had always been a conservative element Ín North America because it was

"ecclesiastically as well as socially and politÍca11y, a section of the

Cathotic and Monarchical France which exÍst,ed before the Revolution."28

The growth of Ultramontanism in Quebec and throughout the CaÈholic world,

however, had made matters worse. Determined to crush all forms of

liberalism in church and state, the Ultramontanes, according to Smith,

intended to reunite the temporal and spiritual powers under papal ru1e,

and to reclaim all those rights and privileges thaE had been lost to

the state. Smith believed that they had "a11 the influences of the

hour in their favour" and that they would exert powerful influence over

French Canadian society. That influence, moreover v¡ould be felt in the

rest of Canada because French Canadíans \"/ere a ttunited masstt of voters

"welded together by a separate nationality,...greatly under ecclesiast-

ical control, and steady in their allegiance to their leaders, who have

the confídence of their clergy." Their cohesiveness made them a great

polrer in confederation since their votes could elect or defeat the

-29government of the day.-'

The reactionary influence of Quebec \^/as not the only obstacle

which threatened to prevent Canada from making a useful contribution

to the evolutíon of democratic society. Canadian society was also

plagued by a wide variety of differences and dívisions:

Geography is all agaÍnst us, and we abound with
sectional interests, local and commercial. Not
only so but our Confederation embraces two dis-
tinct nationalities, sharply contrasted in social
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and religious character, as well as differing
in blood and languages. . . .30

Such disunity was not ínsurmountable but it required a strong national

government to unite the differenE regions, races, and interest groups'

to control the reactionary influence of Ultramontanism and to direct

Canadians towards their common goal of creating a better democratic

societY.

Unfortunately, producing a truly national government was difficult

in a party system. Smíth maintained that the Canadian party system

had taken shape in the days before the achievement of responsible

government when the political contest \"ras between Tories and reformers.

He argued, however, that "since the establishment of Responsible

Government and religious equality, party had had no intelligible basis;

it has been faction and nothing.1"e."31 Even during an electionrrít

v¡as impossible to discover any principle which could form a permanent

line of demarcation" between the parties; and "wíthout a díviding

princíple,t' party became factÍon.

The aim of factíon ís p1ace, its bond is selfishness,
the means which it uníversally and inevitably employs
to hold together its forces and attain its ends are
intrigue, jobbery' and corruption; íts deliberaËions
are conspiracies; its patriotism is the sacrifice of
country to cabal; its eloquence is slander of opponents.32

According to Smith, the primary object of a government based on party

notttthe welfare of the countryrtbut simplyItthe retention of office,tt

the tendency of SuCh a government vIaS ttalways dotnrnwardtt becauSe

intelligent and honourable men vrere trrepelled from politics"

tteach generation of rulerstt would ínevitably become ttsrnaller and

\"¡as

and

more

and

viler than the last. " Corruptj-on would become

familiar" dragging public morality dov¡n to the

ttmore necessary and more

lowest possible leve1."33
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For Smith, party was rarely a positive influence in any country'

but in Canada Ít was particularly dauraging. Canadians could ill-afford

yet another divisive element ín their confederation. The Canadian union

v/as ttnot yet properly cementedtt and a party government was ttan instru-

ment of disruption" rather than an ttinstrument of consolidation.rr It

r¡/as a weak government rather than the strong national government required

to unite the country and to keep it on its progressive "olr."..34
Yet Smith remained confident that Canadians had the abilíty and

the desire to overcome these obstacles. Even while he was predicting

the triumph of Ultramontanism in Quebec, he was noting the existence of

small but determined liberal elements there and suggesting that I'young

Canada" could perhaps produce a man or men willÍng to challenge the

establishmenE in Quebec. Moreover, Ontarians had, in 1871, elected a

Liberal government of which Oliver Mowat became leader in L872. As

well, there were signs after the conclusion of the Treaty of l^lashington

negotiations that Canadians were finally beginning to recognize that

their interests often differed from those of Great Britain and that they

could best be defended by Canadi"r,".35

Moreover, Canadian intellectual life and the cause of independent

journalism had been advanced by the Canadian Monthl , the Nation, and

the Liberal a daíly ne\¡rspaper founded in 1875. Although none of these

publishing enterprises attained popular success, they exerted a

"considerable" influence in English Canada as long as they lasted.36

Smith deríved some confidence from these developments and attempted

to pass that confidence on to Canadians by reminding them that even

though the tasks before them were difficult, with a determined effort,

they could build a great democratic natíon.
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But in her competition with the vast and compact
empíre to the south of her, Canada must rely to a

considerable degree on the soundness of her
ínstitutions. The elective principle musÈ now
be recognized as having become the only possible
basis for government, at all events upon this
continent. But if we can so apply it as to guard
against the special maladj-es to which, like che
hereditary principle, it Ís subject, and r¿hich
have been terribly developed in the United States;
if we can hold at bay factíon and faction's
universal concomitant, corruption; if we can keep
dornm trading politicians and city thieves; if we

can save our tariff and our public works from
rings; if we can preserve the independence of
our judiciary, and the security v¡hich an independ-
ent judiciary affords for prosperity and Erade;
if we can maintain on a decenË leve1 the moralíËy
of public life and the character of public men'
Canada will have advantages and attractions of
which she will soon feel the benefit in a material
as well as in a moral point of view. r,

III

This optimístic view of the Canadian system, its ability to over.-

come the obstacles before it, and the contribution it could make to the

improvement of democratic society carried Smith through the 1870s.

Circumstances, however, could not sustaín his hopeful attitude. Canada

First came to an abrupt end in 1875 when one of its leading figures,

Edward Blake, returned to conventíonal party politics as a minister in

Alexander Mackenzie's govern*"rrt.38 The demise of what Smith considered

a thoroughly progressive force raTas a serious blow in itself but in

conjunction with economic depressíon, aggressive Ultramontanísm,

and another weak party government, it was too much for him. By L877

he was convinced that the forces working against the emergence of a

unified, progressive nation had overwhelmed the elements working in its

favour.

Ten years after confederation, Canada was still attached to
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England and the sentiment in favour of retaining the link was constantly

maintained by groups such as the United Empire Loyalists, British

immigrants, British military personnel, the Anglican church hierarchy

and the English aristocracy at "the little courts of ottara."39 New and

aggressive life had been breathed into this sentiment by the emergence

of the Imperi-al Federationists who sought to link all British possessions

regardless of character or place under an imperÍal parliament. This

pro-BritÍsh sentiment v/as in most cases based upon a hatred of all

things American and democratic and undoubtedly contributed to the

uncertainty with which Canada approached her democratic role in the

-- 40
I.7OrId.

I^Ihile French-Canadi-ans retained "their exclusive national character"

and although they showed no desire to contribute to a united Canadían

nationality, they nevertheless v¡ielded great por^/er in confederat,ion

as both parties competed for their votes and that po\,/er was exerted

on the anti-progressive side. The reactÍonary, priestly ínfluence had

groÌ,rn to such a point that Smith believed "it impossible for a Liberal

Catholic party or a liberal party of any kind" to make advances against

it. Confederation, in Smithrs view, should have contained and reduced

these influences but at the very least Ít should have united the

provinces, regions, and sections of the country and secured some degree

of economic prosperity for the people" Despite the achievement of

inter-provincial free trade, it had done neith...41 As a result, Smith

came gradually to believe that Canada could contribute litt1e to the

advancement and improvement of democratic society on her own. The

anti-progressive forces at work ín confederation \,/ere too numerous and

too po\"¡erful to be overcome by a weak and tenuous national, democrat,ic
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L)
ídeal.qL As he watched events in Canada unfold in the 1880s, thÍs

conviction \^tas sustained and even strengthened'

with the re-electíon of the conservatives in 1878 and a slight

up¡urn in the depressed world economy' the situation seemed to be

improving in Canada. Macdonald's policÍes of higher tariffs, rapid

completion of Ehe railway and increased r^/estern settlement, promised to

revítaLize the national economy. Economic revitalizationr. horvever,

did not come without high costs. The deal struck beEween tÀe federal

government and the canadian Pacific Railway company \^/as a costly one

indeed. The company I^/aS given enormous grants in land, cash, tax and

duty exemptions, and a tÍ./enty year monopoly on \^/estern traffic. When

these benefits proved. insufficient t.o the task time and time again,

Macdonald saw thaL the company received additíonal aid. For a young

country which, af.tet a few brief years of respÍte, had been plunged

back into deep economíc depressíon the economic price of Èhese policies

was high enough, but the politícal costs htere even higher. The ambitious

nation-building schemes of the government and the centralization of power

upon which they v/ere based did not win the support of the whole country

and in fact inspired great discontent in certain """tot".42
In the west, Indían, MétÍs and white inhabitants alike had reason

to criticize federal policies. Their 1ives, land, and livelihoods were

being threatened by the disappearance of the buffalo, the extension of

the square survey, the cPR monopoly and high tariffs. Believing that

self-government vras the solutíon to their problems, they petitioned

the federal government but their demands were ígnored untí1 they erupted

into rebellion in 1885. That rebellion not only illustrated the
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governmentfs ignorance of the effects of its policies particularly in

the unrepresented Northwest, but it also brought racial and regional

conflict to the forefront of Canadian political life once more.

Quebec considered the executÍon of Rie1, the rebel leader' an attack

on French, Catholic influence in confederation and responded by elect-

íng a French-Canadian nationalist, Honoré Mercier, as provincial premier.

He was determined to challenge the centralízed anti-provincial and now

apparently anti-French and anti-Catholic view of confederation and he

vras not alone in his crusade for provincial rights. The Liberal

government of Ontario v/as struggling with Ottawa over the rights to

liquor licencing while the maritimes, suffering badly from the depres-

sion and the negative effects of the tariff v¡hich they felt profitted

only central Canada, actively and aggressively sought more favourable

economic policies. In 1887, these provinclal and regional grievances

were brought together at an inter-provincial conference hosted by Mercier

and over the next few years, the federal government hras forced to make

concessions ¡^rhich gave the provinces greater control over their oI¡rn

affairs and greater input inEo confederation.44

Frorn Smith's poinË of view, these developments clearly demonstrated

the fundamental weakness of the progressÍ.ve forces in Canada and they

reaffirmed his conviction that the only way to strengthen Lhese forces,

and to insure the triumph and continued evolution of democracy \,74s to

unite with t.he purposeful, confident, democratíc nation to the south.

Political union, however, \¡ras a long-term ideal which Smith realized

would probably not even be achieved in his lifetime. Thus while thís

ideal \,/as at the base of much of v¡hat he wrote about Canada af ter IB77 ,

he gave greater prominence in hÍs writings to ideas and opinions which
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he felt might bring about some immediate improvement in the state of

Canadian "o"iucy.45
Smith questioned, and called upon his readers to question, the

government's costly determination to build the transcontinental railway

which, he believed, had already proved to be of limited use. He granted

ttthat commercial sacrifices, and greaE commercial sacrifices, may often

be rightly made for a political object," and that "the political object

in the present case-the foundation of an anti-democratic Empire on the

democratÍc Continent" I^raS believed by many t'able and worthy men" to be

"both good and feasible." Yet Smith claimed that, in this instance, the

political goal was likely to bring financíal ruin to the natíon.46 It

had already produced wide-ranging corruption which reached to the highest

levels of government and its goals had yet Ëo be achieved. British

Columbia had "been annexedtt but she had not, in Smithts view, t'been

incorporated, nor made morally a part of the Confederationr" and she

cared litt1e "for the federal interest.tr The NorthwesL sti1l contained

"1ess than fifteen thousand inhabitants" and in Manitoba, where settle-

ment had reached a hígher level, the government and the populatíon were

protesting angrily against the commercial sacrifices they were being

forced to make in accordance wíth the concessions granted in the C.P.R.

47contract.

Moreover the railway vras not the only cause for concern. Provincial

and regional díscontent had reached new heights and Smith noted "revivals

of Antí-Confederation sentiment" throughout the country. In New Brunswick

and Nova Scotia tendencies towards separation from the dominion vrere

clearly visible as the economic picture dimmed and large numbers of

maritimers moved to the United States. In ManÍtoba, also effected by the
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exodus to the States, the struggle agalnsÈ the rail line restrictions

ímposed by the federal government on behalf of the CPR continrred.48

At the same time Ontario was battling with Ottawa over liquor licencing

rights and British Columbía, stí11 only tenuously connected to the rest

of Canada, remained at the centre of the flnancial controversy over the

transcontinenÈal railway. Sources of discontent in the Northwest were

many, including the uncontrolled activiLies of land-sharks, high prices

caused by the tariff, lack of transportation for western goods, and the

slow pace of general development. Quebec, meanwhile remained a province

apart, jealously guardíng her position in confederation against any

extension of English-Canadian influen"u. 49

SmÍth suggested that difficulties such as these could be lessened

or perhaps even avoided by the establishmenL of a determined, enlight-

ened, national government. The emergence of such an administration rvas

hindered, however, by the confused loyalties of Canada's political

leaders which \"7ere too often divided betv¡een the empire and the nation

and between the party machine and the p.op1..50 Smith deplored this

sÍtuation but he kne¡¿ that the system would not change overníght.

Consequently, while he continued to expose the inadequacies and in-

justices of the party system and the imperíalist tendencies of it.s

leaders, he also offered more pragmatic solutions to the problems facing

Canada. ConstítutÍonal reform r,ras a recurrent theme in his writings.

He called for Senate reform, for the inclusion of some mechanism to

decide inter-provincial disputes, for greater definition of federal

and provincíal jurisdictions, for fixing the duration of parliaments'

for the establishment of some "regular mode of trial for political

corruption and other politícal offencesr" and for the development
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of an agreeable formula for constitutional amendment independent of the

Imperial parliament.5l

Equally important as political reform ín Smithrs view, was economic,

financÍal, and commercial reform. Smith had supported Macdonald in the

1878 election in the hope of obLaining good government52b,rt he was

skeptical from the outset about the wísdom of the protectj"onist policies

of the Conservatives. Smith was not a free trade purist but he believed

that the test of any policy vras whether it would "bring wealth to the

nation as a whole.tt Proteetion, he argued, deserved to rrbe faÍrly

triedr" by this standard, and, if Ít failed, free trade with the United

States or, as Smith preferred to call it, commercial union, deserved

equal consideration.53 Confident in the belíef that there existed

strong natural economÍc ties between Canada and the States, and that a

protecEed Canadian economy would never províde the "ful1 measure of

prosperity" that would come wíth an open continental systemr 54r*rrh 
"u"

quick to announce the failure of the tariff policy. After Ëwo years it

had not equalized revenue and expenditure; nor had it revived reciprocity

discussions. Moreover, when the policy was five years old' SmiËh ex-

pressed grave doubts about whether it had actually fostered Canadian

industry or merely produced privileged interests, protecÈed and enriched

at the expense of the natíon. In the maritimes and the west the heavy

burden of the tariff of keenly felt and disconten¡ was growing. I^IÍth

the onset of the depression, the situation throughout the country became

acute. While the government, elected in 1882, openly embraced protection

and abandoned all talk of "Adjustment," Smíth called for the immediate

reduction of the taríff.55

Admittedly, Smíth's concerns v¡ent beyond the immediate economic
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welfare of the nation. His opposition to Ëhe National Policy was also

phílosophical. He believed that, as a policy, its general aim was

Itto create a poh/er antagonistÍc to democracyrttor the North American

continent. In his opiníon, it vÍewed "Canada not as a community of

t.he New l.Iorld with interests and a future of her ovm, but as an

"auxiliary kingdorn" governed by a quasi-ari-stocracy of knight"."56

The continental commercÍal policy, on the other hand, accepted Canada

as a Ner47 Wor1d community and refused t'to sacrifíce the interests of her

people in any r^ray to that of European Reactíon." To this school of

thought, the American Republic rvas not "an object of everlasting

hostility,t' but tta friend and neighbour," whose commercial partnership

should be welcomed by Canadíans. For Smith, commercial union was not

merely a pragmatic solution to economic hardship. If achieved, it

would demonstrate once and for all that Canada had Ëaken her place as

a part of "the democratic Continent" to which she was already bound

57geograpn].cal.ly.

IV

Much has been made of Smithr s advocacy of commercial and politícal

union with the United States, and rightly so. It was a favourite topic

of his and he did devote a great deal of time, money, and effort to

promoting it. Yet Smith's continentalist schemes never completely

dominated his writings or his 1ife. In fact, it was only in 1BB7 and

1888 that the subjects of commercial uníon, free trade, and Canadian-

American co-operation were given greater attention than most other
(o

issues..re ThroughouË hís career Ín Canada, Smith never stopped writing

on Englísh and American politics, international and imperial relations,

the Irish question, history, philosophy, religion, educatíon, and the
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staËe of society in general. In addítion to contrlbuting hundreds of

letters, artlcles, and reviews to leading journals all over the English-

speaking world, he also r^rrote numerous histories, biographies, verse

translations, and pamphlets and became directly involved in the creation

or revival of several important Canadian newspapers and journals. The

Canadian Monthl the Natíon, and the Liberal were his first ventures.

In 1880, he began publication of The Bystander which he wrote completely

on his ovm. It was "a miscellany notable for its variety of topic and

lucidity of expressionr" and, less than a year after its creation, t'it

had attained a far larger circulation than any previous Canadian

periodical," despite the unpopularity of many of Smith's opinion".59

In 1883, Smith hTent on to found the trleek, "an independent journal of

politÍcs, society, and literaturer" to which he contributed a weekly

section and numerous articles and which provided an important forum for

young Canadian wrÍters. Thirteen years later he took over the I,Ieekly

Sun, an agrarian journal that he "rescued from extincEion" and turned

into a respected source of information and comment.60

Journalistic endeavours were singularly import.ant, to Smit.h, who was

devoted to freedom of thought and expression and t,o the education of

society. But he always combined them with other activities. From t,he

time he arrÍved in Canada until hís death in 1910, he took an interest

in rrmatters of educatÍon, social reform, and public benevol"rr""."61 He

represented Ontario teachers on the Council of Public Instruct.ion Ín

LB74 and laEer became presídent of the Provincial Teachers' Association.

He r¿as appointed to the Senate of the University of Toronto ín 1873 and

he contínually promoted higher education and did what he could to improve

Ehe system and the quality of instruction. As well, he campaignecl
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relentlessly for the purificatÍon of corrupt municipal politics and

administration and for the establishment of a public system for relÍef

of distress. He spent greaL tíme and effort convincing the government

of the inadequacy of private charity in the face of industrialization

and, when a cÍty welfare officer was finally appointed in 1893, Smlth

personally paid his salary for the first tv/o years. He was equally

"liberal in private charity" contributing thousands of dollars every

year to various causes. Among ot.her things, his money sent an unknov¡n

boy to St. Andrew's Co11ege, helped to build a new synagogue and a new

wing at the Catholic House of Providence, and supported countless other

groups, of all types and denominations, working among the poor, the sick,
62and the aged.

Continental union, then, r^/as never Smithts sole concern during his

life in Canada. For a few years, between 1BB7 and 1891, however, it did

preoccupy his attention and that of many other Canadians who vrere worried

about the difficult economic sltuation and the divisiveness Ít generated.

Smith and a few other individuals, íncluding J.l^l . Longley and J.V. E1lÍs,

openly supported complete political and economic union v/ith the United

States as a solution to these problems. Others, like Sir Richard

Cartwright, suggested a strictly commercial arrangement which was ulti-

mately labelled "unrestrícted reciprociEyrt and incorporated in the

Liberal party platform in 1887. Introduced into the Commons soon aft,er,

the policy did not fare we1l. Many people believed that commercial

union would inevitably lead to political union and certaín American

politicians with their talk of "peaceful annexation" did little to dispel

thís fear. The extension of American protectionist policy came to be

seen by many Canadians as an attempt ttto sEarve Canada Ínto annexat,ion. ,r63
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Nevertheless, advocates of commercial cooperation worked hard to

keep the issue alíve and to carry it. into the election of 1891. Smithts

Canada and the Canadian Question was íntended as a contribution to this

effort (though it did not reach the public until after electj-on day and

the defeat of the l,iberals).64 As with his other works, this book had

a philosophical purpose in additíon to its immediate pragmatic goal.

Smich wanted to insure that Canada would fulfil her role ín improving

and perfecting democratic society by convincing Canadians that cont.inental

union would be benefícial to them and their society and that, in the

long run, it was probably inevitable.

In order to meet this aim, Smith used Canadian history to demonstrate

that Canada was a nevr world democracy that was being prevented from playíng

its part in the progress of democracy by the constant influence of con-

servative forces. In describing Canadían history, therefore, Smith

wanted to reveal the essentially progressive character of the country

and its inherent tendency towards freedom and democratic self-government

while at the same time outlíning the growth of strong anti-progressive

currents in the community.

i Ner¿ France and French Canada

Smith's historícal analy sis in Canada and the Canadian estion

began wíth "French Canada Before the Conquestr" in which he attempted

French Canadato demonstrate that anti-progressÍve elements had ruled

from the outset. In the early days of New France, there had been some

potentÍal for progressive development due to "the energy, the industry,

the intelligence, and the love of freedom" which the early Huguenot

emigrants had brought with them to the new world. Unfortunately, Catholic

reaction struck in New France as it had in the mother country, and from
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that point. forward French Canada was consistently under the influence

of the Catholic church which, despite the occasional emergence of

reformist and liberal tendencies in the colony, maintained a great and

largely reactionary influence dov¡n through the centuti"".65

I^lhi1e the Jesuits and the other mi-ssionary orders attempted, with

little success, to civilize the natives and to educate the colonists,

the colony t'as an agricultural or conmercial settlement...remained

a failure, its only trade being the fur trade." Frontenac and Talon

did what they could to turn New France into a prosperous commercíal

colony but the restrictions of monopoly and protectionism made improve-

ments difficult. The feudal land system vras imported along with various

other o1d world conventions, undoubtedly setting back whatever posÍtive

development had taken place. With the imposition of polítical absolutism,

moreover, there was litt1e chance for local self-government Eo take root.66

According to Smith, none of this activity did much to breath life

into the colony and "such life as the colony had apart from the activity

of the clergy" was in the fur trade. It was this aspect of colonial

life that drew "a11 those who preferred the freedom of the forest to the

paternal despotism of the Intendant and the priest." But this wild and

semi-nomadic life was no traíning for the unexciting but demanding work

of a colonist. I,trhen Louis XIV died, corruption and abuse replaced t.he

well-intended but ill-conceived colonial despotism of his government

and the state of the colony deteriorated further stil1. Thus, despite

the urilitary pro\,ress of its colonists, preserved by the ttabsence of

industrial and commercial pursuits." Nev¡ France fell to the Engli"h.67

For Smith, the conquest of New France qas an important accomplish-

ment, not only because it rescued New England from the threat of Freneh
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aggression but also because it delivered New France "from the realm of

despoEism to that of freedom, " providing yet another new world community

where English institutions could be planted and cultivated. From the

outset the French settlers enjoyed the benefits of the Engllsh

constitution-reduced military servÍ-ce, tríal by jury, relief from

Bourbon despotism and corruption, respect for their religion, and

government by a Council which included Catholics. Even Papineau

recognized that the security of life and property increased greatly as

a result of EnglÍsh ..rlu.68
Unfortunately, this generous and conciliatory attitude, forced upon

the government by the Amerícan Revolution, insured that Quebec would

remain French and Calholíc and that the reactionary hierarchy of clergy

and seigneurs would remaj-n intact and as powerful as ever. This led to

racial conflict between the French Canadian communities and the English

settlements growing up around them. In 1791 the British government

dívided Canada into tvro provinces hoping that this would put an end to

the conflict. Both Upper and Lower Canada were given a governor' repre-

senting the crov¡n, and an Executive Council to advise him, an appointed

Legislative Council sÍmilar to the Lords, and an elected Assembly

representing the Commons. Though modelled after the British system,

the governor actually governed, unlike the BriEish monarch who only

reigned, and the elected Assembly had litEle control over the upper

house and the governor. 69

Lower Canada was confírmed as a French province buË there remained

the province and it soon monopolized

According to Smith, French po\,/er rested

a vocal English minority wíthin

the highest appoínted offices.

in Ehe Assembly, for although they did not understand and were not really
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ttfit" for free institutions, French Canadians ttgrasped the votes which

Imperial legislation had put into their hands as v/eapons to be used for

Ehe protection of their nationality and for the overthrow of the oligarchy

of Conque"L."70 They struggted with the English upper house over

the control of the revenue and the Civil List,
the composition of the Legislative CouncÍl
(whích the patriots desired to make elective
that they might fill it with men of Lheir
own party), and the tenure of judges whom
they wished to make irremovable...in order
to diminish the po\¡¡er of the crolrn.71

These issues, along with conflicts such as that between the largely French

agricultural interests and the predomÍnantly English commercial elements,

caused t'constant strife" between the upper and lower chambers. I^Iith the

exception of the years I8I2-L4, when both French and English united Ëo

repe11 the American aggressors, this struggle carried on until 1837

when the patriots, frustrated by the government's rejection of their plan

to transfer greater pov/er to the Assembly, rebelled. The insurrection was

easily put down but ín its brief hour, it. demonstrated the great divisive

por^rer of race and the determination of the French to preserve their
72

naE ]-onalr-ty.

I^Ihen Upper and Lor¿er Canada were united after the dual rebellions of

1837, the position of the French Canadians r,/as left unchallenged despite

Lord Durham's \,/arnings that they should be assimilated. United ín their

determination to preserve their culture, they soon became dominant over

the English-speaking factions and passed the Rebellion Losses Bill and

made the legislature bí1ingual again. The premiership was shared between

English and French leaders and cabinet positions ü¡ere divided evenly.

Separate Catholic schools receíved support in both provÍnces "in

conËraventi-on of the principle of relÍgious equality and severance of
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tt7 3the Church from the State. According to Smith, the "French national-

ity was more securely entrenched than ever" and gradually they and

Eheir clergy became, as they have ever since been,
the basis of what styles itself a Conservative
party, playing for French support by defendÍng
clerical privilege, by protecting French nationality
and, not least, by allowing the French province to
dip her hand deep in the common treasury.T4

Plagued by "faction, intrigue, cabal, and selfish ambition,rt

however, the system of double majorities soon deteriorated into deadlock

and Lower Canada, at the biddíng of her conservative leaders, accepted

union with the other British colonies with the promÍse that she would

retain the power to preserve her nationality. In Srnithrs view, she

sacrificed 1itt1e since the great electoral por^/er of her united mass

of voters forced all political parties to compete for her support.

Thus, she was allowed to remaín "a theocracy" ruled by the clergy of a

powerful, rich, and determined church and, in the years after confeder-

ation, far from showing any "tendency to merge her nationality in t.hat

of the dominion," she \,/as more determined than ever to ent.rench and

75expancl rt.

ii Upper Canada and the English Provinces

While the course of Quebecrs hÍstory had, in Smithrs view, produced

an essentially reactionary society, the history of English Canada was

prÍmarily devoted to the development of the principles and instítutions

of democratic self-government. Upper Canada had originally been settled

by UniÈed Empire Loyalísts fleeing from the American Revolution. They

were given the same institutÍons as the Lower Canadians which provided

representative but not responsíble government. In the closing years of

the eighteenEh century the settlers rrrere preoccupied with the difficult
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tasks of clearing and working the land and building homes and communities.

Smith extolled the virtues of these hard r¿orking people whose work and

"home affections must have been their religion, the solemn and silent

forest their temp1e." They eventually established common schools as the

New England settlers had done before t.hem.76

With the achievement of the first essential tasks of settlement and

with the immigration of nerv and different settlers, political life began

to take shape. Pre-empted by the l^lar of 1812 in which British Canadians

distinguished themselves, polÍtÍcal activity revived in 1814. Government

was largely controlled by the Family Compact, a group of United Empire

Loyalists who "formed a social arístocracy as well as a political ring."

Their politics were Tory and through direcÈ and indírect influence they

controlled the Executive and Legislative Councils' many seats in the

elected Assembly, the Bench, and the higher places in the Episcopal

77church.

The policies and attitudes of the Compact alienated many of the newer

and more liberal settlers and out of their ranks gree/ a Reform party

whích advocated and campaigned for the same responsible government

Englishrnen enjoyed. An intense political contesE ensued in which, Smith

believed, passion played t.oo great a role. I^lith the appointment of Sir

Francis Bond Head and his ultimate championing of the Tory cause, the

Reformers were driven to rebellion to acquire what they consídered their

rights as English*urr.7B Their rebellion and Lord Durhamts subsequent

report secured responsible government for Canada in principle and Lord

Elgin's approval of the Rebellion Losses Bill brought it into practise.

The accomplishment of responsíble governmentr however, removed Ehe

dividing principle between the parti.es and, with Ehe union of Upper
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and Lor.Ier Canada, new and more difficult problems emerged. Party

the faction fight ended in\,ras reduced to faction and, eventually,

poJ-iticat deadlock. 79

It was out of this deadlock in Canada that the idea of confederation

arose but the maritime colonÍes, which shared the same basic political

character and institutíons also seemed 'tready for Confederation.tt

They, too, had achieved responsíble government in a series of struggles

with entrenched oligarchy over issues like control over the Civil List,

and, by the 1800s, some of the political leaders of the maritimes had

come to see certain benefits Ín a wider union of the British North

American colonies. According to Smith, there v/ere at least two other

important inducements to confederation: the belief that it would

increase ttmilitary strengthrr and "security against invasion,tt and

the hope that it would call "into exístence an intercolonial trade to

make up for partial

had been enjoying to

exclusion from that American market which Canada

her

A series of difficult and

great advantage during the last twelve years."

controversial negotiations between the

leaders of the various colonies ensued and eventually, by an acl of

the Imperial Parliament, without the direct approval of the colonial

populations, the domÍníon of Canada v¡as created in 1867.80

Smith maintained that despite "the false front" of British

monarchical and arístocratic forms, like the Governor-General and his

provincial Lieutenants and the appointed Senate, Canada v/as essentially

"a federal republíc after the American model."B1 In the Canadian

system the federal government r¡¡as stronger in theory, though not

necessarily in practise, judges were appointed, the civil service

vras permanent and relatively free from "Lhe Spoils System'r v¡hich
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plagued the United States, and election petitions were tried by

judges not by a party vote. Apart from these notable exceptions,

the Canadian system \¡/as no bet.ter (and sometimes it was worse) than

the American. Both were constantly challenged by the special problems

of democracy and by the evil consequences of party politics' patronage'

82and corrupclon.

The Canadian conf,ederation, however' was deficient in oÈher

important areas which had little to do with its democratic structure.

Its success in increasing military security was, according to Srnith'

very doubtful and its acquisiCion and íncorporation of the Northwest

and British Columbia had been difficult, costly, and, in the end,

Íncomplete since much of this vast regi-on was still only sparsely

populated and poorly developed. The twin polícies of building politícal

railroads and maintaining a prot.ectíve tariff had been costly for all

t,hose who were not railway magnates or manufacturers and had added to

regional and provincial divisions, making both economic prosperity

and national unity elusíve dr."*".83 As well, French Canada, inspired

by Ultrarnontanism and revived Jesuit ambitions was becoming increasingly

aggressive in its determination in Smith's view to create a French and

Papal nat.ion ín North America. Smíth argued that the Jesuit Estates

Act and the various schools questions demonstrated the great strength

of Ëhese ultra-conservative forces and the weakness of the so-calIed

national government Ín refusing to challenge these pretensions in the

name of national unity. For Smith and many other disillusioned observers'

the steady exodus of people from Canada to the United States vtas a

84
telling symbol of the 1ímited success of the Canadian experiment.
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V

SmiËh believed that the solution to Canada's problems, the

answer to the Canadían question as he called it was to be found in

some form of conEinental union. Continued dependence on England was,

as it had been at the time of the Trent íncident, beneficial to

neither country and v¡as unlikely Èo last much long...85 All hope

of independence as envisioned by the nationalist Canada First move-

ment of the 1870s had been destroyed by the strength of the old parties

and by racial and regional disuniay.S6 The movement for imperial

federation, which had emerged in the 1880s to challenge continentalism

and other schemes that threatened to subvert the British Empire, Smirh

d.ismíssed as vague and unrealistic. Imperial Federationists refused

to reveal theÍr plan for uniting vastly different'communities scattered

throughou¡ Ehe l{torld and for insuring the fair representation of all

their various interests ín some distant assembly. l^Iithout a concrete

framework it would be difficult to imagine self-governing colonies

like Canada surrendering any of their independence to an outside po\ner

regardless of their strong sentimen¡al ties to the E*pit".87

political union with the Uníted States was Smith's orntn personal

preference for a solution Èo Canada's difficulties because he believed

that it would combÍne all the benefíts of commercial cooperation with

other important advantages. It would, he argued, unite the progressive

forces on the continent. The reactíonary influences of French Canadian

nationalism and English imperialísm would be diminished by the determined

spirit of North America democracy while Èhe Anglophobía of many

Americans and the growing ttforeign element untrained to self-governmenLtt

would be displaced or at least challenged by the English traditions and
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ideals proudly and openly upheld by Canadians. Canada, he wenÈ on,

did not have to "give up any of the distinctíve character or histor-

ical assocíaËÍons which she had preserved through the continuance

of her connection with the mother country." After all, ScoËland had

retained her identity upon entering into union with E.rgla.rd.BB

Smith thought it apparent rrthat the political fortunes of the

Continent are embarked in the great Republic,r' that Canada was not

"in realitytt a separate or distinct experiment ín democracy, and that

she would "best promote her own ultimate Ínterestsrttand those of

democracy in general "by contributing without unecessary delay all

that she has in the way of political character and force tovrards the

saving of the main chance and the fulfilment of the common hopu."89

Moreover, he was convinced that, since the secondary forces working

in favour of a separate Canadían nation-imperial sentiment, political

and commercial vested interests, dislike of the uglier side of

Amerj-can politics, and the lack of diplomatic power to negotiate a

unj-on-were comparaEively weak, the primary forces-ttgeography, com-

merce, identity of race, language, and j-nsti-tutionsrtt and the inter-

mingling of the two peoples-woul-d eventually p...r.il.90

Although Smith believed that political union was "the bidding of

Destinyrt'h" was sensible enough to realize that most Canadians were

not ready for such a drastic change. Comrnercial uníon, on the other

hand, r^/as a policy that could conceívably gain practical acceptance by

the people and their government. He therefore addressed the two

policies separately in his wrítíngs and attempted to demonstrate that

even without political integration, commercial union promised a

substantial increase l-n economic and commercial opportunities in
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Canada and in the overall prosperity enjoyed by the Canaditn p"opl".91

The majoríty of Canadians' ho\^tever, did not agree with Smith's

assessment of the issues. Unrestrícted reciprocity v/ent dov¡n to

defeat wirh the Liberal party in 1891 and it faded from Canadían politics

until 1911 when it received another decisive defeat. Smith nevertheless

continued to advocate continental integration (particularly in the

economic sphere), though much less actively until the late 1890s when

American ímperial pretensions led him to reconsider the scheme. To che

end Srnith $ras never part of the mainstream of political thought in

Canada; yet, while his continentalist ideas set him apart from

Canadian nationalists, his fundamental outlook was, ín many v/ays'

simí1ar to theirs.92

Like Smith, Canadian imperialist thinkers r^/ere convinced of the

importance of history as a "repository of enduring and valuable

principles,' which would inform and shape the development of the

Canadian nation in the present and the future. Following the same

Whig example that influenced Smith, they stressed I'the steady advance

of liberty and self-government," and the growth of material well-being.

They belíeved in progress and they associated that progress wíth the

special genius of the Anglo-Saxon race which had been passed on to
o2

Canada." For some, this belief ín Anglo-Saxon superiority precluded

any deep sympat.hy or understanding of the aspirations of French-

Canadians. Foreign in race, language, and, to a certain extentt

religion, their ideals and t,heir actions did not always fit Englísh

definitions of plogress-separation of church and state \¡7as one

example-and thus, as a group, they v/ere often viewed as an obstacle

to ongoing political and social developmerrt.94
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Smith and the Canadian imperíalists also shared a determination to

ímprove society through social críticism, reform, and intelligent '

enlightened leadership in all spheres of society, especía1ly in the

polÍtical arena. As wel1, they all tended to be Christian moralists

and idealists who viewed the progress of society as the realizati-on of

what they believed I^Iere t.rue Christian principles and who assigned

Canada and Anglo-Saxon civilization in general, an integral role in

,95that process.

The irreconcilable dífference bet\^/een Smith and the imperialists

was in the application of these shared ideals. The latter group

believed that Canada, within an imperíal federation, would be best

equipped to achieve these go"1".96 Smith, who had long since given

up any hope for an ÍndependenË, progressive Canadian nation, thought

that Canadafs contribution to world Progress would be better made as

part of the United States. In the final analysis, both visions were

unworkable, but the nationalist sentiments expressed by the imperialísts,

which Smith either misjudged or chose to ignore, proved to be an

enduring, if somewhat fragile, aspect of Canadían life in the twentíeth

century.
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CONCLUSION

Goldwin Smith v/as not a great historian. As both his contemporary

and his modern critlcs have noted his approach and his methods were, in

many \¡/ays, unprofessional, his facts were of ten r^¡rong, and his judge-

ments often prejudiced. His primary purpose in r¿riting history \,ras not

to contribute to or to expand the common store of historical knowledge

but rather to use the examples and lessons he found in the past to

ínfluence developments in the present and the future. Because of these

very flaws, however, Smithrs historical works are an excellent source

of his ideas. An examination of several of them clearly adds to our

knowledge of the man and his thought.

Smith has generally been viewed by historians as a Victorian(tiUerat)

whose outlook was defined primarily by his political and economic beliefs

-democracy, anti-imperialism, free trade, and 1ímíted st.ate interventíon

in socieËy. These certaínly were ímportant elements of his Ehought but'

as this analysis of some of his major histsrj-cal works demonstrates-, these

be1íefs v/ere part of a much broader world-view which cannot be defined

strictly in politícal and economic terms. In order to understand Smithrs

brand of itiberalísm'ifullyr wê must vie\^t him as a Christian ídealist

whose most fundamental concern was the moral progress of society along

Christían lines and for whom politics and economícs were the vehicles

through which that progress \¡ras achieved. This religÍous outlook had íts

roots in Srnitht s famíly background and in his educatíon. At home and

later, at Oxford, he came under the influence of Broad Church and

{liberal rAnglicanísm, Evangelicalism, and Nonconformíty. His earliest

activíties-university reform, the Jamaica Committee, support of the

774
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North in the Civil War, and democrati-c reform of the political system-

were all ínspÍred in some way by his determinatj-on to improve society

according to the Christian principles of justice, benevolence, and

human brotherhood. i

Hís phílosophy of hístory derived from the same Christian r¿orld-

vj-ew. Followíng Arnold and the(literat)Anglicans, he believed that,the

elevation of human character, the advancement of moralíty through effort

along Christian lines, and the movement to\"rards the creatíon of a moral

community of mankind were the keys to progress and the purpose for man's

existence. History \¡/as the record of the process by which man struggled

to achíeve these goals and the proof that, despite certain historícal

setbacks, society had, over the ages, advanced towards Lhem. The poli-

tical and economic aspects of Smith's thought derived from these basic

principles. He believed that the progress of socieÈy towards the forma-

tion of a moral community of mankind could best be accomplished Ín an

environment of long-term stability, peace, and prosperity. Therefore,

he, like the l^ihig hístorians, stressed the growth of const.ituËíonal

government, the emergence of democracy and the movement to improve and

perfect democratic socíety in his major hístorical works.

England, he argued, had led the world in the development of

constitutíonal government which combined freedom wíth order, índividual

right with the common good; he therefore concentrated hís attentíon

upon this aspect of English history. He traced the growth of the

constitution from its origíns ín early Saxon institutions, through the

era of the Great Charter and Edward I's parliament, the despotic Tudor

interlude and the revival of parllamentary po\^/er ín the seventeenth

century down to modern times when the system of constitutional monarchy

I
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and rule by the majority ín the Commons was firmly and finally

established. These accomplÍ.shments had been carríed even further by 
i
i

the Americans who had builE a nation based on the English principles

of freedom and self-government transplanted in the new world by rhe

Puritan colonists of the seventeenth century. The nation they built,

however, was more egalitarian and democratic than the English model

upon which ít was based because feudalistic notions of privilege in

church, state, and society T,rere not maintaíned in many of the colonies.

In the new world, progress had fewer enemies and consequently moved

more quíckly and decisively. After full independence from England was

achieved, the republíc had survived a bloody civil war and had defeated

the reactionary forces of slavery establíshing once and for all the

strength and the supremacy of democratic socíety in the new world.

Smith maintained that Canadafs history had prepared her for a

similar and complimentary role to that of the Uníted States. She shared

the same English traditions of freedom and self-government developed

fírst by the United Empire Loyalists and later by the other Engllsh-

speaking imrnigrants who seÈtled in Canada. Canadians, however, had

been spared the upheaval of revolution, the plague of slavery, and the

tragedy of a civil war and therefore, as a group, had the potentÍal to

exert a positive influence on the evolutíon of North American democratic

society. Havíng failed to fulfill this role as an independent nation,

Canada could best contribute to the improvement and ulËj-rnate perfection

of the democratÍc system, Surith believed, by joining the Uníted States

in political union.

This emphasis on the growth of constitutional government and

democracy combining freedom and stabilíty and reconciling individual
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and community ínËerests led Smith, like other Whig and (1i¡eral )híst.orians,

to uphold the English model of development as the key co progress. He

idealized Anglo-Saxon civilizatj-on as the most progressive of all

cívilizations and ít blinded him to the achievements and the contri-

butions of the non-English-speaking peoples and countries of the world.

As a result he r.ras very unsyrnpathetic to the naEionalistic sentimenËs

and aspirations of French and English Canada and lreland. As wel1,

his moral outlook was narrowly Christian and protestant and he possessed

a deeply-rooted and frequently expressed prejudíce against both Catholics

and Jews, and a hearty dislíke and paranoiac suspicion of the Catholic

church, particularly the Jesuit order.

Moreover, despite hís dedication to democratic reform, Smith was

an elitist who believed that, for the present, society needed to be guided

by a special group of leaders who, due to superior í.ntellect, education,

and visiorr, \¡/ere able to understand the present needs and the future

destiny of the people and the nation better than the people themselves.

Leaders such as these and the institutions they controlled cou1d, in

Smithr s view, insure orderly progress whereas an i11-informed or misled

section of the masses could, by their activiti-es, do great damage t,o

society. Consequently, Smith often supported strong government and

the powers of order against the peoplers demands for great,er freedom.

He generally viewed strong kings as progressive factors in the middle

ages and he sympathízed with Cromwell's actions Ín putting dor,rn the

Levellers and Èhe Irish. In American history he preferred the unpro-

gressive Brítish connectíon to the anarchÍc destruction of the lrlar of

Independence and he applauded Hamilton the centralizer while denouncÍng

Jef ferson, the democrat. Jackson who v/as one of trthe peoplertt he
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thought the rnost destructive of all American presidents=1"'During his
.t'o

years in Canada, he called repeatedly for strong national government'

including the use of the federal veto on provincÍal legíslatíon, to

counteract regional and racial dÍvisions. I^Ihen that failed and he

believed Canada was being pulled apart by the strength of its varÍous

factions, he advocated continental union as a means of brínging order

and progress to the Canadian nation As well, throughout the controversy

over the Irísh question he devoted his energies and his historical

writings to maíntaining and sErengthening the Anglo-Irish union which

he saw as a source of stability challengíng the unrest and rebellion

fostered by the lrish leaders of the Home Rule movement

Yet beneath all these lrrhiggish attributes and preoccupations,

Smith's Christian idealism is apparent. His moral outlook was the

source of his deep admiration for the Puritans in spite of theír narro\'l'

theocratic world-víew and, more generally, it inspired hís constant

concern with the moral character of historical figures and the ages

in which they lived. Moreover, in his historical works he almost

invaríab1y gave religious and moral developments a prominent place even

though he often claimed to be discussing a nation's political history

only. For Smith, relÍgíon could never really be separated from politics

or economics or any other aspect of social development because Christian-

íty was the course of the very idea of improvement, of advancementr of

progress ín all fields of human endeavour. I,lithout the inspiration of

an ideal moral communíty of all mankind, society would have achíeved

lítËle, if anyching, of enduring value.

It is only by understandíng Srnitht s essentially religíous view of

history and of society that v¡e can begÍn to develop a more compleEe i-mage
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of the man and his ideas. This, in turn, will help us to place Smith

ín the wider Victorían context and to understand the true and often

confusing and conflicting character of Victorian liberalism which

clearly no longer fits neatly into simple political, economic, and

philosophical categories. Hopefully this study has contributed to

Ehat process by revealing some of the complexities and subtletíes of

one Victorian liberal mind.



APPENDIX

Irish History and the Union

Smith ri/rote a great deal about Ireland especially during the

1BB0s when the Home Rule issue domÍnated BrÍtish politics and imperíal

affairs. His interest in Ireland, however, dated from the early 1860s

when he was stil1 in England and it was inspíred both by praetical

concerns and philosophical principles. As an active Victorian wríter

concerned vrith the major íssues of the age, Smith could not avoid dis-

cussing Irísh affairs. At the same time, the direction lrish events

were taking in his day presented an obvious and powerful challenge to

Smith's belief in the progressive character of Anglo-Saxon civilization.l

Despite union with Brítain in 1801, social, agrarian, and poltical unrest

and agitatíon had continued and even intensified in Ireland Ín the

nineteenth century. Consequently, to many the benefits of union appeared

limited. Povert.y and destitution r4rere as prevalent as ever and the

policÍes of the British government had done little to alleviate the

',difficulties. 'Thus, from the 1860s forward more and more people-

primarily Irish but also an increasíng number of English-began to doubt

the usefulness of the union and the form of government it had establíshed
').

in Ireland. -

Smith's staunch belief in the English model of consEítutional

government combiníng order and liberty would not permít him to share

these doubts, to view the union as a failure, and to give up its de-

fence. On the contrary, he maíntained that it had been "for Ëhe last

half-century the sole power of enlightenment and progress" in Ireland

and he set out to convince England, Ireland, and the world of this by

publicizing hís interpretation of Irish history. IIis earliest hTork'

180



Irish History and Irish Character. was publíshed in 1861

many writings on lreland it was the most sympatheEic, no

Ít was written before the disestablishment of the lrish

181

and of all his

doubt because

church and the

however, his view of Irishimplementation of land t.fot*.3

history varied 1itt1e from 1861

Irish Question was published.

In general,

to 1905, when Irish History and the

Smithts interpretatíon of Ireland's past was based on the argument

that unfortunate historíca1 circumstances and "the misdeeds of bygone

timesr" were the causes of lreland's mísfortunes.4 Like England, Ireland

had been invaded in the age of conquest, but unlike England that con-

quest had been partial, due to geographic barriers and the instability

and ínconsistency of medieval governments. According to Smith, the

Anglo-Norman Pale established after the conquest \^7as nothing more than

a small colony surrounded by and constantly at \,rar with the native tribes.

The English monarchy expended its urilitary energies in France instead

of extending and confirmíng the conquest in Ireland and assimilating

the natives into Anglo-Norman socíety, as had been done in England.5

yet Englandrs feudal cíaim to Ireland v¡as maintained through Poyning's

Law and wíth the advent of a stronger and more determined national

government under Ëhe Tudors and attempt was made to complete the con-

quest of Ireland. With the Reformation, hor¿ever, religíous animosítíes

were added to the racial conflict and the struggle became even more

intense. Through t'a r^/ar of exterminat,iontr the Tudors were able to

place Englishmen and English law in control of the land but already

the English people and the ProLestant relÍgion had come to be seen as

oppressors and destroyers to be resisted at all costs. The Protestant

colony planted at Ulster whose members I^tere to become tttrainers ín
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religious

trrirr. 6

and cívilizationrtt became instead tta second Palett cut off
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by

toand racial animosity from the people they were supposed

In the seventeenth century, under the Stuarts, a few significant

reforms v/ere attempted according to Smíth. James I called "a Parlia-

ment of all Ireland, including the Catholics, the last national

legislature that Ireland \,/as ever to see." and Strafford attacked

the abuses of corrupt wealth, tried to reform the impuritíes of the

State church, and worked to encourage trade. The Irish people, however,

remained determined to reclaim their land and to keep their or¿n Catholic

religion and their determinatíon was fortified by the presence of a

class of English adventurers for whom "Ireland had become the chosen

field" of corrupt profit and selfish advancement. Thus when civil war

erupted in England, the Irísh people took the opportunity to attempt

to drive out the Ulster settlers, beginning "a war of devíls, eaeh side

massacríng without mercy.tt Only Cromwellts t'terrible blowtt put an end

to the conflict.T

Victorious ín the war, the English were given back the land and

the Irish leaders and soldiers \¡rere punished for taking arms against

England. Smith argued that such measures, though cruel, rnrere inevítable

after a \¡/ar and that, in general, Cromwell's policies were enlightened.

He united lreland and Scotland to England, giving the Irish the

benefits of strong, progressive government, legal reform, free trade

and toleration of Catholic conscience though not Catholic practice.

Had he and his policies survÍved, Smith claimed, "this would probably

have been the end of Irish suffering." Unfortunately, the Restoration

rulers reversed Cromwellts achievements, reducing Ireland to an economic
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and polÍtical dependency again and depriving her of "the indíspensable

means of civilization."B

It was not long before t.he plots and schemes of James II provided

Irish people to rise again to regain their land.thea chance for

After a brief

the armies of

and bloody reígn they were defeated by l,rlilliam III and

England and harsh punÍshment r"ras inflicted upon them.

The Penal Code

reduced them to absolute helotage, proscribing
their religion, excludÍng them. , . from the
franchise..., from freehold ovmership, from
professions, from the higher education, from
the guardianship of their own children, from
the possession of arms, or of any horse but
the merest jades, outraging natural affection
by enabling the son of a Catholic on turning
Protestant to reduce his father to a life
ínterest ín the estate.g

In conjunction vrith protectionism, these measures left the vast maj ority

theirof the population disinherited, poor, and socially degraded; and

lot was made worse still by the "hierarchy of extortÍon" established

to collect rents for absenËee landlords and tithes for the Anglican

10church.

In all thís oppression and degradation, only the work of the

Catholic priests served to raise the peasantry above the "condition

of brutesr" but even their efforts achieved 1íttle in the Íace of the

foulness of eighteenth century rrísh go.r"rrr*u.rt.11 The system of

dependency also angered the Protestant oligarchy that dominated Irish

society. I.lhile England r^/as at war with her American colonies, the

Protestant patriots formed an army and 'rexEorted from England the

independence of the Irish Parliament.tt Grattanrs ne\^r nation, however,

still excluded Catholics, fíve-sixths of the population, some of r¿hom,
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lrere allowed to sit in Parliament, and its accomplishments were limited.

The land war raged with increasing intensity throughout the country and

when the French Revolutíon broke out, the Irish people, encouraged by

I2

the revolutionary conspiracíes of a few disgruntled' radical Protestants'

prepared to fight again for their lost land. Locked in a deadly strug-

gle with the Protestants, the lrish asked for French assistance. When

it faí|ed, they were left to fíght alone for their race and their

religion and, in the end, they were completely defeated.l3

According to Srnith, sínce "government by the Protestant oligarchy

had ended in murderous anarchy,tt re-uníon became an t'over-powering

necessity." Pitt accomplished it not by corruption but by using peerages'

promotions and payments to compensate all the Irish members for the loss

of their boroughs and their political pol¡/er in the Irish Parli-ament. He

did not call an electÍon to seek lreland's approval because' as five-

sixths of the populaËion r,rere not voters, the result could hardly have

reflected the will of the puop1".14 Despite its controversial begínnings,

however, the union brought progress to Ireland. Catholic emancipation

\,Jas achj-eved in 1829 when the movement for religious toleration coincíded

with O'Connellrs election Ëo Parliament and throughout the 1830s Ireland

enjoyed the benefits of the reform movement in England. Irlíth one hundred

representatíves in a reformed House of Commons her concerns and desíres

were well-knornm. In L846, after the tragic Potato Famine which England

proËectionÍsm had helped to cause, free trade was achieved and' accord-

ing to Smith, "Parliament gave lreland, long before it gave England, a

national system of education, which, íf the union were repealed, the

priesthood would overturn.rr As well, she had, in 1869, been "gíven her

relígíous equality, while England stíll had a State Church." Tn 1870
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"a special and mosÈ drastic Land Act" had been implemented on her

behalf while the occasional distress caused "by t.he growth of her

populatÍon beyond the means of subsistence" was also relieved by

Parliament. "while English distress had been left to shíft for iÈself.,,15

All this had been achieved by the united Parliament while Irish

extremists \{ere busy stirring up the land-hungry peasantry vrith anti-

Englísh propaganda blaming the union government for all of Ireland's

problems and suggesting that an independent rrish government would

granË them more control over their 1and. They promoted social war

because they knew that peace would bring prosperity and stabiliËy

and that it demonstrated the progressive character of the union,

endangerÍng their selfish political arbi-Ëions.16 Theír activí-ties,

though countered by a series of coercion Acts, continued throughout

the 1870s and 1BB0s and eventually convinced a number of English

políticians including, of course, Gladstone, to embrace Home Rule

as the solution to lrish problems. Under Ëhis scheme Ireland would

have íts ovrn parliament to deal with strictly rrish affairs and

representatives in the British parliament to deal vüít.h \^rÍder concerns

which effected all of Britain.lT

The LÍberal party and liberals in general were deeply dívided over
10

thís issue..* For sníth, Home Rule was not a rearistic alternative

to union because rrish nationalists would never be satisfied with

partial Í-ndependence and would surely have continued agitatíng until

total independence r^ras achieved. Home Rule was not, he argued,

comparable to Canadian self-government \,/íthin the Empire or to provincial

government wíthin the federation. Britain rÁ/as not, nor could be made,

a federal state and Ireland was not a progressive prosperous, peaceful,
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contented, and distant colonial dominion. She was a part of Britain'

geographically, economícally, and historícally and she was consumed

by a burning hat.red of the English and her people l¡lere constantly

plotting unrest and rebellion against England. As an independent

nation she would "be a thorn in the side of Great Britain," whíle as

a member of a fair legislative union in time she could become a stable,

prosperous, and progressive community, if only her leaders would stop

cultivating "a barren fu.rd."19

By the early years of the Ewentieth century' however, Smith began

to doubt whether the feud would ever end. In 1903 he admitted that

during "the course of this long struggle a spirit of antagonistic

nationality has been developed in lreland," which now would be

,,difficult to allay."20 As he saw it, the choice had to be between

union and independence and he hoped that he would not be charged with

ínconsistency or betrayal of his faiLh in a "free and hearty" union for

contemplating the possíbilíty of independence. Moreover, independence

had a progressive side as well in so far as it might disarm the

aggressíve imperialism and jingoistic attítudes which had taken hold

of the British government since the latter years of the nineteenth

,1
.Lcentury. Yet. he remained convinced that union, if approached

properly, was beEter for Ireland and England, just as continental union

between Canada and the United States was the best hope for North

American democratíc societY.
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